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MtIfircly Ledger

Times

AN
ALL
KENTUCKY
CITY

I.!Democrats Concede To
Reagan's Lobby Power
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer

presiRepublican to vote
_ against the
dent.
O'Neill said Monday his count showed 175 of the 249 r"—
House standing firm, 41 vote-s
of
what is needed. That assessment
generally matched the prediction.of
Rep. Phil Gramm,D-Texas, coauthor
of the substitute budget plan endorsed
by Reagan, that 40 te• 50 Democrats
Will vote with the president.
But in a last-ditch move to keep
potential defectors in line, House
Democratic . leaders argued that a
vote now will lock members into
budget-cutting decisions they will
regret later.
Reagan, meanwhile, was working
hard to seal a victory.
Two dozen congressmen, mostly
Southern Democrats, met with the
president Monday at the White House,
a few at a time. More were to be invited today and possibly Wednesday.
Among Monday's visitors was Rep.
Donald .1. Albostan fl-Mich., who said
he expected to vote for the
budget
administration-favored
resolution sponsored by Gramm and
Rep. Delbert L. 'Latta, R-Ohio.
Albosta said he was "basically" persuaded to do so when "the president
agreed he'd look very seriously" at
the Michigan .congressman's complaints that his state was treated inequitably by formulas for handing out
federal funds.
Rep. William H. Boner, D-Tenn,
said Reagan "tried to inform us what
he was trying to do ... and assure us
that the problems we had (about
specific appropriations) would be
worked out." In House debate Monday, however,
a parade of Democratic committee
chairmen argued that the administrationbacked plan would force deepercuts than those outlined in an alter-

native package approved earlier by
the Ho.— _ ;411011110tee.
Generally, the budget resolution
merely sets guidelines for Congress to
follow in making decisions on spending and taxes.
But Democratic leaders have oe
focusing on the portttai6rthe Reag
backed plarahat would mandate $36.6
billion in budget cuts next year
through' • instructions to individual
committees to trim programs under
their jurisdictions by that much.

WASHINGTON MP) — As debate
gives way to action, House
Democratic leaders are conceding
the can't match President Reagan'stack the Vptes to
block the administration's budget
•
cuts.
"It's a little bit like going into the
ring and the other guy_ has got brass
knuckles and all you've got is 16-ounce
gloves," said House Democratic
Rep. Carl D. Perkins, D-Ky., chairleader Jim Wright of Texas. "We
man of the House Education and
don't have any rewards to bestow,
Labor Committee, assailed the cuts
favors to withhold or punishment to
Monday. Although he is not in full
mete out....
and
House)
the
(of
speaker
"The
agreement
with the Democratic alterPOOL PREPARATION — David Dugger and F. C. Cook, Murray-Calloway County Parks employees, clean
native, Perkins said, "even if
the majority leader do not have
winter debris from the large swimming pool in preparation for the late May opening of the park pool comanything except a hunting license to
Tweedle-dee is only marginally better
plex. A drawing for a free season pool pass will be held at tonight's celebration of the park's summer opening
we've been trying with
and
than
persuade,
Tweedle-dum, we are obligated
set for 7 at the old depot in the park. Those who have purchased season passes will be eligible for the
to make that distinction in our votes."
varying degrees of success," Wright
drawing. The Community Chorus will sing at the event, which has been coordinated by the parks board and
But Latta responded that "your
said Monday in an address to the Naorganizations utilizing the park. Everyone attending will be eligible for several other prize drawings.
Perkins' committee has beer
tional Press Club.
responsible for a lot of the explosion
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
that has occurred in the federal
Jr. was more direct.
budget in recent years."
"Am I getting commitments? The
answer is no, to be truthful on the
In a related development, a $1
thing," the Massachusetts Democrat
million media campaign aimed at
said. "Have I got disappointments?
defeating the administration's proThe answer is yes."
gram was announced Monday by
The House was moving toward
Jerry Wurf; president of the
Students of the Murray School of
TIKI-MAST Day is being sponsored Murray and Calloway County awarelate today on amendments to a
votes
American Federation of State, County
Saturday, May 9, by Murray- of how important TIKI-MAST is to all Practical Nursing will hold a blood
with a final vote exand Municipal Employees.
Calloway County Hospital Medical of us and help raise the money TIKI- pressure screening all afternoon. For budget blueprint,
"The Republican economic proExplorer Post 803 to support the MAST needs," Mike Garland, ex- any donation to TIKI-MAST, anyone pected Wednesday.
In the Republican-controlled
posals before the Congress offer the
emergency helicopter ambulance ser- plorer coordinator for TIKI-MAST may have their blood pressure checkSenate, debate begins Wednesday or
average working family about as
ed.
vice.
Day,said.
similar
a
on
Thursday
much protection as cheesecloth in a
are
activities
of
afternoon
An
Various groups will sell popcorn, administration-backed plan approved
The TIKI-MAST helicopter will land
Wurf said in statement.
hurricane,"
landing
helicopter
the
from
scheduled
donate
and
popsicles
and
soft drinks
at the parking lot of Roy Stewart
by the Senate Budget Committee.
p.m.
5
approximately
at
leaves
it
until
exThe
TIKI-MAST.
to
proceeds
the
will
crew
the
and
p.m.
1
at
Stadium
An Associated Press survey late
give scheduled demonstrations at 2 The post will perform their children's plorer post will have automobile first- last week found 29 House Democrats
puppet show "Willie Has His Tonsils aid kits for sale.
p.m.and 4.
definitely supporting the president's
Out" at 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 just before
The Calloway County Rescue Squad plan instead of their own party's alter"We want to make the people of the TIKI-MAST demonstrations.
and MCCH Ambulance Service will be native and at least five others leaning
on hand to conduct tours of their that way. If Republicans stay solid, a
emergency equipment and explain its Fwitch of 26 Democrats would be
use.
necessary to give Reagan a victory.
Hoy Scouts Troops 13, 45, and 77 will
The TIKI-MAST emergency GOP leaders say they expect only one
hold
an old newspaper drive on Saturhelicopter ambulance service has
May 9. This is both a fund raising
day,
Kentucky
west
and
served Murray
and conservation activity for the
since 1975. However, the helicopter
troops, according to Samir Mahfoud,
service can continue to exist only with
senior leader of Troop 77
financial support from the community
Mahfoud said "Conservation plays
it serves, according to Jack D.
a big role in the Scouting program and
Civilian cooris a vital part of the Outdoor Code,
dinator in Paddsah.
which is the Scouting attitude toward
The helicopter service, provided by
and the out-of-doors. The colnature
the 101st Army Airborne Division at
of
lection
papers helps Scouts and the
Fort Campbell, needs $70,000 this
more aware of saving our
be
to
public
year, and an additional $25,000 each
natural
nation's
resources."
cover
to
year in the future
have papers should
who
Persons
"A board member has the same
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. ( AP.) —
maintenance, Walker said.
give their name, ad753-3824
and
call
Of the $70,000 needed this year, Tennessee Valley Authority chairman authority as the chairman and I indress,and location of the papers. Only
on
active
very
be
ento
a
of
told
continue
meeting
to
helicopter-toFreeman
tend
David
replace
to
go
$35,000 will
newspapers can be collected, no
hospital radio equipment, $25,000 will vironmental educators that the power the board."
magazines or booklets, Mahfoud said.
be used to cover administrative costs utility is helping to preserve the enand build a fund for new equipment vironment in the seven-state area it
REUGIOUS ART SHOW — Gerry Reed, public library staff coor$10,000 will be used to buy infant serves.
and
dinator of the Religious Art Show, and artist Karen Lamb are shown
units.
transport
the
by
sponsored
is
The
art show
with her entry titled "King of Kings."
Freeman addressed about 200
The Military Assistance to Safety members of the National Association
Ministerial Association and will be on display in the meeting room of
and Traffic (MAST) program has for Environmental Education at Kenthe main library through most of May. Awards at the event will be
been serving the states of Tennessee, tucky Dam Village State Resort Park.
presented at 1 p.m. May 9 at the Calloway County Public library.
Illinois, Kentucky and Indiana (TIKI)
"TVA's human resources are
for six years.
So far in 1981, 46 percent of the re- perhaps its greatest asset in the task
quests made for TIKI-MAST have of environmental prdtection,"
come from the area including Freeman said. "Of all the agencies of
the federal governement I would say
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
TIKI-MAST is free to patients and TVA has perhaps the broadest collechospitals. Costs are covered by dona- tion of environmentally sensitive
The first Hazel lions Club Picnic, to
from the communities supported technical talent.
tions
old
be held Saturday, May 9, at the
off-the
afternoon's
kick
will
Hubbard
We are, I think, unequivocally able
variety.
a
feature
will
grounds,
school
activities at 1 p.m. with a report from
to provide an .extra dimension of
of activities throughout the day.
technical expertise in our enThe event, what is hoped by club Washington.
The day, will conclude with advironmental quality efforts."
members to be an annual affair, will
He said the utility's expertise is imbegin at 10 a.m. with an auction of dresses „ by most of the candidates
local
the
on
appear
will
names
whose
in dealing with environemtal
portant
businesses.
area
by
items donated
problems.
The response from area merchants primary election ballot.
A club spokesman said plenty of
Freeman challenged the educators
has been excellent and several "nice
inform the public as to what is enitems" will be available for sale, a parking will be available near the picnic. Signs will be posted to direct peoVisitors to the Murray State Univer- vironementally good and bad.
club spokesman said.
picnic.
the
to
ple
"As awareness of the environmenmorning
campus this weekend for the
the
sity
during
Other activities
Proceeds from tile day's activities traditional graduation programs will tal crisis gathers force," he said, "it
will include live musical entertainment, an airplane stunt show and a will be used to support the club's have an opportunity to tour the new becomes more and more closely linked with an awareness which
Fort Campbell parachute team ex- various civic and humanitarian pro- three-story University Center.
jects.
Two programs are scheduled in the educators must point out."
hibition.
The public is urged to al tend.
In an interview after the speech,
center which opened earlier in the
Barbecue plate lunches also will be
semester and replaced the Harry Lee Freeman said he doesn't expect any
changes in the utility with the pending
Waterfield Student Union Building.
First, the Honors Day program is appointment of Charles Dean to the
scheduled in the center ballroom at board. Dean has been nominated by
3:30 p.m. Friday. A story earlier in- President Reagan to head the TVA's
correctly said that the program would three-member board.
"I don't expect any drastic changes,
again this year be in Lovett
Mostly cloudy with a good
I think he will provide a contribubut
Auditorium.
of showers and possible
chance
he said. "I'm satisfied with the
tion,"
will
students
144
Approximately
3
Aces
receive individual recognition during TVA's programs and policies and I
6 thundershowers tonight, low in the
Building Page
Honors Day. Presentations of grants, don't intend to vote any differently in
14, 15 mid to upper 50s. A few lingering
Classifieds
14 showers early Wednesday then
cash awards, certificates and cita- the future than what I have in the
Comics
14 partial clearing in the afternoon,
past. I don't think Richard Freeman
Crossword
tions will be given.
2 high in the mid 60s to around 70.
Dear Abby
An informal hospitality period has will either."
12
Deaths & Funerals
Richard Freeman, no relation to
been scheduled in the University
Extended Forecast
Donna serves as senior class presiDonna Swift is
1981 Miss Spring.
3
Dr. Lamb
Center from 8:15 to 9:30 a,m. §atur- David,is the board's other member.
Chance of sho--.1a east
at Calloway. Her other activities
dent
take
shopwill
readers
through
Donna
5
Galley
Garrott's
"I don't know that Charles Dean has
day, prior to commencement txerThursday and statewide Seer,
include
cheerleader, pep club,student
in
tour
16-page
special
the
Miss
ping
4
Horoscope
any different ideas than what we
cites at 10 a.m.in Racer Arena.
day. Overnight lows around 50
and SAE. Donna 'also was
council
section
included
Spring
in
editoday's
2,3,4
Local Scene
Each of the colleges will host recep- have," he said. "In my conversations east to the mid and upper 50s
Miss
CCHS.
named
5
tion.
Opinion Page
tion tables located throughout the with him he has not indicated any difof the 1980 MurrayThe
queen
8,9 weal Daytime highsIn the'70s.
Sports
than
their
ferent
ours."
philosphy
center, providing graduates,
- --hike Levels
16 pages
Calloway
County
Jaycee Fair, Donna
Miss Spring
Freeman also said that he doesn't
families and friends an opportunity to
3511.89
Lake Barkley
she
no
said
has
plans for
immediate
meet with f culty and staff prior to feel any animosity about being replacKentucky Lake
358.91
the future.
ed
t.

Local TIKI-MAST Day To Assist

Emergency Helicopter Service

Hazel Picnic To Have
Full Day Of Activities

mostly cloudy
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Senior h
l'A C Head

Thursday,May.7
Thursday,May 7
Wednesday,May
Tuesday,May S
Tasting luncheon by the
Calloway County Library
Gladys Williamson Group
Goshen United Methodist
Legion of Mary will meet
Calloway
County Board of Trustees is schedulof Sinking Spring Baptist Church Women will meet at
Homemakers Club will be ed to meet at 7 p.m. at the at 10:40 a.m. at the St. Leo's
Church will meet in the 7 p.m. at the church.
Catholic Church.
served from 11 a.m. to 1:30 library.
home of Mary Janice Cooper
p.m. at the social hall of the
Salem Baptist Church
at 7:30 p.m.
Knights of Columbus will
FirstUnited Methodist Chur- ' MothersDaY Oa Will
be at meet at 7:30 p:ni at the St.
WMU Ls scheduled to meetat
ch. Door prizes will be given.
9 a.m. at the First Baptist Leo's Catholic Church.
- Kappa Department of 7 p.m.
Fortickets call 753-1452.
Church.
Murray Woman's Club will
By Abigail Van Buren
Mission groups at Flint
have a salad supper at 6:30
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Baptist Church are schedulp.m. at the club house.
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
ed to meet at 7 p.m. at the
7:30 p.m.at the Ellis Center.
Delta
ent af mar_
church.
ray Woman's Club will have
Registration for the 1981
Italian
a salad supper at 6:30 p.m.
Hamburger
Red
Cross Learn to Swim
Women of Oaks Country
at the club house.
Spaghetti
&
Chopped
Steak
DEAR ABBY:I am a minister who has been married since
Club will have its first ladies Program will continue at
Special
Special!
on
the
first
floor
of
8:30
a.m,
last December, but our marriage has not as yet been
First celebration of the day golf with a social hour at the CallowiL_,X_unty Courconsummated.
9 a.m. with Marilyn Herndon
We spent our wedding night in a very nice motel in opening of the Murray- as hostess and play to begin Mouse..
at
7
Ca&
Sittabury, N.C., where I thoughtN.iniktilliiisVconat 9:30 a.m. with Grace
ummate our marriage, but she said, "Let's wait a night or p.m. at depot at the park
Garden Department of
it h garlic bread
wo in case I get pregnant. I don't want people counting the with prograyn by Communi- James as golf hostess.
Murray Woman's Club will
with
intercourse."
ays and saying we had premarital
salad 40'
ty Chorus and drawings for
Murray-Calloway County have a salad luncheon at 12
She put me off that way for a whole month Then she said, prizes.
fries
ettra
Ministerial Association will noon at the club house. A
'Plenty of babies are horn in the seventh month — let's wait
h9
planned
by
Special
garden
tour,
For
kids
a little longer."
meet at 8 a.m. at the
Louis Zimmerman
Abby, after putting up with her stalling for three months, • Mother-Daughter Banquet Murray-Calloway County Jane Lane, will follow.
inside dining onh
a
at
Organization
YAC
I demanded my_ rights. She refused to go on the pill and (potluck) by First United Hospital ur13Free
Refills on Drinks
..-.eetintiotitt, trio, Hysiott-'
Methodist
Church
Women
artIlidirssiii-Ahe responsibility of preSenior Citiiens Center'
Blodget as speaker.
Regency in Louisville on cautions. To this day,s e
tinues to hold me If with one will be held at 5:39 p.m. at
will be openz
.
s
.i.E111s
WEDNESDAY
ridiculous excuse afte
April 3 and 4.
The church wt
Helen
‘4041rom 10
Thursday,
May
7
YAC stands for Youth Ad- I am growing very impatient. What do you suggest?
4-9 P.M.
Hodges as speaker.
lunch at 12 noon; Hazel and
GREENSBORO, N.C.
visory Council which is an
Murray Women of the Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2
You Can't Eat This Good
organization composed fo
Groups
of
First
Baptist
Moose
will
meet
at
8
p.m.
at
p.m.
with
lunch
at
Hazel
at
At Home For This Price
GREENSBORO: Insist that your reluctant
students who have the same DEAR
gynecologist. She is obviously unin- Church Women will meet as the lodge hall, North 16th 11:45 a.m. and at Douglas at
bride
see
a
interests and goals for learn- formed, frightened and totally unprepared for the follows: Dorothy with Mrs. Street.
12 noon.
ing about school food service physical part of marriage.
Hugh Oakley at 10:30 a.m.
programs and health and
and Bea Walker at church
nutrition.
parlor at 7:30 n m
The meeting was held in
conjunction with the annual DEAR ABBY: My very efficient secretary, who had been
Murray Assembly No. 19
convention of The Kentucky with me for 12 years, retired recently.
Order of the Rainbow for
were brainless, our
School Food Service After I tried several applicants who
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
daughter sent a 26-year-old former college friend of hers to
Association, a professional
hall.
apply for the position. She was personable, qualified and the lodge
organization for school food eager to work, so I hired her. In the past months, she has
----service personnel.
shown promise of developing into a top-notch secretary. Singles Class of Seventh
Mrs. Joanna Adams, Food Meanwhile, my wife is furious with my daughter for sending and Poplar Church of Christ
Service Director for the this girl to me and she's angry with me for hiring her. The will meet at the church
Calloway County Schools, reason: The girl is well-endowed _arid she always wigs building at-7,..m.
Mrs. Janice McCuiston and braless.
I mean to keep this
Mrs. Ernestine Hargis were Good secretaries are hard to find, and
Alcoholics Anonymous will
my home. Her going braless
breaking
up
short
of
one,
among the 400 members predoesn't bother me, and besides, I feel it is her business and meet at 8 p.m. at the west
sent.
end of the Livestock and Exnobody else's. What do you think?
NO HANKY-PANKY position Center.

Louis Zimmerman, a
senior at Calloway County
High School, was elected
Chairman of the Kentucky

Reluctant Bride Thinks
Two Is a Crowd

,%

710,9:011

Ends Thur.
7 30 Nitel)
Aryieni KonystiO

DEAR NO HANKY:Tell your wife to run the house Parents Anonymous will
and let you run your office. Better a braless secretary meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforthan one who's brainless.
mation call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Wednesday,May 6
DEAR ABBY: I just read the letter from the woman Third day of registration
signed NOT OK IN OKLAHOMA, who was sexually for the 1981 Red Cross Learn
harassed on her job.
To Swim Program will start
I am a female law student, currently writing a paper on at 8:30 a.m. on first floor,
sexual harassment. Your women readers should know that Calloway County Court
they do have legal remedies if they experience sexual
House.
harassment on their jobs. (Sexual harassment is not only
physical abuse, it may also be verbal abuse.)
Sexual harassment can occur when a woman is fired, or
forced to leave her job due to the sexual threats or demands
of her bosses or co-workers. It can also happen when a
woman is demoted and/or blocked from promotions at her Ladies Day Golf will start
place of employment.
at 9 a.m. at the Murray
The courts. have awarded a wide assortment of legal Country Club with Margaret
remedies to victims. These have included reinstatement of
Shuffett as golf hostess.
tlit,job (if the woman was fired), back pay, a promotion,and
even the woman's_attorney's fees(if sale later chooses-to-hire Baptist Women, Baptist
a lawyer).
Young Women, and Acteens
Women who have been victims of sexual harassment
of
Cherry Corner Baptist
should go to their local Equal Employment Opportunity
Office and file a complaint.They do not need a lawyer.They Church are scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
can do it themselves.
KNOWLEDGEABLE IN ILLINOIS church.
5,41Mitsvaters Anonymous
-Will 'Meet at 12 noon in the
CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU:This Sunday is Mother's
basement of the Baptist StuSend her a gift. Take her out and show her a
Day:dent
Center, Waldrop and
good time. Send her flowers. And don't forget to tell
Chestnut Streets.
her you love her.

Bamboo
Vases
Silk Flowers
Placemats

Baskets

Ell

Strictly
Personal
MOTHER
o

IP

irialh •
**'
Special
Purchase!
Famous "Pitilmale

I NYLON GOWNS
Especially for MOM
Select her favorite
style and len* sfrom
our collection of
pretty colors.

VALUES
TO 12.

Wedding Dress
For Lady Diana
'Biggest Secret'
NEW YORK (AP)
David and Elizabeth
Emanuel wear blue jeans on
the job, but they say Lady
Diana Spencer will look like
"a fairy tale princess" when
they complete her wedding
dress.
Details of the PAO dress
Lady Diana will wear when
she marries Prince Charles
on July 29 are "the biggest
secret we've ever had to
keep," the designers are
quoted as saying in this
week's People magazine.
But they hint the dress
could be pink, rather than
the traditional white, and
could be lownecked.
"With Lady Diana,it is not
just a case of showing off her
wonderful shoulders," said
Emanuel, who designed the
black strapless gown the
royal fiancee recently sported. "She is wonderful all
over."
"Remember, we are not
traditional."
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Senior Citizens centers at
Hazel and Douglas will be
You're never too young or too old to learn how to open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
make people like you. Get Abby's new booklet of with lunch at Hazel at 11:45
practical advice. Send $1 and a stamped (35 cents), a.m.and at Douglas at 12
self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Popularity, 132
noon.
Lasky Dr., Beverly'Wills, Calif. 90212.

Sean Bolten O'Brien is a
candidate for the bachelor of
science degree in chemistry
from the College of
Literature, Science, and the
Arts from the University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
O'Brien is from Murray
Route 7.
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"Joan Curtis"
AND OTHERS

fl

-SHORTS SETS
Terry & Poly/Cotton
interlock—
Brights &
Pastels for
Summer
Playwear

MISSES DRESSES
Selected Group of New Spring
and Summer Fashions .
Lace Trims and Sun Dresses
POLYESTER,POLY/COTTON
Regular
29.99

SIZES
S-M-I.
REG. 8.99-10.99
Sale $
Ladies Poly/Cotton

BIKINI PANTIES
SIZES 5-7 , REG.'1.

LERMANS
COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T STORE
•

If
al
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Daniel And Barber Wedding Vows
Are Read At Library Arts Annex
The wedding of Miss
Janice than- Daniel,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel
Daniel
of
Owensboro, and Tim
Barber, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ken Barber of Murray, was
solemnized in a March
ceremony at the Arts Annex
of the Calloway Public
Library.
Judge-Executive Robert
0. Miller officiated at the
ceremony. A program of
-5nuptial mu. Ais presented
by Beth Schaprio, pianist,
and Mary Burke,soloist.
The winding staircase
through which the bride
entered the wedding scene
was entwined with blue
roses, baby's breath, and
ribbons.-The ceremony was
reau ... ex-04261Yr
dow Which was decorated
;lases, ferns, and
;
'ins. The mantle and
fireplace were also
decorated in the same motif.
Bride's Dress
The bride wore a gown of
white silk organza adorned
with chantilly lace -designed
with a bandeau necitline and
long full sleeves. She wore a
headpiece of matching lace
accented with tiny seed
pearls. Her jewelry included
a pearl necklace belonging
to her mother.
She carried a bouquet of
white roses with baby's
breath.
Miss Karen Daniel, sister
of the bride, Was her only attendant. She wore a floor
length floral goWn with blue
accent and carried a bouquet
of blue roses and baby's
•
breath.

The newly-organized local by those in Make Today
mond queen to pin West's
Jack to save himself an chapter of Make Today Count," according to
undertrick.
Count(MTC will next meet' Louise Sickel, R.N., Murri y"In the replay, there was at 7 p.m. Monday, May 11, in Calloway County Hospital.
no double and the Ameri- the third floor education unit "The organization encans gained a large swing."
--teureges—honest -drsentrron--Each"year -Me ArifeiTeah — -141r-rftee1kifirWtilli"." rrecHospital.
.
and the sharing of tn-'
Contract Bridge League orimsendit highly for those
The organization is a sup- periences," Sickel said.
who wish to study the ways
publishes the history of the
•
port group for persons living
prior year's World Cham- of the masters.
MTC brings patients and
with life-threatening' ilpionship. The history of the
their families together ti
Bid with Corn
1979 World Championship is
lnesses, their family
learn to live in spite of the
one of the best values for
members and Other inthreat of their 'disease. It
the bridge enthusiast South holds. 5-5-B
terested persons.
also brings in otl!er
(ACBL, 2200 Democrat
•
•J 6
Founded in 1974 by Orville
Road, Memphis, TN., 38116,
members of the cominui,dy
• •A 9 8 7 3 2
Kelly, a cancer patient in
$8.95). Not only does it con*K 8
whenever they can offer Ik:Ip
Iowa, MTC is not only for
tain excellent analyses of
•J 6
in coping with member's
people whose lives have been
the most important hands, it
personal and'emotional iltfalso includes much backthreatened
by cancer. The
North South
ficulties.
ground material. Today's 1 NT
meetings are open to any
hand is an example:
person whose own life or the
"By becoming involved t•
The curious feature of
Itr. life of someone close to them Make Today Count, we ft
this deal is that at four ANSWER: Four hearts.
has been threatened by a patients and their .faitul
tables, all declarers went may not succeed-, however,
for science disease such cancer, cystic can learn to live their live:, In
three down at four spades. there's no reason
the
Only once .wert they and the direct blast gets
fibrosis, kidney desease, or a 'more meaningful way,"
nod.
doubled, by the u.S. team
heart disease.
Sickel said. "The' simple
against Brazil.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
"We,welcome anyone who goal of those in MTC is to It
'West's (Eddie Kantar.of 10 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225 .tels,
they can benefit from each day as fully Ind cowwith self-addressed, stamped envetopc'•
Los Angeles) bidding was
the
mutual
stapport offered pletelyas possible."
reply
for
highly informative for East
(Billy Eisenberg oi Los
Angeles). East knew that
West had good values and
only three hearts. And feeling that -his diamond king
was worth a trick. East
found the killing penalty
double.
''West took two top clubs
and the K-Q of hearts and
then led a third club. Dummy ruffed with the 10, East
overruffed and exited with
his last trump. Declarer
drew a second trump and
led a low diamond. He knew
the distribution perfectly
and he knew East held the
diamond king, but he still
had a vital guess. Should he
cover West's seven with
dummy's queen. preparing
for,a, finesse against East's
possible K-J-x? Or should lie
duck.'catering to the actual_
layout? Declarer ducked.
'History makes us some
amends for the shortness of
life.' — Philip Skelton.

Appreciation Sale

Mr. and Mrs. Tin, Barber
Connie Hoehn, Valorie
Jenkerson, Karen Jackson,
and Susan Prolus.
Following the reception
the couple left for a week's
honeymoon at Kentucky

Lake.
The bride is a 1977
graduate of Davies County
High School, Owensboro and
is a student in the Nursing
Department at Murray State

University.
The groom is a 1978
graduate of Murray High
School and is now serving in
the United States Air Force,
stationed in Korea.

HEALTH
May be migraine pain
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
45 years old and for the past
10 'years have been having
headaches either a few days
before, with, or two days after
my menstrual cycle. In the
past two years they have gotten worse. Before the headache comes, my eyesight
seems blurred and I feel my
mind is less sharp than usual
The ache starts in the right
eye and temple and I have
, shooting pains through
my head. The blood vessel
along my temple feels like it
is enlarged and protruding but
it looks the same.
The headache lasts from
three to four days and I
always feel nauseated. The
doctor prescribed Valium and
Fiornel. This did kill the pain
but I slept for 24 hours
straight and was drowsy at
least another 12.1 can't work
and use this medicine. The
doctor said it sounded like a
hormone imbalance and he
might give me birth control
pills. But I had my tubes tied
to get off birth control pills
five years ago and I had these
headaches when I was taking
the pill. Any suggestions?
DEAR READEFt — Ask for
a consultation with a neurolo-

•

44,

We are pleased to announce that
Debbie Geurin, bride-elect_ of _Wesley
Kyle has selected her crystal and accessories from our complete bridal
registry.
Debbie and Wesley will be married
May 23rd.

6
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Oaks Women
Plan Golf

If you have any doubt
about how well the
Diet Center program
works... just ask
Erv Johnson!
"I lost 142 pounds
in just 31 weeks
at the
Diet Center!"

t•\

4_,

'#)

If you think the Diet Center has made a dilWremem my
appearance. you should see ihe difference it has made in my
life! It's hard for rise to believe that I was over five feet around
!he middle now that my waist is down to a trim4inches My
only regret is that I didn't do it years ago!

I DID IT! ico**TIT
AITHEt°4

g

And so can you,
call your local
Diet Center!

DO IT TODAY!

Wed.,Thurs., Fri.& Sat.

Storewide

NORTH
5-5-4
•1087 54
p104
* Q6 5 2
•Q 3
WEST
•32
•K Q J
*J 7
•AK10852

EAST •
•J 6
WA 98732
•K 9 8
*J6

gist. Proper treatment is essential to growth.
depends upon the right diagSOUTH
Vitamin A was identified
nosis. Your story sounds like early, in its history as a
•AKQ9
•6 S
migraine headaches (the com- growth vitamin. Fats such as
* A 104 3
mon type as opposed to the butter and egg yolk that con.974
classical type). If that is so tain vitamin A were noted to
you can take other medicines be associated with good
Vulnerable: East-West.
that may be more useful and growth while other fats were
Dealer: WIst. The bidding:
less disabling. These include not.
ergotamine tartrate and
But if you are getting
North East
South
Inderal. Some readers are enough vitamin A in your diet, West
141.
Pass
VIP
14.
confused because Inderal is and it is hard not to if you are
211
24.
3*
Pass
also used for heart conditions on a balanced diet today, tak- 44.
4*
Dbl
All
but it works very well in some ing additional vitamin A will
pass
patients for migraine head- not increase your growth in
aches.
any way. Taking too much
Opening lead: Club king
The different causes and vitamin A can cause toxic
„.
what can be done for most reactions including findings
headaches are diticnssed In resembling brain tumor, so and later ran dummy's diaThe Health Letter number 16- don't experiment and try to
12, Headaches and What to Do take it on ybur own. Milk and
about Them, which I am send- other foods have been
ing you. Others who want this enriched with vitamin A
issue can send 75 cents with a already.
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
If you have migraine headaches it is doubtful that birth
control pills will help. In fact,
in some cases they cause
The women of the Oaks
migraine headaches. Finally,
you may be pleased to know Country Club will have their
that migraine headaches tend first ladies day golf on
to decrease or even disappear Wednesday, May 5, at the
after the menopause, so you
may soon stop having them as club.
often and as severe. There are
A social hour will be held
some advantages to getting at 9 a.m. with coffee and
older for some people.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I read donuts being served by the
somewhere that a boy can ladies day golf chairman,
grovulaster if he_takes axes-- -M-arilywHernflett.
tai vitamin. I can't rememGolf play will start at 9:30
ber which vitamin it is.
a.m.
with Grace James as
DEAR READER — One of
the functions of many vita- the golf hostess.
mins is to be incorporated in
All members interested in
various enzymes or co- playing golf are urged to be
enzymes needed by your cells
to break down food and present for this opening day
release food energy. To sup- of play, Mrs. Herndon and
port optimal growth you do Mrs. James said.
need a balanced diet with an
adequate amount of all vitamins and minerals.
Vitamins have other functions as well. Vitamin B-12 is
necessary in forming new
DNA to form iiew cells. So it

Program Given
By Rita Culver.
At Church Meet

The Shonicase

‘V,

Make Today Count Plums
For Meeting Here Mar 11

Alotiter's Day

The Groom
The groom wore an all
white tuxedo with black trim
and had a white rose boutonniere.
Keith Barber, brother of
the groom, was best man.
Mark Barber, also a brother
of the groom, was the
groomsman. They wore
black pants and white coats.
Miss Stacie Barber, sister
of the groom, kept the
register at the table centered
with a bouquet of blue roses
and baby's breath.
Reception
Following the ceremony
the reception was held atthe
Arts Annex.
The table was covered
with white organza over
white and centered with an
arrangement Of blue roses
and baby's breath. The three
tiered wedding cake was
decorated with blue roses
and baby's breath and topped with a special arrangement. Silver and crystal appointments were used to
serve the punch and cake.
Serving the guests were

7534541

THE ACES*

IRA G. CORN, JR.

Rita Culver presented the
program on "Being A Good
Steward In Conservation" at
the meeting of the Brooks
Chapel United Methodist
Church Women held April 14
at 7 p.m. at the Fellowship
Hall of the church.
Mrs. Culver had each person present to complete an
Energy Audit.
Marsha Crick presented
the devotion with her scripture reading from John
20:2449. Prayers were lecl,
by Lola Jones and Madge
Woodward.
During the business session plans were made for a
trip to the Reelfoot Mission
on May 5. Six persons had
reported that they had read
a book of the Bible during the
past month.
Elizabeth Puckett and
!Gladys Jones served
refreshments. Each person
was presented with a plastic
Easter egg filled with
prayers and scripture
verses.
Others present were Martha Jones, Mickey Burkeen,
and the Rev.Dean Woodard.
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-1795

Children's Fashions
Hrs:9-6 Mon.-Sat.
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L TTL TO 'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"

Invites You To Open
A Charge Account
Your Choice Of

•Regular 30 Day Account
•Budget Account—Take
Up To 6 Mo. To Pay

Fill Out An Application Today
At The
"Happy Yellow Store"

UTTLETON3
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Local Tops Chapter Has
RN Margaret Terhune
held as
KY
034
collar meeting Tuesday,
von! :28. however. it was no
meeting. -The
ordlnar
members lost 53 pounds and
.inlv seven pounds had been
lied in the preceding

Frames brake

secretary,
Beverly
Galloway', treasurer, Dian
Boyd, weight recorder and
Marcia Dillon, assistant
weight recorder and
photographer.

The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss
Karen Elizabeth Dotson to
Stephen Pahl Mock, son of
the Rev. and Mrs. William
Ross Mock of Decatur, Ga.,
has been announced by -her
Deserving members were
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
presented "Just for Fun"
of Benton
Losses during the year awards. One was a Harold Dotson
1.
Route
1•010 were reviewed; 516 backhanded logic scratch
Miss Dotson is the grandpounds were lost, 68 pounds pad, a rubber mouse to reand Mrs.
ere gained with seven 3-1 mind the recipient to leave daughter of Mr.
Phelps,
of
Dotson
Sherman
pounds the average loss per the cheese for someone else,
Mr. and
member. Brenda Estes was there was a fork to put to Ky., and of the late
She is a
,varded best loser and other another use, a lady bug Mrs. John Stacy.
Trail
Bloom
graduate
of
t-'1,77
piners were Mary Smith. because we bug the
Chicago
.•;larlo Murray, Sheila treasurer, a trophy with a High School in
ceterc_Norina Harrell and smile to remind the best Heights, Ill., and is presently
attending Murray State
icko Lambert.
loser to keep smiling, a
)flicers %•c•re awarded mounted walnut to a fun lov- University.
Mr. Mock is the grandson
• harms in honor of their Ser- ing member . because she
Turtle
,. e ; Mary Smith, president, -Cracks us up," and the of Pearl Mock of
and
the
'late
Creek,
Pa.,
icki Lambert, vice presi- jolliest received a can of
of
Mr.
Mock,
and
Chester
Garland.
icia, Shirley •
nuts.
and Mrs. Norman Duncan of
Tpronto, Canada. He is a
.1974 graduate of Lake Land
High School, Lakeland, Fla.,
and a 1979 graduate of the
-University Of Florida.
Gainesville, Fla. He is
The Xi Alpha Delta gress of MSU."
presently attending Murray
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
Perfect attendance
University.
State
held its Founders Day Ban- awards were presented to
The wedding is planned for
quet celebrating the golden Mary Ann Barrow, Mary
anniversary of its founding Graves, Lois Ruiz, Debbie Saturday, July 11, at 2 p.m.
on Friday, April 24, at the Lyons, Laurie Rollins, and at the First Baptist Church.
Murray. A reception will
Brass Lantern at Aurora.
Joyce Thomas.
at the Murray
follow
The tables were decorated
The
Girl
of
the
Year
award
Woman's
Club House.
centerpiece
of
yellow
with a
was the highlight of the evenroses and other decorations
followingpthe theme, "Share ing. It was presented to
S
.
Treasures.'' Vicky Holton for her "extra
Golden
Members stood and repeated ordinary service to the
the opening ritual and Lois chapter this year." PresenRuiz said the Beta Sigma Phi ting this award was Barbara
Williams, 1980 Girl of the
grace.
If you've got a good idea 'popular TV series Star Trek.
Highlights of .the • year Year. Mrs. Holton received a
silver
engraved
and
can get it on paper, you "It appeared in a movie
bowl.
were read by Laurie Rollins,
can
sell
it," Jean Lorrah ad- magazine absolutely
secretary. Debbie Villaflor,
The banquet was closed
vice president, led the with members repeating the monishes her science fiction desperate for anything about
creative writing class at the show,"she said. members as they repeated closing ritual and Mizpah.
Murray State University.
Her first book, ''First
the. 50th Founders Day
One to practice what she Channel," was a collaboraovernight
slumber
parAn
Pledge. Rowena Emerson
read a message from Bill ty was held by the members teaches, Ms. Lorrah, who tion with New York writer
Ross„ president of . Beta at a cottage at Lakeland has a doctorate in English, Jacqueline Lichtenberg.
Resort to finish the Founders has completed three "It's a story of the distant
Sigma Phi International.
Vicky Holton, president, Day celebration with the futuristic novels and a fourth future in which a mutation
has caused half the human
presented awards to social committee as is being written.
Two
of
the
books
have
hostesses.
Nineteen
race
to think it-has to kill the
members who held offices
been printed by a national other half."
members were present.
and chairmanships.
publishing firm (Playboy
"Savage Empire," her seThe award for the best proPaperbacks). Another book cond effort, deals with the
gram went to Brenda Estes,
Holland, France and is scheduled for publication Aventine Empire. In the
Joyce Thomas, and Cathy
abandoned the next year.
book, the civilized Aventines
Switzerland
Marcussen for the program
Ms. Lorrah, a Murray are • beset by powerful
entitled "50 Years of Pro- gold standard in 1936.
State University English
professor since 1967, claims
-her writings "like all science
fiction, represent a way of
It is our pleasure to
looking at problems of in_ cia_n a ti_rt c e _. t_h_ct-t
dividuals, society and the
Gilbert,
Marilyn
world from a different
( bride-elect of Billy
perspective."
Gene Pritchard has
Same as other science ficselected her kitchen
tion writers, she became inaccessories from our
in the ---`
bridal
registry.
vétiar. That's also ".'efi
Marilyn & Billy will be
the native Ohioan began
‘. married June 6,1981
writing her own stories.
"I discovered the magic of
putting words on paper and
having therri become permat
nent," she said.
Murray, Ky.
S. 12th
Ms. Lorrah broke in as a
publishing writer in 1967
with a critical analysis of the

!or Xi

YourIsdividual
Horoscope

Wedding Planned For July 11

z,
lleet It Lenter

MR WEDNESDAY,MAY I, II
WhatkiNd of day will toMer- bOORPIO
nieft
row be? To lid aut what Ds (Oct.23to Nov.21)
When it comfit to Joint exstirs my, reed the forecast
penditures, don't set without
gimefar yam birth Sip.
cansulting close ties. Self-will
could apoll your late evening
bows.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar.21 to Apr.19)
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
You may change your mind
U in doubt about another's
about a purdase. Erratic intentiona, by to clarify mattrends affect financial mat- ters. Be sure to complete penters. Be alert. Expect some ding duties. Don't slack off on
ups and downs.
the)ob.
TAURUS
itt
CAPRICORN
(Apr.10to Stay 210) NC/ (Dec.22to Jaa.19) v*
,
Progress — if you don't goof
You could go overboard in
.if on the job. Others may not trying to impress another.
follow through on promises Moderate relaxation allows
related to finances. Work you to wart better. Balance
alone now.
work with play.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
9
- (Jan.20to Feb.18)
(May 21 to June 20) 164
A romantic Mood may be
A relative wants to be infollowed by a need for chided in' your social plans.
privacy. Save some time for Friends may be hard to pin
yourself and you'll also get down at present. Romance has
along better with others.
its uncertainties.
CANCERPISCES
(June 21 toJuly 22)
KG
(Feb.19to Mar.?A) '
You'll quickly withdraw into
Take nothing for granted
yourself, if you have the regarding verbal agreements.
slightest trouble with others. Keep in touch with relatives
Be less touchy and more will- via phone or letter. Be
ing to compromise.
realistic about career.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 23to Aug.72)
idealistic by nature. You're an
Mixed trends affect your original thinker who can make
social life. One friend is a contribution that will benefit
helpful to you in business, but the world at large. Hold fast to
another may be a pain in the your ideals and don't let
neck.
•
security needs keep you from
VIRGO
taking a chance on your
(Aug.23toSept. U) UPUA. creativity. Art, literature,
You may be undecided music, acting and design are
about a career venture. Ask- some of the fields in which
ing for advice brings too many you'll find happiness. You're
conflicting answers. Sift the also attracted to public serwheatfrom the chaff.
vice and could become the inLIBRA
spirational leader of a group.
(Sept. 23to Oct.
You work best when praised,
Curb a tendency to ex- and have the support of
travagance. Shopping is others. Birthdate of: Sigmund
favored, if moderation Freud, psychoanalyst; Orson
prevails. Others may make Welles, actor; and Willie
misleading statements later.
Mays,baseball star.

Vir-A

amed
dm Award

180(z)

1244z

hiss Karen Elizabeth Dotson.and Stephen Paul %h -k

,Writer Says To Get Your Ideas On Paper
savages aided by a renegade
Aventine with telepathic
powers.
"Dragon Lord," yet to be
published, is a sequel to
"Savage Empire."
In teaching her students
science fiction writing, Ms.
Lorrah stresses that it is
possible to publish.
"Publishers are constantly
looking for new material,"
she said. "Even an unknown
has a chance if the idea jr.
good."
She says a solid scientifi2
background isn't necessary
to write science fiction.
You just have to make sure

n)

that what you write is extrapolated from some scientific possibility. In other
wores, all you need to start
with is a scientific basis."
•I
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G000 MON. MAY 4Th MU SUN. MAY 11116

BBQ SANDWICH
WITH SMALL COKE

49'

ONLY

WITH COUPON AND
PURCHASE Of 10
GAUCHO Of GAS

SAVEWAY GASAMAT
401 SYCAMORE

753-7793

into,
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Starks Hardware

ATIO
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND

o'SUN CLINIC

tecPi-8404
1
sPlo*coips"

NI4-- fdrr

N..

Nor-

itinc)in Witt tOVE YOU P011 THESE

POTHERS DAS

orrs

z

Special All Week

A NT1

While Supply Lasts

Cash & Carry
Hanging Baskets
of
Impatiens & Geranium Mix
Ivy Geranium
Impatiens $1200
Roses All Colors
In Paper
Caladiums$500(Wrapped
Long Stem•
l
z.
')d'12Po)
Red, Pink, White

kA(I

/4qtalw.l.
MINI-MAKE-OVERS
For Eye, Lip & Cheek
Plus
New Hair-Trend Demo
Register For Free Cosmetics
To Be Given Away Fri. May 8th

Doz.
Sweet Hearts $850
Cymbidium Orchid Corsages

"Ready To Wear"

$600
A&H

Garden Shop

I**9witt
.007 Ayilasir

,94reet
9

Friday-May 8th
11-3 p.m.

Bedding And
Vegetable Plants

Dixieland Center—Murray, Ky.42071
502(759-1212)
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Many Memorable
Dates In May
Spring's last born darling, against the Spanish in the
clear-eyed sweet,
Asiatic theater and is
Pauses a moment, with remembered for Dewey's
.twinkling feet,
famous order, "You may fire
And, gold locks in breezy when ready,Gridley."
play,
Many Americans will
Half teasing and half tender remember the sinking of the
to repeat,
liner Lusitania, May 7, 1915,
Her song of"May."
which (lid much to turn sentiSusan Coolidge ment in the United States
The month of May contains against the Kaiser's Germany,
many- memorable dates. in World War I. World War II
• There's the celebration of May in Europe ended May 8, 1945.
Day, held in many colleges The first transcontinental
and schools, and the custom of railroad was ° completed on
electing May Queens. The May 10, 1869, meeting at Procustom probably began in montory Point, Utah.
England, as a survival of the
The annual observance of
Roman festivals.
Mother's Day, of course, falls
The Battle of Manila Bay on the second Sunday, (the
was fought on May 1, 1898. 10th) and dates from 1907.
That battle won ascendancy Miss Anna M. Jarvis of
for the United States' fleet Philadelphia is responsible for
gaining national acceptance of
the day, although Miss Mary
T. Sasseen, a Kentucky
schoolteacher, probably arranged for the first
observance of the day,in 1906

(
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Growers of burley tobacco gave
overwhelming approval in a referendum yesterday to a rigid new
gnarketing control program for the
1971, 1972, and 1973 crops.
Deaths reported include Mrs. John
F. Hall, 48.
Patsy Jo Burkeen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen, Kirksey
School, placed first in the annual
eighth grade history test conducted
the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
the Daughters of the American
Revolution. Second place went to Tun
Philpot, Murray High, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Philpot, and third
place to Matt Brower, Lynn Grove,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brower.
Births reported include a boy to M?
and Mrs. Ray Hill, May 2, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jer_::.- ard, May 2, -a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Fth6des,
May 1, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kieth
Letterman, May 3, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Stephen Johnson, May 3

20 Years Ago
By M.C. Garrott

The Murray High School Junior
Band, directed by Irvin Gilson, won
the first place trophy in Class D Division of the Strawberry Festival
Parade held at Humboldt,Tenn.
Deaths reported include Peter
Heppner,86.
Seniors at Murray High School
named to the National Honor Society
Fred Seavers, one of the plasterers was reported to have been guilty of interest in the case for that reason, if were Bill Collie, Skipper Bennett,
in the maintenance department at the crime before she actually was con- not because of the long, clandestine Joyce Hargis, Woody Herndon, KenMurray State, believe he has come up victed of it by a jury — two days affair in which the two were said to neth Hirsch, Carol Jackson, Joe Overhave been involved.
with a pretty important issue of before,in fact.
by, Mary Wells Overbey, Carol
Anyway, the magazine's slipup Quertermous, Mary Anna Wallace,
as You will recall the case. It received
Newsweek magazine.
It all has to do with a story in the national coverage from the news came when its editors prepared and Ann Wrather.
magazine in which Jean Harris, the media. A lot of people, including me, several stories in advance of the verBirths reported at the Murray
lady convicted of doing in the man have lost weight sensibly with the, dict so they could move fast when one Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
known as "the Scarsdale diet doctor" Scarsdale diet, and there was much na returned. One said she was guilty Jamie Washer.
of the fatal shooting. Another had her
Don Faughn spun a neat no-hitter
being acquitted, while others gave dif- for the Murray High School Tigers
ferent versions.
here at Holland Field as Murray put
+++
down visiting Benton 14 to 0 in a
The advance story reporting a guil- baseball game.
ty verdict, so the editors later claimA San Diego border patrol
ed, had been clearly marked "hold for
officer was recently found
release for New York only" — a lastminute,release hoping to be accurate., The Calloway County Board of
guilty of receiving an unlawful
The New York subscribers would be Supervisors began their duties as
gratuity in his seduction of a
the
first to read the conviction article equalizers of the county's taxes on
a
painless
drug
to
pat
on
the
animals with a good luck
17-year-old girl who had slipFor an organization which is ministering even
as the rest of the magazines distribu- May 1. Members are Joe B. Mcped across the border illegally dedicated to relieving suffering perfectly healthy puppies and kittens, head is not the answer to the problem tion would
have been gone with a dif- Cuiston, Lee Donelson, Rupert Henamong animals, the Humane Society frisky and loving,and see them "go to of unwanted pets.
from Mexico.
don, E. G. Moody, Charles L. Ross,
There are other alternatives to put- ferent story on the case.
sometimes does what some people sleep." It seems such a waste!
But
somehow—later blamed on a Charley Denham,and W.T. Simpson.
And in Tucson, a rancher think are rather strange things. "Be . We do our best to find good'homes ting healthy animals to sleep or letMay 12 has been set aside as
misunderstanding
between a
was sentenced to three years Kind to Animals Week," which is be- for all of them. But it is a hopeless ting them loose to fend for
Hospital
Day in Murray and a full proproduction editor at a
in prison for robbing and tor- ing celebrated across the nation May task. Our financial means are limited, themselves: pet owners taking care of recently-hired
has been planned at Murray
gram
Newsweek
printing
plant
in
Nashville,
and each week room must be made at their own animals; owners spaying
turing three illegal aliens. His 3-9, is a good time to examine them. the
Hospital for observance of this day.
shelter for a new crop of unwanted and neutering their animals so that Tenn., and an editor in New York —
"kind"
animals
in
Are
being
to
the
we
Max B. Hurt of Omaha, Neb., navictims were hogtied, robbed
the conviction article appeared in
care, or re we taking the "easy" animals which is sure to come. unwanted offspring are never born in 186,000 copies
tional treasurer of the Woodmen of
of
the
magazine.
•pf their money and clothing, our
Unadopted inmates must be -put to the first place. We encourage low inway out of a difficult situation?
the World, was the main speaker at a
peppered with shotgun pellets To many peoole, the mention of a sleep." For the time being, there is no come families to spay their animals- Of these, 106,000 were distributed in joint
meeting of WOW Camps of
parts
of
the
Southeast,
and
went
out
by offering a small subsidy which is
and threatened with hanging. "humane society" brings forth an im- other choice.
County, 1.1e-was introduced.
Calloway
5sk us`-why- we don't matched by a local veterinarian, but on a Sunday night, almost two -days-Illegal aliens cower like mediate image of animals tieingput to Many people
Wilson, consul commander
by
H.
W.
before the jury brought in its guilty
404114tfiat justift the arti...,...1140ose in the county for some spaying is still too expenof the Murray Camp.
animals in the chaparral, die death. Often when
verdict.
In
other
words,
the
magazine
surplus animals be taken to the when their,time is up at the shelter. sive,and for others it is too much trouErwin, son of Mrs.
on sun-baked deserts, are rob- animal shelter individuals say, -Oh No doubt some of these people see ,h1,g. Some think their pet sh—,t-Oribaxe had reported M•-• „kiir.eis convicted of First I.t _qto H.presently
attending
W. D. e.,.;;fi'is
the
shooting
alnioA
two
days
before
"dumping" kittens and puppies in „....ititieneelitter" for its menidr\wellbed and beaten by border no, you just kill thetn down there!"
the Academic Instructor Course at
she
actually
was,
and
that's
a
firsthoodlums, are forced to live in To those of us who put in many long front of "likely" lanes and houses as a being (an old wives tale), and others class "boo-boo"in the news business. Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama.
alternative.
want their children to see "the
hovels and are cheated by and thankless hours trying to help humane
The 1951 Fashion Show was
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*Mier
from
the
Nothing
ct'
miracle of birth" without thinking
a
community,
such
this
;
presented
by the Home Economics
employ.
Can't you imagine the
harsh. True, truth, and letting'thè-Inimals loose about the need to find homes for the
pitig
seems
rather
of Murray High School in
Department
These injustices will con- we do put many animals, which seem would be an almost certain sentence offspring and the all-too-frequent pandemonium that erupted in the
a chapel program. Zetta Yates was
Newsweek
offices
across
the
country
tinue as long as illegal aliens to have everything to live for, to of death, not life. Their alternative to "miracle of death" which awaits
that was discovered! "Get 'em the narrator.
are afraid to claim the protec- death. We do it humanely. The days the quick, painless death provided at them. Spaying is the most logical when
back!"
was the order from the top.
when dogs were shot by the warden at the shelter for unadoptable animals is alternative, but too few pet owners
tion of our laws.
By
Tuesday,
when a jury found the
the slow, agonizing death of the stray. feel any responsibility for their pets'
Such inhumanity is the best the old pound are over, but we do put You see them everywhere — offspring. The oft used phrase, -get- former private school headmistress
argument for enforcing our hundreds of animals to sleep each emaciated, mangy, dull-eyed animals ting rid of" is all too descriptive.
guilty of second-degree murder, only
By The Associated Press
year.
immigration laws more effec- We wish there were another way, with tails between their legs slinking A dreary picture? Yes, of course! a few copies still were unaccounted Today is Tuesday, May 5, the .125th
tively, and changing the laws and our goal is to find other ways. It is from garbage can to garbage can. Our goal is not to have to put any for.
None of the copies, the magazine's day of 1981. There are 240 days left in
will conthe year.
if it is impossible to enforce not too difficult to justify putting sick They have a hunted look — and the healthy animals to sleep. Wefind
good people said, went to subscribers and
hunter is thirst and hunger, disease tinue desperately to try to
them effectively as they are and injured animals to sleep, but and abuse, and injury and death on homes for animals and to encourage only about 10 wound up in the hands of Today's highlight in history
some of us have
_ about ad- --busy- highways: No,.. _nightmares
-inSi-ES--were rFaIreT--Qfi Moy 5, 19C,1, Alan Sheisard
now written.
abilag -the --inctivntuatrespunglbtIftylaT nag:-We. readers:/aSt c
became the first U.S. space explorer
will continue to encourage the spaying from wholesale distributers as far when he rocketed 115 miles into space
By GEORGE W
north
as
Cleveland
and
as
far
south
as
of animals. We will continue to work
from Cape Canaveral.
HACKETT
to make the public aware of the pro- Tampa.
- On this date:
A
wholesale
distributor
in
Chatblems and to enlist their support so
In 1821, Napoleon Bonaparte died in
that we have the means to offer alter- tanooga, Tenn., received 500 copies of exile on the island of St. Helena.
the magazine containing the
Chicago — A bandit awakened a man
natives.
In 1864, Union troops were routed by
in an apartment, poinftd a snake at him
That's what "Be Kind to Animals premature report on that Monday Confederates in the Civil War Battle
-and took $6 before fleeing on a bicycle,
Week" is all about. The solution to the morningl but within 24 hours these of the Wilderness, west of
police said.
problem of the death of healthy had been picked up and a batch with a Fredericksburg, Va.
Antonio Zavala, 28, told police the
animals at the shelter lies with each of corrected version had been left.
In 1955, West Germany became a
+++
snake looked like a boa constrictor and
us. Kindness begins with each of us,
sovereign state following its occupaMeanwhile,
Fred,
our
Murray
State
was6feet long.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A. Goff county is a cousin," said Bedford, who and this week is a good time for it to
plastering friend and a native of tion by the Allies after World War II.
Policeman Arthur Nielsen said Tues- Bedford lives, loves and dies a little still preaches at the Bethlehem Chris- begin.
Ten years ago: More than 1,000 antiMayfield, was doing some serious
day That Zavala chased the robber, with each character that he creates.
tian Church where his grandmother
war demonstrators were arrested in
reading
early
one
morning
in
the
"But he didn't really want to catch him He has created a lot of them over was married and his greatOur ability to help animals is proWashington,D.C.
because he wouldn't know what do do if the years. There are outlines on grandfather served as deacon.
portionate to your generosity. This seclusion of his favorite reading room
Five years ago: Nationalists in the
in
his
home near Water Valley when
he did."
As a child, he survived bouts with week, solicitors will be knocking on
dozens of pages of 50 novels scattered
Mediterranean
island of Corsica were
Investigators were told by an infor- around the house, where Bedford's tuberculosis and polio and went on to doors in Murray,and many of you will he noticed a newspaper article repordemonstrating
for
independence from
mant that a 15-year-old boy had been typewriter begins clacking shortly study at 25 schools, colleges and receive an appeal for funds in your ting the mixup and the frantic
France.
recovery
effort
of
snake.
the
magazines.
carryinga
the
area
seen in
seminaries, acquiring four degrees, society newsletter. We are not taxafter 4 a.m.each morning.
One year ago: Iran handed over to a
A Newsweek subscriber himself, he
Police found the snake curled up in a "I like to work on two plots at a including a doctorate in divinity from supported, and we need your help.
Greek
Roman Catholic archbishop the
box under a stairwell, but they didn't time," Bedford said."If I hit a rut or a the Lexington Theological Seminary. Please give generously. And had just received his copy of that, too,
remains of the American commandos
and
it
lay
at
his
feet.
Grabbing
it
up
find the youth.
Why so much education? "It's a remember the super garage-bake
stop sign on one, I shift over to the
who were killed in the aborted hostage
Police recorded the incident as an other and keep going."
good way to put your life in order," he sale, which is to be held in the Dix- and turning to Page 38, sure enough, rescue effort.
he
had
one
of
the
errant
held
copies!
armed robbery. The snake is being
He learned long ago that anyone says. "I always returned to school ieland Shopping Center Saturday May
Today's birthday: Food expert
Later in the day, he went by the
at the city pound as evidence, and it who writes a bobk and tries to get it when I got sick and tired of the way 9from 9 to 4.
James
Beard is 76 years old.
main library at Murray State and
probably will wind up in Lincoln Park published will be traveling a road things were going."
Thought for today: If man had
checked
its
copy.
It,
too,
had
the
Zoo.
He held pulpits in Georgia and
that's littered with disappointments.
Wirray Ledger & Times premature, conviction article in it. It, always heeded the advice always to
"My luck is changing now," he said. South Carolina, and one of the first
I USPS 306700)
too, was one of the copies the keep both feet on the ground, we
"I've got a major publisher interested things he did after accepting a new
Piblisher
Walter L Aimerson Newsweek people were tracking wouldn't be living in the space age —
in two of my stories. You can bet I'm church "was to go back and read the Editor
R.Gene McCidcheon
anonymous.
The Murray Ledger & Times is published down.
old newspapers to find out what had
excited."
every afternoon mcept Sundays, July 4,
So,
two
of
the
copies
with
the
He is already in print with a novel, been happening to.the people in the Christmas Day, New Years Day and ThanksgivWRITE A LETTER
"The Life and Times of a Killer," town. You might call this a cram ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., IM N. ith St., premature convictiton story are
Letters
to the editor are welcomed
Murray,
Ky.
42071. Second Clem Postage Paid at known to have shown up in Murray.
which he subsidized and distributed course in history."
and encouraged. All letters must be
Murray,Ky.43171.
Fred,
who
has
been
a
plasterer
at
After Bedford settled in Kentucky,
himself. He has also written
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In mem served by
Murray State "off and on" for some signed by the writer and the writer's
jib per month, payable in advance
numerous religious tracts, plus a he operated a dairy farm for 20 years. carriers,
address and phone number must be
By mail la Calloway County sad to Began, Har- three years now and who came to the
"I milked cows up to three years din, Mayfield,Sedalia and
history of Clark County,Ky.
included for verification. The phone
Farmington.Ky.,and
The central character of the novel is ago,then decided to rent out the dairy Parts. Buchanan and Paryear, Tn., MN per campus from Tuscon, Ariz., believes number will not be published.
year. By mail to other destinations, mi..31 per he has a collector's item in his copy,
based on a sergeant Bedford knew in order to devote more time to my year.
Letters should be typewritten and
as is the one in the library.
while serving with the paratroopers manuscripts."
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
double-spaced
whenever possible
You may have one, too. I'd check on
Association and SoufJleni Newspaper Publishers
during World War II. He says little
and should be on topics of general
Amociatkm.
it if I took the magazine. It could be
about his war experiences, but talks
The Associeted Brom Is escbolvely entitled to
interest.
worth something some day.
accomplished
rerih local news origineted by The Murray
freely
about
what
he's
Editors reserve the right to
•••ti,;'1,
Lodger&Time as well as ell MOW AP newt
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Therefore V any man be in Christ,
"in the 61 years I've been on this earcondense or reject any letter and
TELEPHONIC NUIMMMII
Add to your list of lookalikes: Dr.
he is a new creature: Old things are
ailliOSIS Mee
limit frequent writers.
75149111
away; behold, all things are
CismiAad Atkettking
TWINS Howard Keller, amicable professor of
He was born in Hamilton, Mo., but
Address correspondence to:
Retail(Dioisy)Advertising
new. II Corinthians 5:17
Malt Russian, German and a slug of other
claims close kinship with Winchester,
Editor,
The Murray Ledger &
Mogan',
Tired of the life you are now rtiy•
' 71414915 foreign languages at Murray State,
Newssad Sparta Dept.
Ky.,and Clark County.
TWINS
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
ins? Try new life in Christ. It' yours
and Phil Donohue, the television talk
"I think every third person in the free for the asking.
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Avoiding Cu am
CEIOSSET'F-, Ark. 4AP —
Last year, more than 50,000
required
Americans
emergency hospital treatment for chainsaw injuries,
according to the Consumer
Product Safety Commission.
Many of these could have
been avoided, the safety
manager of a forestproducts company says.
"With more people using
wood in their fireplaces and
with wood stoves increasing
at about a million each year,
there are a lot more inexperienced chain saw users in
the woods," Stovall Farmer
of Georgia-Pacific Corp.
observes. There are now
about 15 million chain saws
in use, triple the number 10
years ago.
Most chain-saw injuries involve kickbacks and falling
on the saw, .Farmer
"A lot of people don't consider hazards of tripping
over tree limbs and uneven
ground when they're cutting
wood," he says.
Kickbacks can result in a
sudden and violent loss of
control when the moving
chain binds or touches some
object.
Farmer recommends a
careful reading of the safety
literature provided with
every chain saw.
"Keep a tight -grip- on the
chain saw," he says. "Don't
let the tip of the saw come in
contact with the other objects. Keep your left arm
straight. And make sure
your chain is adjusted.
"Never, never cut above
shoulder height," Farmer
emphasizes, pointing out
that a kickback and loss of
control can have disastrous
consequences in such a case.
Other safety rules Farmer
notes include:
— Think ahead; don't
work too fast; quit before
you're tired.
— Keep others away from

cutting area.
— Dress to protect head,
feet, legs and hands; and
preserve your hearing with
ear protection.
— Be careful with fuel.
— Do your cutting with the
engine running wide open.
"Bad attitudes and poor
work habits cause injuries,"

he deserves. "Eighty percent of our injuries involve
only 20 percent of the work
force. We've got some
employees who've worked 45
years and never had an injury."
Farmer points out that
owners of wood stoves and
fireplaces shouldn't wait un-

til cold weather sets in to cut
their firewood.
"Cut next year's firewood
early to give it time to
season," he advises. "Better
yet, cut it for the year after
next.
"And burn it safely. Wood
stove and fireplace 'accidents are also on the rise."
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Expanding Your Living Space
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Whether they are watching
pennies or able to splurge.
Americans are seeking comfortable and practical living
rtive 10.y.
;
qu
0,serisus
among several designers who
received Hexter Awards in New
York recently for their interior
designs. The awards program
has been sponsored by the fabric and accessories firm for 23
years.
At a luncheon to introduce
the, winners and their designs
in residential and cohimercial
projects, the question of the design priorities of American consumers came up.
Karen Rosen, whose studio
apartment in New York took
first place in the residential
category, zeroed in on the reduction in living space that afflicts many of us.
Georg Andersen, honorable
mention for a luxurious suburban home, talked about a new
unpretentiousness in design.
Charles-Falls,cited for an
gallery in a recycled, gas station in Santa Fe, N.M., mentioned the need to integrate the
past with the present.
And Robert .DiLeonardo.
whose cheerful restaurant project in Providence, R I., was
given an honorable mention in
n o n-residential design, described the new interest of
Americans in conducting their
affairs in esthetically pleasing
spaces.
Ms. Rosen's remarks seemed
Well directed toward city dwellers. "Living in a one-room city
apartment,Aan be very confining. Bur people can't. afford
larger apartments because of
the rents." So, she noted, design must create the illusion of
more space than is really
there.

"In this project, I increased
storage 60 percent by using
platforms, different levels and
built-ins." Instead of sofas, she
selected mattresses and had
them custom covered.
A floor-to-ceiling, mirrored
cabinet was installed to divide
the space and to hold clothing,
games, stereo equipment, television and video recording
equipment. And in the sleeping
alcove, a bed is disguised as a
lounge that seats six.
The apartment wis designed
to gccommodate one or two
comfortably or to hold a party
of 50, remarked Ms. Rosen.
"It's more expensive to design this way; everything is
custom-made. But if you can
make a studio apartment seem
like a place with four or five
rooms, it's worth it," she said.
Not everyone has to live in a
small apartment. But even in
more spacious suburban settings, she finds a new concern
with practicality.
"People aren't building and
decorating for show anymore.
They want to get the most out
Of their space, so they make a
formal dining room into a dendining room, and they convert
a bedroom into a daytime office," she said.
Clients are more knowledgeable today and are more
selective about their furniture.
They seek timeless designs, not
fads, she added, because it is
too expensive to redo a room
very often.
A similar point of view but
from a different vantage point
was offered by Andersen,
whose career has included
stints at some of the most famous design studios in - America. Today, he is in charge of
interior design at a Little Rock,
Ark., architecture firm, and his

assignments take him all over
the country.
His award-winning- dining
room features a blend of English architecture, French furnishings and Pre-Columbian artworks.
"This- was ode of the few
times I've had a clieni'who refused to set a budget. They
gave me carte blanche, and
they really meant it," he said.
Once, show might ha0e been
more important than comfort
among moneyed clients, but no
longer. Andersen was impressed with the fact that the
family wanted to be comfortable with their antiques. They
wanted their three sons to have
the run of the house without
worrying about possible breakage of overly-fragile furnishings.
Antiques are too remote for
some Americans and built-in
modern architecture too severe
for others. Robert J. Di Leonardo, whose Cranston, R.I., design firm handles both residential and commercial design,
enumerated some of the elements in currently popular eclectic interiors.
"It's a crisp look with bright
colors, lots of light, plenty of
plants and tile floors," he
noted. In modern interiors,
function and practicality are
very important. But Americans
have a new appreciation of esthetics that is a departure from
the past, he said. "Products
are too expensive to be made
cheaply," he concluded.
Also cited in the awards program was Kenneth Walker, a
New York architect whose design of an airlines ticket office
was selected by the judges for
its "use of beautiful materials
and colors in creating functional space."
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FLOOR

PLAN

'

VERTICAL WOOD SIDING AND STONE veneer accentuate the exterior of this one-story three-bedroom passive
solar home. Inside there Is a glass-roofeb "sun garden."
Wrapped around it are the living, dining and family rooms.
Plan HA1199K has 1,776 square feet. For more information
write -7 enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
architect Charles Koty. 27 Barry Park Court. Searingtown,
N.Y. 11507.
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Ba rin
more topperate-becauV
they're less efficient in the
heating cycle They're also
less efficient in retaining
heat. And heat loss is dollars
out of your pocket

Murray

9700 BTU HOTPOtNT
SPECIALLY PRICED!
C] 9700 BTU 0 12
Amps 115 Volts 0 3
Speeds0 Energy-Saver
option 0 Vent control
Chutc*--Mourtt ptfrets
Model
KC710A

Give Her Living Plants
Hanging Baskets
Fuchsia
Begonias
Ferns
Swedish Ivy

Cascade Roses
Im patiens
Bedding Plants
Azaleas

Professional Landscape Service

Supply
is now the
distributor for
A. 0. Smith
Water Heaters

Murray Supply
Company,Inc.
208 E. Mo1e 753-3361

"We Pack A Punch"
For Pesky Insects

Worms Eating

/

/ Mon.-Set. 8-5 Son. 1-5
407 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

See Us
.•','

For Insecticides ln
Liquids, Wettable Powders
and Dusts. Large or Small
Amounts At

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPP11.1
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
HWY 94E. — 753-7862 - MURRAY, KY.
'7

Buy Early And Save
•

West Ky. Appliance

Phone 753-1725 /

Sales—Sarvice—Parts*641 N. Across From Smorgasbord 753-4478

this time with rottenstone powder.
Q. — We recently moved into
a new house. The siding is a
light gray color which we like
very much, but the contractor
painted the' garage door a
bright red. This door is at the
front of the house and, because
of the bright color, can be seen
a block away before you, even
realize what the color of the
-,
house is. What co1^.
paint the door
conspicuous and can we
regular house paint?
A. — Painting a garage door
a completely different color
than the color of the house is a
mistake many persons make. It
should be done only when, for
some reason, you want to make
the garage door stand out. You
can use house paint, but if
there is a gloss on the previous
paint, it will have to be dulled
before you apply a new coat.
Whether a second coat is necessary will have to be determined
after the first coat dries. As for
color, the simplest way to prevent the door from being conspicuous is to paint it the same
color as the house. If you want
to get away from the house color a bit, use a shade not too
different.

Sale Starts May 2fads May 23

17.

Q. — In removing paint by
using a paint remover, should
the surface of the wood be
washed with water after it has
been scraped?
A. — It depends on the type"
of remover. Every can of paint
remover has a label that tells
exactly what to use to rinse off
the remover residue.
(The techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, bleach,
stain, remover, etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
which can be obtained by sending 50 cents and a long,
STAMPED, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken.)

'Your Trees, Garden
& Shrubs?

HOTPOINT CLASSIC
SPECIALLY PRICED!
ri Large capacity 23 600
BTU Li 230/208 Volts
D -2 Speeds 0 Ve-t
control fl Adiustable
thermostat 0 Wood
, grain look

Jones Landscaping

Here's the Answer gg

Q. — I read somewhere, perhaps in your column, that you
can get a very smooth finish on
a varnished surface by. using
pumice. I recently did a varnishing job on a table and went
out to buy pumice. It comes in
blocks like the barbers used to
sharpen straight razors on. I
can't see how to use that on
varnish, so I didn't buy one.
Can you advise me how the pumice is Used?
A. — No matter where you
read about the use of pumice, it
most certainly said pumice
powder. It comes in packages
. and looks something like flour.
When sprinkled on a varnished
surface with oil or water and
then rubbed with a soft, clean
cloth, it takes out all irregularities and makes the wood as
smooth as glass. If you feel
that the surface is a little too
dull, repeat the operation —

• HOTPOINT
,
PORTA-COOL'
AIR CONDITIONER
SPECIALLY PRICED!
O 5000 BTU 0 7 5
Amps 115 Volts 12 2
Speeds 0 Energy-SaviO Vent control E1 Ha,
die 0 Quick-Mount D
Wood grain look.

Mother's
Day

A

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeetures
Q. — I want to use a drywall
material for the ceiling in our
garage. I worked with the same
kind of material a few years
ago-but that was-for a wall. I
remember that -I finished the
joints with tape and a kind of
compound. Can I do the same
thing with the ceiling joints or
won't that work?
A. — Yes, you can finish the
joints the a,.
r,
he
-•
msame., kind
pound. Whatever kind of drywall material you use, be sure
that it is solidly atched, even
more so than to a wall. If it
isn't, the weight of the material
may pull it downward after a
few months or a year or two.

S°TP°11N1
"
SPV4CIPICI4K
TO FIT YOUR NEEDS & POCKETBOOK

Model
,r
KT77,
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The bargain
water heater you're
considering may
notbe a bargain
after all.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have no'
received their home-deliveret
copy of The Ilwrin ladle I lien by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 153-1114 between 5:3I p.a.
iid4 pa., No* frail bids,.
1:34 Cll. MI 4 p.a. Warden
A circulation deportment ernployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by I p.m. weekdays or.
p.m. Saturdays to guorantee
delivery. As
The regular business office
hours of Us Nene law TimS pm., Mondoy
ore I to.
through Friday and Ice. is 1.41.•
Saturdays.

Glidden BEST
Latex Flat House Paint

Glidden BEST
Latex Gloss House Paint

• Quick drying, durable flat finish

• Chalk resistant, glossy finish

• Resists blisters, peeling, cracking

• Quick drying, easy to use

• Easy water clean-up

• Easy water clean-up
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gallon
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gallon

SAVE
$800

'SAVE
$8.00

SPRED OIL STAIN SALE
gaiior

Both solid and semi-transparent
• Penetrates to seal and protect wood
chipping
• No cracking,

peeling or

•84 beautiful colors

• Stays in suspension longer,
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$4.00
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discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price
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MSU Safety To Be Given Full Opportunity

Love Signs Bonus With Chiefs
After narrowing his final
choice to two teams,. Terry
Love, an All-American safety at Murray State, has signed a bonus to try out with the
Kansas City Chiefs.
Love, who was not selected
in the National Football
League draft last week, has
been guaranteed an opportunity to make the Kansas
City team,according to MSU
head coach Frank Bearler.
After flymg
and turning down an offer by
. he Steelers, Love chose the
Chiefs because he thought
they had a greater need for

help in the secondary.
"They have a fairly young
team, and their need for
defensive backs is higher
than Pittsburgh's," Love
said this morning.
"There will be a lot of competition, but it is like that
anywhere. I will have to beat
somebody just to sit on the
bench."
Love also described the
turn of events that shifted his
in Pittsburgh to the
Chiefs.
"When - ,i4lifterVitisburgh, I was paged in the
Louisville airport by Kansas

According to Beamer,
City," Love said."I was paged again in Pittsburgh. After Lloyd Burris, a defensive
talking with the Steelers, I back from Maryland, will
went from Pittsburgh to probably be playing the
same position as Love. AnKansas City."
Love, who said his con- thony Vareen of Southeast
tract is a good one for a free Louisiana was also a late
agent as it allows him the op- round pick Love had met
portunity to renegotiate before.
"I am sure they will be
after a year, will report to
the Kansas City mini-camp
on May 13.
When-he reports, Love will
‘
,
; ,•
join a group or Wilk 4-17.
whom he has played u1-411-M
0Mairjap will give a°
him a large share of his com-,
petition.

tickled to death to know I am :larrying seven defensive
coming to Kansas City," oacks.
Love said."We have a lot of "I have been assured that
mutual respect. We are not Terry will get a good opporstrangers to each other at tunity to improve himself,"
Beamer said. "'That is all he
all."
Beamer said that he had needs because he has the
been told Kansas City had skills to play at the profesfour positions open on the sional level." team and that they would be Beamer said that Love's
chances of making the team
are improved by his skills
for the specialty teams;
"Mark Levy (the Chiefs'
head coach) was the special„ty,,,Wanksoach for George
-Arei0Beamer said. "I was
also interviewed for that job

Curran Signs MSU
er s Junior
College Transfer

"Terry is good in that
regard because he has
Sammy Curran, one of the vitational Tournament.
A product of Liberal High shown he can block kicks. If
top rated junior college forwards in the nation last School, Curran averaged 24 he does well on the specialty
season, has become the points and 10 rebounds his teams, that improves his
fourth basketball prospect W • senior year and earned all- chance of making the team.
sign a national letter-of- conference, all-area and ally "The Chiefs want to imintent with Murray State state honors. He led'Liberal prove themselves at strong
Stonecipher said."We learn- University.
The Calloway County timely blows.
to the state tournament safety and at safety. I think
they will probably be looking
inning,
Marty
our
In
the
'first
give
had
to
ed that we
baseball team ended its
/
2, 197-pound wherthrwas elected to the at him for strong safety."
Curran, a 6-81
TERRY LOVE
regular season on a high note McCuiston had a three-run total concentration.
all-tournament
squad.
product of Seward Comsecond,
Don
In
the
we
"I definitely believe
this past Friday as it whip- double.
Curran, who also lettered
College in Liberal,
Hargrove had a run-scoring can compete with Murray munity
in
ped Symsonia,10-0.
tennis and was a member
points
18.0
averaged
Kan.,
The win gave the Lakers a double and McCuiston came and Marshall County in the and 7.5 rebounds last season of the National Honor Socierecord of 13-6 going into the back with a run-scoring district."
was singled out by one ty in high school, also parwill play its first and
district. Rick Markle got the single.
seouting-serviee-es-- ticipated • two Kansas • •
national
gathe Thursdik.
*lihis third of the season The rakers capped-their--districotway
"one of the top 10 forward All-Star games at the concluwithout a defeat, in pitching attack in the third when Dan against the loser of Wednes- prospects" in junior college sion of his high school
Murray-Marshall
his second complete game. Key had a run-scoring dou- day's
career.
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.- a score of 84 while Mike Bog- The individual winner of
competition.
County game.
After four straight losses ble.
"Sammy is a strong out- The Murray boys golf team gess and John Overbey tied the tournament was
CritCurran connected on 47 side shooter and an excellent
in which its hitting had cool- "I think maybe we had our Symsonia
finished sixth in the regional at 86 and John Purdom shot tenden County's Mark Stone,
0 0 0 0 0 — 0 3 2 percent of his field goal ated off, Calloway came back eyes opened at Mayfield," Calloway
defensive player,” said tournament
5 2 1 0 2 — 10 11 2
yesterday, a92.
who shot a 75.
Scarborough and Barnes; Rick tempts and 77 percent of his Seward coach Dale Venable.
against Symsonia with some Calloway coach Joe Markle
shooting a score of 348 as
and Craig Darnell. 2B — Don free throws. He scored a one
Murray (348)
Robert Billington
"He's quick and goes to the Paducah St. Mary won with
Hargrove (CC), Marty McCuiston
Calloway County finished 84, Mike Boggess—
game career high 36 points. boards well."
86, John Overbey 86,
((X),Dan Key(CC).
a total of 319.
the tournament at 378, with John Purdom 92.
Curran was also praised
Curran was named AllRobert Billington was the Mark Waldrop shooting a 89 Calloway County (171) — Mark
Waldrop 89, Todd Contri 90, Brad
Region 6, which includes by Racer head coach Ron top finisher for Murray with for the Lakers' best score.
Sparks94,John Hassell 95.
three states, all-area and Greene.
All-Jayhawk Conference. "Sammy represents a
spent just one season very positive step to bolster
Curran
During the past weekend, yard relay team.
at Seward Community Col- our inside," said Green.
Boys Results
the Calloway County Middle
Anyone who has not lege after playing, his ,"He's a highly effective
School track team finished 9 Discus — Glenn Brandon (2nd) 12E- already registered for
freshman year at Nebraska shooter as a big forward.
third out of 14 teams in the
High Jump —Ricky Boggess(4th)5- Junior Babe Ruth baseball
when the Cornhuskers He's also very quick and will
0.
Paducah Middle School In100 Yard Low Hurdles — Boggess can do so by calling 753-5731. played in the National In- harass you defensively."
vitational.
(40)15.53.
7th Grade 50 Yard Dash — Monty
already canceled the team's
Paducah was the winner
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)- has cost them," he said.
(3rd)6.37.
entry.
The
with Marion, Ill, taking se- Morton
season
was
poor
over
it
was
also
before
Olsen
said
880 Yard Run — Barry Knight(1st)
"It's a raw deal," he said
it was over for the Universi- management that brought
cond.
2:18.03.
440 Yard Relay — 4th (Morton, Bogof the season. "After all we
The Laker girls finished
ty of Louisville baseball the season to a quick end.
Williams, Houston)52.50.
fourth in their meet, two gess,
team.
"It just wasn't the put int raising money and
880 Yard Relay —4th (Morton, Bogpoints behind Paducah. gess, Williams, Houston 1:50.75.
Coach John Boles told his weather," he said. "You fixing up the field, they
Mile Relay — 4th (Wise, Lovett,
Marion was the winner.
team on Monday morning have to budget in case you should have come up with
)'Brien, Knight)4:25.03. •
about $5,000 to send us to the
For the boys, Barry
that the remainder of the don't have many rainouts."
Girls Results
Metro."
Knight broke the Calloway
season
had
has
a
been
his
team
canceled
Boles
said
from
Hershey,
Pa.
to
Cincinbreak. Just like that. Right
St;nt Put — Ashley Miller(1st)27-8.
By WILL tittIMSLEY
Miles said that aboUt
800 meter record in a time of
and
that
they
$14,000,
but
would
not
budget
of
about
even
nati,
where
the
Meltons
have
High Jump — Terri Malcolm (3rd)4No.
1
in
to
be
AP Special Corresondent now, my aim is
was raised to pur$17,000
2:18.02 while Ricky Boggess 5,Debbie (5th)4-3.
particpate
over
in
the
Metro
it
was
Con- Olsen said
established residence. NanIt's tough for a young mar- women's golf again."
Long Jump — Kelly Jameson (5th)
and fix up
uniforms
chase
and Monty Morton also set 13-71-2.
ference
tournament
$20,000.
cy
has
played
in
next
13
of
the
ried woman with a rare Nancy was already an
new school records in the 100 60 Yard Hurdles — Jameson (3rd)
Last year _the Cardinals Parkway Field. "The
first 16- tournaments -this week.
she
when
star
established
sportsetalant to decide how
yard low hurdles and in the 10.3, Deanna Hurdles (4th) 10.4.
The decision was made had 28 games canceled, but Athletic Department didn't
year, winning the rich
50 Yard Dash — Lisa Hopper (4t1) much time to devote to home married sportscaster Tim
50 yard dash.
last
week by athletic direc- only five or six were called back us at all," he said.
Colgate-Dinah
Classic
Shore
6.9.
her
life and how much to the Melton, Jan. 6, 1979 on
The team was warned
800 Medley Relay — 4th (Key, Moss,
For the girls, records were
tor
Bill
Olsen. The season off this season. They finished
22nd birthday. The previous and going to the front in
game.
Darnell 2:11.4.
a month ago that it
about
set by Lisa Hopper in the 50 Jameson,
ended
because
the
team
was
with
a
44-46
record.
prize
money
with
893,646.
800 Yard Relay —4th (Hopper, Key,
Nancy Lopez-Melton season she had dominated
budget problems,
was
facing
yard dash and by the 880 Moss,Garland)2:02.
over
the
team's
budget.
Ed
Miles,
one
of
She
said
she
would
play
in
Golf
Profesional
Ladies
doesn't duck the issue-she the
Bugg, the Carsaid
Steve
Ken
Lindsey,
an
of
the
aide
to
said
some
co-captains,
is just leaving it to a higher Association tour by winning perhaps a dozen of the recocaptain.
other
dinals'
Olsen,
said
the
team
had
players
had
considered
paymauling
events,
including
nine tournaments, five in a
authz.rdity.
"They
told
us to cancel
a
victim of good ing their own way to
and $189,813 for the No. the $125,000 Coca-Cola bean.,,
me
- _ h th row,
_save
to
somettor-0
we.
etthe
Tallahastsee#4
.
-Fla.,
Classic
Mai"
,at
the
--She „rirtaailr
1
4/
com
"They've already played Metro tournament until they penses) for the Metro," he
Ridgewood
Country
Club
in
1979.
repeated
in
what to do," says the attrac90 games and every game discovered Olsen had said.
tive, brown-eyed star of the "Last year, I was undecid- Paramus,N.J.
The
pleasant,
unaffected
women's golf tour. "God has ed whether I wanted ta congiven me this talent. I think I tinue in competitive golf or Tulsa University graduate
covered a broad range of
should use it as long as I can be a housewife," she said."I
issues
when she met the New
the
over
- and my husband, Tim, didn't practice
York
press
Monday at a noon
two
weeks
off
winter.
I
took
According to the unofficial MSU men finished with 101 agrees.
reception hosted by the sponresults compiled by the Mur- to the Hi'Hoppers'101.
"Golf has been my life a between tournaments so I
sors of the Ridgewood event.
ray State Sports Information
long time. But I've always could be home more with
Nancy said she was stunnTim.
Office, MSU finished first in
Men's Final Results — Witstern Ken- dreamed of growing up, geted
by the recent revelations
the compeition for the tucky 112, Murray State ilk Middle ting married and having "The result was I finished
Teasessee 86 1-2, Austin Pea, 84 1-2,
of Billie Jean King's
Daniel,
Beth
behind
No.
4
women's Ohio Valley Con- Eastern Kentucky 83 1-2, Morehead children. I guess that sounds
homosexual affair with a
ference all-sports champion- State 57 1-2, Akron 56, Tennessee Tech old-fashioned. My mother Donna Caponi and Amy
former
secretary.
14.
imagine
can't
Alcott.
You
and father were oldship while the men finished
"I
always
have admired
I
went
.frustration
the
second to Western Kentucky.
Women's Final Results — Murray fashioned. I admit I am oldBillie
Jean,"
she added.
through. It Was agonizing beThe Lady Racers finished State 67, Western Kentucky 56 1-2, fashioned.
Middle Tennessee 49 1-2, Morehead
,"She
has
done
so
much for
I
Tim
and
4.
So
ing
No.
with 67 points to 56 1-2 for State 48, Eastern ICentucky 411, Austin - "When the message comwomen's - sports. When
decidWe
both
discussed
it.
Peay
28,
Tennessee
es,
Tech
25.
there
•
will
be
a
sharp
Western Kentucky while the
ed I should stick to the tour a you're an athlete, your life
while longer - and really should be private. When
something like this happens,
work at it."
Meanwhile, Tim Melton's all women in sports suffer.
en
sportscasting job took him People condemn all of us."

Calloway Ends Regular
Season On High Note

MHS Golf Team Fires 348,
takers Shoot 378 tn Regium

Laker Middle School
Track Teams 3rd, 4th

Junior Babe Rath
Takes Late Signups

Ut Baseball Season
Over Before It Begins

Lopez-Melton Leaves Choice
To A Higher Authority

MSU lifomen Fic,st
In OVC All-Sports
Total, Men Second

el-,

colorful continuous informative

Celtics Hope Success
Against Rockets Lasts
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) - The
Houston Rockets have been
an easy mark for the Boston
Celtics.
The Celtics swept them in
four games in last year's National Basketball Association playoffs, have beaten
them in their last 13 matchups and have won 30 of
their 33 meetings in Boston
Garden.
This season, Boston captured both its contests with
Houston on its way to a 62-20
record while the Rockets
were stumbling to a 40-42
campaign.
Almost as important as
guarding Houston center
Moses Malone, the Celtics
must guard against overconfidence in their NBA championship series with the
Rockets that starts here
tonight.

But veteran Celtic guard
Chris Ford doesn't foresee a
problem. Boston's recent experience in coming from
behind in three games after
being down 3-1 in its Eastern
Conference championship
series with Philadelphia
should ward off any feelings
that a game is won before it
is played.
"People felt we were dead
and we came back," said
Ford. "Houston beat some
good teams and we don't
want to be another casualty."
After barely making the
playoffs, Houston knocked
off defending NBA champion
Los Angeles, San Antonio
and Kansas City to advance
to the finals. Boston swept
Chicago in four games
before taking the intense
series with the 76ers, who

had the same s2-20 record as
tlie Celtics.
"They still have to win
four more games," said
Houston forward Robert
Reid. "They're talking like
they're the champions
already."
"To win, we've got to cut
the court in half, make sure
they have to set up the ball at
half court and play us five on
five," said Houston forward
Billy Paultz. "If we can do
that, we can be a real problem."
Boston will have to contain
Moses Malone, who led the
NBA with 14.8 rebounds per
game during the regular
season and was second in
scoring with a 27.8 point
average.
The series continues here
Thursday night then shifts to
Houston for Garnet 3 and 4
Saturday and Sunday.
•
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MSU Recognizes
New Hall Of Fame
Members, Awards
For 1980-81 Sports
HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES — The new members
selected to the MSU Hall of Fame are (Left to right)

Don Clayton, Carla Coffey, Bill Fergurson, Rick FisherM
MSU Photos By Barry Johnson

....,...QUTSTANDING AWARDS — For the men (Above, left to right) are lerry .01111
:11
(Scholar Athlete), Lamont Sleets(Top Male Athlete), Scott Peck(Top Freshman). For
the women (Below, left to right) are Leigh Ware (Scholar Athlete), Laura Lynn (Top
Female Athlete), Fran Spencer(Top Freshman).

MSU AWARD WINNERS —Selected the best in their respective (Football), Mary McNicholas (Tennis), Wendy Slaton (Cross Country),
sports are (Front row, left to right) Mike Costigan (Tennis), Lamont Allison Manley (Track), Jon Stanley (Tennis), Jeff Gardner (Football),
Fleets (Basketball), Elvis Forde (Track), Chris Bunyan (Cross Country), Ronnie Scheer (Baseball), Laura Lynn (Basketball), Don Wright
Terje Persson (Tennis), Scott Peck (Baseball);(Back row), Gino Gibbs (Cheerleader).

Davis Ties AL Record With Eight Straight K's

Yankees' Combination Bedevils Angels, 4-2
By BARRY WILNER
nomer as a Yankee in the reliever Doug Corbett. The
AP Sports Writer
sixth inning after Piniella Orioles have won five of six,
Lately, when Ron Davis had homered earlier in the and snapped a fiv
throws baseballs; nobody inning to put the _Yanks on Minnesota winning streak.
hits them. And no matter top 3-2.
"I'd be stupid if I wanted
who pitches the ball, Barry
Nelson, a 20-year-old to play every day," said
Foote seems to hit them...out rookie who is the youngest Crowley, 34 and a 10-year
of the park.
player in the majors,won his
That combination — along big league debut with six
with Lou Piniella and rookie Solid-41'1Mo.
pitcher Gene Nelson —
Elsewhere in the AL, it, bedeviled thet
Min.12-1---"nn'All I want to4c
was
S.....iiithore over
Angels 4-2 Monday night.
continue to make this club a
Davis tied an American nesota 4-3 in 10 innings; pennant-winner.
League record with eight Milwaukee besting Seattle 9"I get a chance to be
consecutive strikeouts and, 5,and Boston and Kansas Ci- designated hitter and I start
ty
deadlocking
5-5
in
a
game
added to the five batters he
at first base every one in a
fanned to conclude a Yankee suspended by curfew after 10 while. This keeps me
innings.
victory in Oakland Sunday,
sharp."
he's struck out 13 of the last ,Orioles 4,Twins 3,10 innings
14 men to face him.
Pinch-hitting specialist
Brewers 9, Mariners 5
Foote, acquired from the Terry Crowley, a lifetime
Robin Yount had a big
Chicago Cubs last week as a .300 hitter when coming off
fill-in for injured catcher the bench,singled in the win- night with two homers and
Rick Cerone, hit his fourth ning run for Baltimore off four RBI and Gorman

AL Roundup

Thomas also homered for Remy's run-scoring single to
Milwaukee. Jerry Narron go ahead 5-4. But the Royals
had a three-run shotfor Seat- ot a leadoff tri e frOm Ken
Phelps and a sa ice fly by
tle.
Cesar Gezonimo to tie the
Prior to the game, Yount game, which will be picked
was hitting .210 with five up prior to tonight's regularRBI and no homers.
ly scheduled contest.
"I've always had good The start of the game was
.
.
luck
ballpark," said delaypi two hours and 16
Vona-ITV-4 always hit well minutes by rain
liereurm just trying to kilt
so
-M. A game Tile this-sure
helps. It gave me a lot more
confidence than I had before
"I still need to work on my
stroke. I don't feel that it is
all that comfortable yet."
Red Sox 5, Royals 5, 10 innings
suspended
Boston, which has lost
seven in k r.:ow ,scored in the
top of the ninth on Jerry

Canton Moving Along With 5-0 Record

National Has Another Lefty Remember?
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
You may not have heard it,
but there's another hot lefthander in the National
League in addition to Fernando Valenzuela of the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
Remember Steve Carlton,
last year's Cy Young winner?
While the sensational
Valenzeula has been making
news with his peerless 6-0
record, Carlton has been pitching just as steadily as last
season for the World Champion Philadelphia Phillies.
Monday night, the
unbeaten Carlton posted his
fifth straight victory with a
6-4 decision over the San
Francisco Giants.
"He had trouble with his
location at the start," said
Philadelphia Manager

Dallas Green, pointing to
four runs that Carlton gave
up in the first three innings.
But Carlton got stronger
as the game went on.
"You could hear that

NL Roundup
fastball popping. It was
cracking," said Green.
Carlton is off to his best
start in 16 years. Monday
night was his 25th straight
start in which he didn't allow
more than four runs in a
game. Incidentally, he moved ahead of Carl Hubbell into
llth place on the alltime National League victory list
with 254.
In other NL action, it was
Atlanta 9, St. Louis 6; Montreal 4, Los Angeles 3 and
Houston 5,Chicago 4.
After spotting the Giants a
4-0 lead in the first three innings, Carlton settled down
and allowed only two hits
through the final six and
finished with a seven-hitter.
He struck out eight to boost
his career strikeout total to
3,014, just one behind Cincin-

place on the all-time list.
The Phillies started their
comeback in the third when
Carlton hit Ms first triple
since July 1978 and scored on
a sacrifice fly by Greg
Gross.
Braves 9, Cardinals 6
Bob Homer slugged four
hits and drove in three runs,
including the tiebreaker in a
three-run eighth inning, as
Atlanta cooled off St. Louis.
Horner doubled home the
first run of the eighth to pro-

_
.
Braves
with a 5-4
the
vide
lead. Atlanta scored two
More runs in the Inning on
Glenn Hubbard's single and
then added insurance in the
ninth on Chris Chambliss'
two-run base hit.
The loss was only the second in the last 13 games for
the Cardinals:
Expos 4, Dodgers 3
Steve Rogers scattered
seven hits in 81-3 innings and
Montreal took advantage of
two Los Angeles errors in a
four-run second to beat the
Dodgers.

Calloway Freshmen
2nd At Paducah Meet
In a freshman track meet
this past weekend, Calloway
County finished third out of
nine teams in the Paducah
Tilghman Invitational.
Cape Girardeau was the
winner with 53 points to 47
for Marion, Ill. and 47 for
Calloway.
•
CaDoway Results
Shot Put — Mark Barrow (3rd 13-1
Diann — Tim Blake(3rd 105-4

High Jump — Todd Albritton (3rd)5Long Jump — Darnell Thorpe (4th)
174 1-4.
Triple Jump — Tharpe (3rd)57-9 1-2.
Pole Vault — Dean Cooley (1st) 94,
Dana Pearson (5th)84.
120 Yard High Hurdles — Richard
Dowdy (4th) 19.9.
Mile Ran — HerUe Chadwick (2nd)
5:00,Darrell Harris (5th)506.
440 Yard Dash — Chadwick (3rd)
57.29,Todd Al.mitton (41h)57.33.
no Yard
— Tharp.(2nd)24.05.
NO Yard Rim — Harris (lat)2:13.07,
Dowdy (5th)2:23.W.
Mile Relay — 5th (Albritton, Chris
Sheridan, Cooley, Chadwick)4:03.52.

MHS Teams Win Over Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky. — After they defeated Mayfield,7-2.
consecutive wihs broken in
losses to Union County and
Christian County, the Murray girls tennis team bounced back with a 9-0 win over
Mayfield yesterday.
The.Murrkv----j)°Y-Salso
as
theirorr_Ar.d tcqa-

Singles Results — Candy Jackson
def. Miller, 8-0; Starr Jones def Merritt,11-0; Mel Jackson def. Byer. 8-0:
Mel Kelly def. Edwards,8-1; Elizabeth
Stout def. Culler, 8-0: Greer Houston
def. Sims,8-1.
Doubles Results —C.Jackson-Jones
def. Miller-Merritt. 8-0; Houston-M
Jackson def. Byer-Edwards. 9-7,
Kelly-Elizabeth Oakley def. Caller-Shns,8-1.
-

Murray 7. Mayfield?
Sin
itesults---Russ--Edwards- lost to C. Whittnell, 8-3: Richard Stout
def. Glover, 8-1: Todd Milk def
Crouse, 8-3; Brad McNutt def
Williams, 8-6; Shawn Parker I.,st t,B
Wluttnell, 9-7: Waltet Payne del
Wade.8-3,

Doubles Results — Edwards-Stout
del C. Wha tnell4:lover. 8-4: NI,-Nun
Parker def. Salvers-Willtants. 8-3
Payne-Milk del Barlow -B
II
• .
(TT--

(ft)
A Diesel-powered Cadillac is miles
ahead of most imports...
and there's a wide selection right now:
Diosel-powered Cadillac: with
EPA estimated 21 mpg...33 mpg
higinviry estimate.

A Cadillac is right . right now. The
Diesel-powered DeVilles and Fl
Broughams have an EPA estimated FJJ
mpg. .33 mpg highway estimate.'
unlike ihe Diesel imports, Cadillac uses
a Diesel V8—with all the inherent
oenefits of V8 design.
'Fiememmer Compare the "estimated mpg to the
"estimated mpg" ot other cars You may get
different Mileage and range depending on how last
you dove. weather conditions end top length Actual
highwsy endows and range will probably be less
than the estimated highway fuel economy Range
calculation* are obtained by multiplying the EPA
estimates by Motu* tar* capacity In some cases,
C.adieses summit/ergo sItitriale is due to a Argo'
fuel tar* capacity
Cadillacs are equipped wrth G14-txo3 engines
produced by venous/visions See us lot (*tans

Cadillacs with a V6 engine.
Right now
Cadillac DeVilles and the
Fleetwood Brougham Sedan are
available with a4.1 liter gasolineDowered V6 engine.

Excellent selection of fuelefficient Cadillacs In stock.

A Cadillac is right...
right now!

The time is right. . right now to see us
to buy or tease. And see for yourself
how you can make your dollars go "
farther with an American car from

How a Diesel-powered Cadillac compares to well-known,
gasoline-powered imports on estimated driving range.
came Amino ixDuime with Diesel El"soloistof21 alea ine 2?gibe lust woo/
engine and automatic transmission

Usesslas OUSEL with
automatic transmission
• SIMI with
5-sased manual transmission
NOW 3211i with
5-spood manual transmission

1 567

j

407 mutt

01
,
4sae*of HI see alIt 21.4-estkin lost madly
MS mites

aagestuat 17 mpaalIt t11.8Olen fast areseitf

363 miles

fftraottorattrofIS mliesillsII StalkInforil toes*/

1611aliagess ROW with
automalic trameression

Pn mono*at 23 moo oda 16.6 0611116%V Madly

lapin Cwsea with
automatic transmission
Moab 11211 won
5-sploo marvel transmission
OWN Award with
automatic traristrass•on
VailIt wIt8
4-Weld manual transmission
SashIN with
automatic transmission

EPA totimate ot 20 moo** It IØSlustitIISelIy

322 mites

EPA estimate of 24 ape with 14.5.1111in lost awl,

j

244 miles

EPAsteroms MUMS,0110132IOW fed MIMI
EPAIMilitilltif

Wag oreA iS On

041Nsal*mpg

1430siseful MOW

3411 miles

361 miles
2114 miles
276 miles

Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac

PURDO
M
101
LI

Satisfied Customers Are Our
Na.. Concerti

1406 West Mai-153-5315

LoJ
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Two Murray High
Students Acvarded
Vandy Scholarships
Two Murray High
School seniors, Greg Morton
and Natalie Garfield, have
been awarded academic
scholarships to Vanderbilt
University, according to information received by Prin-

Senior Excellency Award for
the 1980 season. He has also
played varsity tennis and
reached the semi-finals in
doubles in the regional last
year. He is a member of the
First United Methodist
Church and is an Eagle
Scout from Trop 45.
Garfield, the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Gene Garfield.
1311 Story Ave.; has received
a $3,424 scholarship which
will be renewable each year
with satisfactory academic
performance at Vanderbilt.

Michelle F. Songrant Is First
Female To Win ROTC Award

DECA PRESIDENT — Scott Ford, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ruddy Lee Ford of Morganfield, recently was elected
collegiate DECA president for the state of Kentucky.
He has been an active member of the organization of
business students for more than four years. Ford is a
freshman at Murray State University majoring in
business.
Photo Bv Tim Yarbrough

State Collegiate DECA
President Liko To Learn

Greg Morton
cipal W. A. F'ranklin. They
will enroll in Vanderbilt next
fall.
Morton, son of the Hey.
and Mrs. Fred Morton. 1612
Sunset. has received an
academic scholarship in the
, amount of $3,600. Other
financial aid awarded him
makes a total of $6,750 for
the year and represents
about 75 percent of the total
cost for one year at Vanderbilt.
Morton intends to pursue
either pre-law or engineermg.-- Re--ranks fifth in his
class of 145 at Murray. High.
He has been a member of the
math and history teams at
the school. Active in Hi-Y,
Greg attended the Kentucky
Youth Assembly in early
April as a state senator:
He played varsity football
four years and received the
•

•
•••••&IP •••

Natalie Garland
She plans to major in
business administration and
computer science. She ranks
fourth in this year's
graduating class.
She has been in the band, a
varsity basketball player
four,yops y.
newspaper and iearbook
staffs, a participant in the
American Private Enterprise Seminar and Student
Program of Kentucky Enterprise.
Commencement exercises
for the Class of 1981 will be at
8 p.m. Thursday, May 21, in
Lovett Auditorium at Murray State University.

Strain On Teachers'
Students Show As
Schools Stay Open

"The rpore you learn about
business, the better you'll be
in the long run," believes
Scott Ford of Morganfield, a
freshman at Murray State
University.
Ford, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buddy J..ee Ford of
Morganfield Route 4, is a
1980 graduate of Union County High School. He has been
an active member of DECA
(Distributive Education
Clubs of America) for more
than four years. He was
tly elected state coleg ate DECA president.
DECA is an organization
that allows the business student to apply what he learns
in the classroom to the real
world, according to Ford. He
first became aware of DECA
when his older brother told
him about the local chapter
at his high school.
Since then, Ford's interest
orwnization
Ford said his high school
chapter was involved in
several business-related
learning experiences, one of
which was the "Pepsi learn
as you earn" program.
DECA members were
made proprietors of a soda
machine at the high school,
and shares of ,stock in the
machine were sold to interested students,said Ford.
"It was originally planned
to be a non-profit organization," he said, lilt as time
went on o5,.profit,s made it
impossilifeli.„
Ford said the pepsi project
was-licensed ty the State
Kentucky as a legal
business. We even con-

one feels up to it no matter
By FRED BAYLES
what you try to tell
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Each yourself."
City officials have been
day, Maura Solari and Alisa
Bennett face declining bickering for weeks over
morale and deteriorating how to raise $30 million to
conditions at Boston English keep the schools running unHigh. Each night, the til -June 19 — the end of the
teacher and the student school year.
The schools' $210 million
watch the news to see if their
broke school system will budget ran out last Tuesday,
make it through another but the schools dire being
—
-kept -open- -by --eourt- -order:—
day.
'For more than a week, the The city's challenge of that
64,500 students of the na- order is before the state
tion's oldest public school Supreme Court.
The beleaguered system
system have gone to classes
under a judge's order that received a $9.3 million care
broke or not, the schools package from the state on
Monday when Gov. Edward
must be kept open.
The teachers are worried J. King signed a bill refunding the city for a school conabout whether theikli,"."
able to keep their jobs as the struction program.
The money assured the
city fights the impact of a
schools, rocked last year by
tax-cutting referendum.
And the strain of uncer- protests over court-ordered
tainty is beginning to show, busing, of one more week's
both -students and teachers operation.
Teacher morale took a
say.
You get to thinking it nosedive Monday when half
don't matter if you don't go," of the-120 teachers at English
:
said June Sullivan, a received notices that their
terminated
be
jobs
may
the
naat
freshman English,
tion's oldest high school. because of budget cuts
They might close the brought on by declining
Teresa Stuckey, a senior
schools next week so you enrollment and Proposition at Calloway County High
start thinking, what's an ex- 2L2, the tax-cutting law ap- School, has been awarded
proved by voters in a
tra day?"
a board of regents scholar"I've never seen the facul- referendum last November.
ship from Murray State
went
Similar
out
to
notices
ty so_ down," said Mike
'University.
During her
Kehrmeyer, a teacher with 2,300 teachers — nearly half.
senior
year,
Teresa
was instaff.
nine years experience. "No the system's teaching
volved in Pep Club and
41, -A- A- -Aspeech team. Teresa is the
daughter of Lee Stuckey
and Anna Luffman and
plans to study physical
therapy at Murray State this
fall.

A

0

6Q

suited a lawyer in Morganfield."
Ford said for his and the
chapter's work in the project, they were awarded first
place in their region, first
place in the state and placed
12th nationally.
"State and natioanl competition is exciting," Ford
said. "You learn about people as well as business."
At high school Ford served
as vice-president and president of the DECA chapter.
Other activities in high
school Ford participated in
include band and FBLA
(Future lia.,.......1.--j1fLtrrOf
Ameriea ).
Since attending Murray
State in the fall of 1980,
Ford's interest and involve-.
ment in DECA has. continued. He is now a member
of the Murray State DECA
club and was recently
elected Kentucky Collegiate
DECA president in a conference for high school
students in Lexington.
Ford said his duties as
state president will be to
help conduct state high,
school competition, interview high school students
and present demonstrations
to the students.
The officer's basic job is to
promote the organization to
high school students and
"suggest changes in the
DECA constitution when
needed," he said.

Sewer Department
Transfer Off
For Another Year
OWENSBORO, Ky. i AP)
— The transfer of the sewer
department from the city to
Municipal
Owensboro
Utilities Is off for at least
another year.
The city commission
decided last week, on the
recommendation of its new
city manager, to delay the
transfer.
Mayor J. R. Miller said the
delay will allow the city to
study the idea further and
iron out legal technicalities.
Miller announced City
Manager William Sequino's
recommendation at Friday's
city commission meeting.
Owensboro
Municipal
Utilities and city officials
have been trying for several
weeks to work out a contract
assigning control of the
sewer system and its
employees.
Miller in January suggested the transfer. He said
OMU's administration and
engineering of two utilities
would make it the logical entity to manage the sewer
department more efficiently.
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Gloria J. Cavitt
Graduates From
Air Force Coy

Smith Elected •
As Commander Of
DATCtipter 50

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

RE-ELECT MELVIN B. HENLEY MAYOR
ELK PiOural)Sun

100 more jobs at stake

Section C-12 Pages

Murray seeks $10 million bond
issue for Fisher-Price expansion
By NORMAN MARTIN
Sun Staff Writer
MURRAY, Ky. - As part of a
continuing tradition of support for
industrial development, Murray
Mayor Melvin Henley announced
today that a special session of the
City Council will be held May 7 to
consider the first reading of a $10
million industrial development bond
issue for Calloway County's largest
industrial employer. the FisherPrice toy plant.
Already far into the planning
stages, final approval of the massive
bond issue ultimately will mean the
addition of more than 100 jobs to the
local economy. The toy plant
presently employs 6.50 individuals,
primarily from Calloway. Marshall
and Graves counties.
.
"We have always taken a positive
approach on seeking and approving
development bonds," Henley said
today. "It is an excellent industrial
location tool."
Paul Kiesow, plant manager, said
today the funds will be used in the
expansion of the facility's plastic
molding operation. The majority of
the childrens' toys produced at the

plant are composed largely of which is tax-free.
In the past year. the city sought
plastic.
Prior to the construction of the and won approval of a $400,000
first phase of the molding unit, federal Urban Development Action
plastic parts had to be shipped to the Grant to upgrade the community's
Murray plant from New York for industrial park. The grant provides
for a new access road into the park,
assembly.
"There is no question that the city widemng of an existing road to three
gf Murray has been very receptive lanes and rock-lining of a creek
to assisting in our expansion running through the property to
program," Kiesow said. In fact, he reduce erosion.
In return for construction now,
said. Fisher-Price has had a good
relationship with the community Quaker Oats,the parent company of
Fisher-Price, will pay back the
since production began in 1973.
"I know that one factor for Fisher- city's 2400,000 grant with interest
during
the next IC years. The city, in
Price coming here in the first place
was the relationship with the turn, is expected to use the funds for
the
improvement of the downtown
townspeople and it is still an
central business district.
important factor today," he said.
At
present, the Murray molding
"Both the local government and
the community in general have been plant operates 24 plastic blow and
very helpful. Usually whenever we injection molding machines. A large
need something for expansion of our part of the bond issue will be used to
facility, the question ffrom local .buy an additional 16 machines,
Kiesow said. The equipmag is very
officials I is,'When do you wait it?"
In. the expected release of the expensive, he said, with each
industrial revenue bonds, the machine costing between $100,000
obvious advantage to the toymaker and $150,000.
is the ability of obtain funds at a
lower interest rate. And the
advantage to the buyer of the bonds
is the opportunity to earn interest

*Very Active in Industrial Recruitment
*Has extensive knowledge of the
new federal grants which help to
attract industry. The UDAG Grant
used for Fisher Price is one of the
few federal programs that
President Reagan has said he will
continue.

BECKY
WILSON
Becky is our newest hair dresser
and specializes in skin care. We
invite you to come out and meet
and talk with Becky. This gives
our shop 5 full time professional
stylists to better serve you!

Cadet Michelle F. Son- Chapter,Fulton.
National Sojourners Award to Cadet
year cadet to Cada James Slant,
crant, 21, of Stoughton, Outstanding Perishing Rifleman John M. Thompson, Ca,
Award to Cadet Woodrow C. Clark, by Chapter 177 National So= Madisonville, and presented by U.
Mass., has become the first Radford, sponsored by the Disabled Fort Campbell;
Roust.
Col.
Ky., and presented by
Superior Cadet Award for a thirdfemafe to win the coveted American Veterans and presented by CW4 Joe Atkins, its secretary- year
cadet to Cadet Craig Byrd,
Joe W. Smith, commander of Chador treasurer.
outstanding cadet of the year SO,Murray.
El Tigre Award to Cadet Randall B. Paducah, and awaited by
Doug .Huffman. commander ofC.at
award in the Reserre Of- Unsteadies Raiser Award toCarlet Habeas, Mummy, sponsored by the 614th
Kentucky National Guard
Darryl Stinnett, Murray,sponsored by American Veterans of World War 11
ficers Training Program at the United Daughters of the Con- and
Military Police Co., Murray.
presented by U.Col. Hutt
Superior
Cadet Award for a fourfederacy
and
presented
by
Mrs.
Outstanding Summer Camp PerforMurray State University.
Margery Major of the J.N. Williams mance Award to Cadet Norbert J. year cadet to Cadet David G. Derrick,
In recognition of the honor, Chapter, Murray.
Smith, Utica, sponsored by the Murray, and presented by U. Col.
the most prestigious Outstanding Color Guard Member Resenre Officers' Association and Rani
The President's Platoon Award went
Award to Cadet Daniel K. Moss, presented by U.Cot Roan.
military award of the year at Hopkinsville, sponsored by the
to a 24member honor platoon made up
Scholastic Excellence Award for a of six cadets fran each military
the university, she was Daughters of the American Revolution first-year cadet to Cadet Francisco science clams in the program. Those so
and presaged by Mrs. John Uvesay,
presented the President's vice-regent of the Capt. Wendell Oury Jobson, Jacksonville, Fla., sponsored honored were Cadets Laura Jones,
by the Murray Rotary Club and Jeffrey Cannady,Steven Felker, Evan
Sabre at the corps' annual Chapter, Murray.
presented by Dr. Gene Schanbacher, Wynn, Pamela Stallone, Dirk Holt,
Outstanding Hillery Award to Cede( itspresident.
President's
Review Michael Kersey, Radcliff, sponsored
Tom LeCompte and Joseph Lehmann.
Scholastic Excellence Award for a
Also, John McLean, Joyce Taylor,
ceremony Thursday. Mur- by the Daughters of Founders and second-year cadet to Cadet Sarah Nick
Childers, Ran Dren, David
Patriots of America and presented by Hooker, Nashville, Tenn.,
ray President Constantine Mrs. Livesay.
Abell, Jerome Penner,Phil Brurnmett
by the Murray Lams Ardinwal
d and Stan Routt
W. Curris made the presen.
presented by Joe Pat Ward,Murray.
Also, Clark Sheeks, Tama SchillScholastic Excellence Award for a ing, Charles Abdur-Rahim, Barbara
tabor).
third-year cadet to Cadet Mark Stam- Brodmerkle, David Dice, James
Cadet Soncrant, combaugh, Cresent Springs, Ky., spon- Neale, James Roam and Kathryn
sored by the Civitan Club and Sielbeck.
mander of the corps' ranger
presented by Wayne Williams, lieutecompany and a battalion
rst
Scnoassue
commander during the fall
four-year cadet to Cadet John Salem,
semester, is the daughter of Airman Gloria J. Cavitt, Waldwick, N.J., sponsored by Post 26,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Son- daughter of Marie P. Cavitt American Legion, and presented by
Ed Bradford, Murray.
crant, 73 Benson Road, of 205 Spruce St., Murray, Leadership Award for a first-year
Stoughton, and is a senior Ky., has graduated from the cadet to Cadet Douglas James.
Ill., sponsored by the
majoring in engineering U. S. Air Force course of in- Marion,
w000men at I ne worm and presented
Murray.
Scruggs,
Tim
by
physics.
ventory
management Leadership Award for a second-year
A four-year member of the specialist at Lowry Air cadet to Cadet David Jones, Murray,
sponsored by the mayor of Murray and
University's nationally- Force Base,Colo.
presented by Chief of Police Jerry
ranked rifle team, she twice Graduates of the course Lee.
Leadership Award for a third-year
has been named an All- learned how to inventory
cadet to Cadet David Elliott, Mayfield,
American marksman. She supplies using electronic sponsored by the Association of the
US. Army and presented by U. Col.
will
receive
her data processing machines, Routt.
undergraduate degree and and earned credits .toward
General Military Excellence Award
cadet to Cadet'Traci
be commissioned 'a second an associate degree in ap- for a first-yearEustis,
Va., sponsored
Mitchell, Fort
lieutenant in the Army plied science through the by the Sons of the American RevoluTucker.
and
presented
by
Brown
tion
Saturday, May 9, and two Community College of the
General Military Excellence Award
days later will report at Fort Air Force.
for a second-year cadet to Cadet Mark
Lynn Outland, a senior at
Rucker, Ala., for training as Cavitt is a 1978 graduate of Young, Murray, sponsored by the Murray
Military Order of World Wars and
High School, has
a helicopter pilot.
presented by Dr. Hugh Oakley, retired
Murray High School.
been
awarded
a departdean of the College of Industry and
In addition to the Presimental
scholarship
from
dent's Sabre,Cadet Soficrant
Military Excellence Award
Technology.eGn
Murray
State
Cadet
for
a
Daniel
third-year
University.
cadet
to
also received the leadership
K. Moss of Hopkinsville, sponsored by During her
senior year,
award for a senior cadet and
the Reserve Officers Association and
presented by retired U. Col. Holmes Lynn was involved in band,
presentedi*IlifileLAIlt of
Ellis,former mayor of Murray.
Foreign Wars. .It was
General Military Excellence Award flag corps, Student Counfor a four-year cadet to Cadet Phyllis cil, newspaper and orpresented by Lt. Col.
Joe W. Smith was elected Seals, Murray, sponsored by Post 26,
Randell Routt, professor of commander of Murray American Legion, and presented by chestra. Lynn is the
military science at the Chapter 50 of the Disabled Ed Bradford.
SUperior Cadet Award for a first- daughter of Mr. and Mrs-.
university.
American Veterans for 1981- year cadet to Cadet Jotson, Jackson- Charles Outland and plans
ville, Fla., presented by Maj. Anthony
Presentation of the Presi- 82.
Lawton of the Murray military science to study nursing at Murray
dent's Sabre climaxed the
Elected as senior vice department.
State this fall.
45-minute ceremony in the commander was Horace Superior Cadet Award for a secondnew University Center's Tucker, while Glenn Card
theatre and during which 23 was elected junior vice com- *****************************
cadets were honored for in- mander. Other officers are
For all your Travel Reservations Call
dividual achievement in both Lester Nanny,treasurer and
general and class-level adjutant, James Outland,
categories.
chaplain, and Alex Pall,
The other awards made and the Forget-Me-Not and publicity
recipients were:
Rifle Marksmanship Award to Cadet chairman.
Kerry L. Spurgin, Billings, Mont.,
The Ladies Auxiliary Unit
sponsored by the Murray Kiwanis
Club and presented by Arlie Scott of 50 postponed its elections unMurray.
til the May 28 meeting.
representing
ROTC Sportsmanship Award to
Pall said that Forget-MeCadet Laura Jones, Merrit Island,
Fla., sponsored by the United Not donations may be mailAmerican and International Traveltime
Daughters of the American Revolution
and presented by Mrs. Christine Batts, ed to DAV, P.O. Box 705, :****************************
secretary of the Jacob Flournoy Murray.
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Your Government Is
On The move
Dont Take A Chance

Re-elect Henley
"He Gets The Job Done"
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PERSONALITIES
By MARJORIE M.MAJOR
Eva
wtio
been born
Wan
had
UNDER THE COMMUNISTS THERE IS NO in Hong Kong. While growing up there, Eva studied
FREEDOM
Have you ever thought English but English was not
what life would be like if you taught in Communist China
were not -free to go from as Johnny grew up. She and
°•
town to town or across coun- friends helped him with his
English
by
holding
spoon,
a
a
try without an ID card which
might be hard to acquire? fork or pointing to some artiOne person who could tell cle and teaching him the
you is Johnny Ho, proprietor English name. Now Johnny
of the Peking Restaurant at says that watching TV helps
him and he has to speak
the Holiday Inn.
td
Christened Yung-Sing Ho, English to his non-Chinv....
Johnny is a native of Canton, employees but he admitted,
China_ who suffered under "Am^ mairgandarin in the
restrdi,.— :
/
1
41111)111.1 Com- kitcnel
munist Government before CHINESE CUISINE
Characteristics of Chinese
his escape 10 years ago. For
two years prior, he trained cooking .dire a variety of
by doing push-ups, jogging flavors obtained by using a,
stwalle,
and other forms of exercise. wide range of ingredients,
reit
Finally he began 4'2 days of with attention paid to the art
running through the Asiatic of preparation and a special
jungle and swimming bpfore atmosphere created by the
Johnny Ho and Eva Wan
arriving in Hong Kong. His diners. A typical meal finds
sister has tried 4 times to people -seated around a
Ca'ntonese, or Mandarin, style cooking. The
escape but she has not been table, helping themselves to
women in
successful. Now that restric- dishes placed in the center of cooking is the best of the this area are noted for their
tions are relaxed somewhat, the table. Such a setting is Southern regiag.-111.' - narmth and grace. Like the
she is applying through found at the Peking long been the center of women,the cooking features
regular channels for permis- Restaurant and induces con- foreign trade and thus was both spiciness and
exposed to influences from sweetness. Hot
sion to emigrate. Even viviality.
flavors
The art of cooking has the West. Representative of
though Johnny smiles easily,
predominate but bland,
a cloud comes over his face been a feature of Chinese life the Cantonese sytle are honey-flavored foods are
when telling of the hardships for 5,000 years.. The Chicken and Mushroom also popular.
significance of this art can Soup, Fried Beef in Oyster DINING IN
of his escape.
THE PEKING
A NEW LIFE BEGINS IN still be seen in the culture of Sauce and Egg Fu-yong, as RESTAURANT
present day China. Food has well as seafood dishes.
TENNESSEE
The Peking is an authentic
In the Western region, Chinese restaurant which
In Hong Kong, Johnny alway's been scarce in China
found a job as a life guard at and hunger an ever-present centered in Chungking on the ierves the major styles of
the Hilton Hotel. It was here threat throughout its history. Yangtzu River, Szechwan- Chinese food. Chow mein
that events occured which This is why the Chinese, style cooking represents this and chop suey did not
were to change his life. Pro- under whatever dynasty or area of wealth and beauty. originate in China. They
bably around the pool, he regime, have always treated Many prominent Chinese came about when indigent
met Max Anderson and his food with respect and care. were born and raised in this coolies came to the U.S.
parents Mr.' and Mrs. Seal China is a big country with area. Because of its high after the Civil War to work in
Anderson from Huntington, great variations in climate humidity and cold winters, the mines and go the
Tenn., who were impressed and geography and these dif- the food is spicey and hot railroads. However,the Pekwith his courage, ability and ferences are refFected in the with lavish use of red pepper ing will serve these two
and garlic.
determination. The Ander- regional styles of cooking.
dishes, if requested, but they
Peking-style cooking is the would like to ask patrons to
sons decided to sponsor him REGIONAL CHINESE
dominant influence in the - try more authentic dishes.
and thus began a six months COOKING
effort to complete the • In the Eastern section North region. As Peking has
Johnny gave me a tour of
necessary forms needed for Shanghai-style food prepara- been the capital of China for the kitchen which has large
tion uses much soy sauce successive generations, this woks for preparing stir-fry
him to enter the U.S.A.
Arriving in Huntington and more sugar than usual art of cooking is referred to food, large cauldrons, for
was Johnny Ho,a 25 year old which produces heavy as "court cooking." Peking stewing chicken and handily,
man with some former ex- flavors. Pork Stew and Duck and Fish with Vinegar ittached to the stove are
perience as a laboratory Sweet and Sour Pork Sauce are favorites here.
compartmented dishes conThe Central region is taining salt, sugar, sauces
technician but not enough Spareribs are well-known
characterized by Hunan- and other seasonings.
facility in English to pursue dishes of this area.
that field or perhaps he did
not want to. For seven monLwereerwrwi
ths, he worked in the Anderson's furniture store and livNV,
ed in their home but he did
not want to be a storekeeper
either. He wanted to be a
chef.
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
In order to learn the true*
A baby girl found in a plastic'
art of Chinese cooking,
bag on the Eastern Kentucky
friends in various U.S. cities
University campus was
allowed him to work in their
repOrted in good condition at
restaurants. He spent time
a Richmond hospital Monin Eugene, Oregon, Los
day,according to officials.
Angeles,
Memphis,
EKU Director of Public
Nashville, Texarkana and
Safety Tom .Linequist said
later returned to Hong Kong
the infant was discovered by
for four months to attend a
a passerby on Sunday near
cooking school to become an
the Cammack Building.
official - chef. Johnny gives
The person said he heard a
great credit to Mr. K. M.
crying baby near a hedge
Lam,a native of Taiwan who
and discovered the bag.
is manager of the Dyersville,
When he opened the bag he
HOMEMAKERS WEEK — Maxine Scott (left) and Judy found the baby girl wrapped
TN Peking Restaurant, for
teaching him restaurant Stahler, vice president and president, respectively, of in a towel, Linequist said.
techniques.
The baby was taken to Patthe Calloway County Homemakers Club, look on as
A. Clay Hospital where
tie
Judge-Executive
Robert
proclaims
Miller
0.
the
week
TAKING ON A PARTNER
officials said she weighed in
Five years ago in Los of May 3-9 as Homemakers Week in the county. The
at four pounds, nine ounces
Angeles, Johnny Ho married club has several events scheduled for the week.
and was in good health.
Security officials at EKIJ
said they've conducted an intensive investigation and
can find no evidence to indicate the baby may have
been left by an EKU coed.

Baby Found Near
EKU Campus Is In
Good Condition

Harvey Ellis
For

Representative
Experienced

Poland first emerged as a
state around the year 1000 —
a union of Slavic tribes. By
1492, after successful wars,
treaties and dynastic unions,
an enlarged Poland counted
the territories of Lithuania,
Hungary, Prussia, Bohemia
and Pomerania in its sphere
of influence.
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Why pay 50%
more for a
copier than
you need to!
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Federal.Funds For State Health
Programs To Be Cut By Fourth
"close scrutiny," he said.
By SY RAMSEY
Stumbo said he son will
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) form a special task force to
— Federal funding for 25 help select prioritier in the
state-health programs will health prevention program.
The concept of the Reagan
be cut by 25 percent or-about
$4 million next year, accor- administration's block grant
ding to 'Human Resources appfoach is to give states
Secretary Grady Stumbo.
flexibility to make fewer
He said that if President dollars cover more proReagan's proposals go grams.
through Congress, all health
aid for Kentucky in 1982 will
"In fact, there are procome in two block grants — grams in the block grants
for preventive health ser- that we have not been
responsible for in the past,"
viceg
Stumbo said. "So not only is
vices.
Stumbo said in an interview on Monday that the inevitable competition for the
shrinking welfare dollar
underlines the necessity to
regionalize public health
departments around Kentucky.
Since taking over the vast
NEW YORK (AP) — E.R.
human resources agency
almost 1 1•2 years ago, Stum- Squibb Co. has dropped
bo has advocated legislation Billie Jean King from its
to form 15 health districts advertising, but other comfrom the 93 county health panies whose products Mrs.
agencies.
King endorses are sticking
The other 27 counties with the tennis star for now,
already'-.-have formed a newspaper reported today.
districts volimtarily in the
hope of cutting costs and pro- The New York Daily News
said Mrs. King's year-long
viding better services.
"Every county's health contract with Squibb, a drug
department will stay open," manufacturer, was canceled
the secretary said, "but the in the wake of her announceadministrative structure ment that she had a lesbian
affair with a former
will change."
Stumbo also said there will secretary who now is suing
have to be a major shift in her for support.
types of services delivered Squibb advertising direcby the state 'to deal with tor Kenneth Anderson
growing problems in disease denied the company's action
and prevention and spend resulted from Mrs. King's
less _money on programs surprise announcement„
whose importance is
diminishing.
"Frankly, it was phased
"For instance, we do the out becase she was too
premarital bloodtest for in- strong a figure — she was
fectious syphillis and since overpowering the product,"
1977 we have found just 23 Anderson said. "The concases, only last year, in troversy had nothing to do
266,000 tests since 1977," he. with our decision."
said.
There was no immediate
"That amounts to an ex- commentfrom Mrs. King.
penditure of $30,000 per case
Several other companies
in 1980. There may be other said they had no immediate
programs where the money plans to drop Mrs. King's
can be used more produc- ads. Mrs. King also protively."
motes Nike athletic shoes,
Stumbo said the shift in Yonex tennis rackets and a
services will be toward fami- resin substance called
ly planning, immunization, Power Grip.
tuberculosis treatment on an
Nike is "impressed by her
outpatient basis and home candor, forthrightness and
services for the aged and courage to respond as she
mentally retarded.
had," said pronuitisms direc- He declined at the moment tor Ladd Lonnquist.
to list programs which will
U.S. Sports Equipment,
get dwindling attention.
national distributors for the
But all programs current- Japanese tennis racket
ly funded will come under Yonex, thinks the brouhaha

SAVE

SAVE

*Feels Calloway County deserves strong
leadership in the legislature
**Against Additional Taxes
Vote For Harvey Ellis
Paid For By The Candidate

- 116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247.5912

will boost Mrs. King's effectivess.
•
"What she did is very
typical other open and candid personality," said president Roger Magenau."She's
of significant value to us as
an endorser of our products,
and we're behind her."
Power Grip President
Robert S. Cohen said he
hopes "the. whole thing will
die down."
Avon, which sponsors two
major women's tennis tour-

naments, is "reviewing the
situation cautiously," said a
company spokesman. "We
would not be involved in
anything that would hurt our
image."
Mrs. King admitted having a homosexual affair with
Marilyn Barnett, a former
secretary who now is a
paraplegic. Ms. Barnett filed
a "palimony" suit against
the former Wimbledon tennis champion last week,
seeking support.

WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE
(Preferably Alive)

GROUP INSURANCE
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Bennett & Associates has an opening in!
the Murray area for a Group Insurance
Representative. Candidate should meet
the following criteria:
• ".

1. Feel comfortable dealing with
business owners and conducting
group meetings.
2. Be able to manage your own time.
3. Outgoing personality.
4. Above average academically.
This is a full-time position _we will
train and assist with licensing.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 946, Murray, KY 42071.

SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good May 5 Ham May 11

Turner 5 Qt. Pall

Parkay

ICE CREAM
$399

MARGARINE

48`
CHARLES
CHIPS

MARTHA WHITE

MAC & CHEESE

4For11
$

76c

20 Lb.

Lynn Grove

TATOES
The new—and very reliable—
A B Dick 990 plain paper cop.
IN compares to equipment cost
mg 50% more
The 990 has all of the *most
wanted" features of machines
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make trx ir
copies copy on both sides of
paper and use most any kind
of paper including overhead
transparencies and labels

•

Squibb Drops Billy Jean But
Other ihirrnes'ialteWith-i-te-

who cares about people

*Life-long resident of Calloway County

there leas money for existing The health services block
programs, but additional will include various comprograms have been thrown munity health* centers and
clinics, migrant health, sadinto the pot."
den infant death syndrome,
Under the Reagan plan, hemophilia, home health,
the preventive health ser- emergency medical services block grant will cover vices, maternal and child
health incentive grants, high health, mental health,
blood pressure control, lead- alcoholism and drug abuse
based poisoning prevention, grants.
venereal disease prevention Kentucky would receive
and treatment,family plann- $2,777,228 less for health sering, genetic disease ser- vices and $1,254,512 less for
vices, adolescent health, preventive health than curfluoridation, health educa- rently under the block
tion and rat control.
grants.

$286
PEPSI
MT. DEW
DR.PEPPER
Mon.-Thurs.8-7
se

•

LARGE EGGS
AvE7 66c
Doz.

8 Pak
16 Oz. •
Plus
Deposit

948
40 •

Across From Murray Drive-In
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Authorities Arrest Youth
In Connection With Fires

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Ruby Burton
Dies Sunday With
Rites Saturday

MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS
SPECIAL SCHOOL CLOSINGS THRoUGH M
DISMISSAL'11ME
DATE
MEs I:00p.m.
Friday, May 8
p.m.
M ES
Friday, May 15
MMS 2;15 p.m.
MHS 2:45 p.m.
Regular
MES
Thursday, May 21
IHMS 12l5 p.m.
MHS 12:15 p.m.
—MES 12:45 p.m.
Friday, May 22
MMS 12:15 p.m.
MHS 12:15 p.m.
fuesday,May 28
M ES
All Schools Start Regular Time
IMMS
MHS.
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135.00-37.00 USDA, P.O. Box 2415,
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
137.00-39.00 Washington, D.C. 20013.
US 1-3500450 lbs.
$31.50-32.50
US 2-3300.500 lbs.
Phone (202)447-7583.
Boars *3000-31.00

a

A Review

Play Has Freshness Charm

Mrs. Waggener Is
Dead At Age Of 86

Allen Rice Dies
Sunday; Brother
Of Murray Man

MHS Class And
Student Council
Officers Elected

Report On Grain
Warehousing And
Bankruptcy Set

PASU Alumni
Directory
Ready Soon

The Decor Store

30A oFF
bedspreads.

Another Special
From Your Decor Store!
Paint &
Wallpaper Sal*

Stock Market

Mrs. Cora Piper
Dies With Funeral
Being Held Today

Interior Flat
$6.95 & up
Interior Enamel
$10.00 & Up

NI••••

Photo Exhibit
Now On Display

Exterior Special
a* 2Sal Only $21.95
Hy-Klas Paints

Wallpaper In Stock

We're as big on value
as we are on taste

ceigiatE14
DINNSR
DAYS!
•

14
111‘

• A generous portion of tender, boneless
breast of chicken filets
• The Captain's special sweet'n sour sauce
• Plenty of golden french fries
• Fresh creamy cola slaw
•2 delicious home made hush puppies
Whirr Good Thru May 10.1981
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INVESTOR CHOICES

30 Month
Variable Ceiling Certificate

•

•

ogek

stri
hot
disi
dor

$8.00 per double - $11.00 per double roll

Hog Market

4
•:'*
,Ot
;$1,7

Ire
C
out
the
by

Boy Scout
Troops
13, 4S & 77

•

182 Day
Money Market Certificate

12.00% 15.354%
RATE EFFECTIVE TIMU May 11th
Compounded doily for annual
yield of 12.747%
;500 Minimum
Federal Repels/kw Rewires A Substantial P

RATE EFFECTIVE TI1RU MAY 11

Federal retulatim prohibits compoendieg
$18,000 Vieille.
Fsr lady Witbdrawal Frew Unifies» Acme».

Will Pick Up

Old Newspapers

Saturday
Call 753-3824
and 753-2553
Nom,Address locate,'of Papers.
Only Old Nowspopws

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

NINI•fill•

1201 Main
lf
Murray, Ky.
LENDER
7S9-1630
Main Branch 1601 Broadway PaducahY

erne11.•••••A 1.•••••••••••Gne

Mlle=

,_.__I.Wynne

a

•11111/4
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Conservation
Techniques
Class Slated

Washington Asks For Specific
Desegregation College Plans
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— The federal government
wants more specific details
and timetables on a
statewide desegregation
plan for Kentucky's public
universities.
However, the Office of
Civil Rights of the U.S.
Department of Education
also says it will ask the
courts to give Kentucky and
seven other southern states
more time to complete the
plans.
Harry Snyder, executive
director of the Kentucky
Council on Higher Education, Monday released a

copy of the federal government's initial response to
Kentucky's desegregation
plan filed in March.
The plan was the result of
a ruling in January by the
Office of Civil Rights,in conjunction with a federally
court-ordered review, that
Kentucky had not completely wiped out segregation in
its state-supported universities.
An April 29 letter from
William, Thomas, Atlanta
regional director for the
OCR, said Kentucky's plan
was positive but needed
more detail.
Thomas said. Kentucky
also must add a section

outlining how it will monitor
implementation of the plan
once it is adopted.
Thomas said his office
wants Kentucky to be more
specific concerning how programs at Kentucky State
University, the state's only
predominantly black college, will be enhanced to attract more white students,
including specific numbers
of dollars and personnel.
Thomas said Kentucky
should also make a commitment to increase white
enrollment at Kentucky
State and to develop specific
measures to achieve that increase.
And Thomas said he wants
more specific plans for in' black-student
creasing
recruitment and retention at
traditionally white institutions, outlining such
things as increased
financial-aid awards and improved counseling and
academic and nonacademic
services.
Snyder said the biggest
impact,-ps far as work load
for his staff, would be a request for individual plans to
increase blacks on the faculty and staff at each of the
University of Kentucky's 13
community colleges.
Snyder said those had not
been included in the original
plan because the community
colleges were considered
part of the overall University of Kentucky administrative structure.
Thomas also added that
"to the greatest extent possible, timetables should be
specified in the plan."
However, as for the
timetables set by the courts,
Thomas said "we recognize

Hunger Striker
Bobby Sands Dies;
Violence Started

that more time is needed to
satisfactorily complete our
negotiations in the case."
Thomas said his office has
asked the U.S. Department
of Justice to seek an extension.
Kentucky's plan apparently would have to be finalized
by May 15. Snyder said that
he didn't believe his staff or
a special committee of the
council which is working on
the plan could evaluate the
latest comments and respond within two weeks.
Snyder said he was
basically pleased by
Thomas' letter and didn't
see it as a rejection of Kentucky's plan.

A class titled "Techniques
of Teaching Conservation" -•
will highlight the 28th annual
Conservation Workshop July
23 through August 7 at Murray State University.
Course instruction will include ways to integrate conservation into teaching, according to Wayne M.
Williams, associate professor in the department of
instruction and learning,
who has worked with the
workshop since 1953.
• The class will meet in
Room 224 of Wells Hall. FreSIMPSON AWARD — The Ruby Simpson scholarship award to a iunior at
quent field trips into TVA's
Murray State University who is majoring in home economics education has been
Land Between the Lakes are
awarded to Marsha L, Neel, left, of Bay Village, Ohio. Miss Neel is the daughter
planned.
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Neel and she is the granddaughter of Mrs. Margaret
Williams said several
McCuistortof Murray. Presenting the award is Clara M. Eagle, retired chairman of
state, federal and commerthe department of art and part-time faculty member in the department of home
cial officials with expertise
economics.
in soil, water, forest.and
wildlife conservation will
...participate.
Students may register for
the class, Elementary or
Secondary 521, by contacting
the Admissions Office at
Murray State. Enrollment
will be limited to 25 students.
cost
of
milk
to
con
The co-op said the plant of bacteria. No chemicals A the
Williams said tuition
sumers.
will be located in one of the are added.
scholarships
to attend the
Roberts said the UHT pro- "Distributors will no
14 southeastern and
class are available. He addlonger
have
to
have
cess
has
been
available
sine(
rnidwestern states in which
1948. However, it wasn't un- refrigerated trucks and ven- ed that additional informait has members.
tion may be obtained by conRoberts said the co-op will til January that the federal ding machine operators tacting local conservation
announce the site as soon as Food and Drug Administra- won't have to worry about district personnel.
the property has been tion approved a package for the power going out over the
weekend," Roberts said.
secured. He said it will be a UHT milk in this country.
There's also a convenience
Dairymen
initially
plans
to
highly automated, high
market UHT milk in quart factor, he continued, extechnology plant.
Ultra-high temperature and half-pint containers, plaining that "a housewife
pasteurized milk is raw milk produced by Brik Pak Inc., a can buy milk once every
that is heated for # few Dallas-based subsidiary of week or two,instead of every
secondfto about 280 digrees Tetra Pak -Interrestional of two days. It's a convenient
way to make
(wholesome
Fahrenheit,— or about twice Switzerland.
The package looks like a food available."
the heat required for normal
He said the cost of the probrick, compared with the
pasteurization.
It is then cooled rapidly to gabletop plastic containers duct hasn't been determined
but said that it is expected to
about 70 degrees Fahrenheit now available. •
Roberts said.UHT milk, be competitive with present
and placed in a hermetically
sealed package that protects with a shelf life of more than milk prices, in part because
it against light, air and entry three months, has been sold it can be stored for lengthy
in Europe and Canada for periods.
Roberts said that in edimore than 15 years.
He said Dairymen began tion to whole milk,
considering UHT milk in Dairymen expects tamarket
1979, and the board of the chocolate and law fat UHT
giant cooperative gave its milk.
He said the taste varies a
approval to the project last
bit from regular Grade A Jerry Spann, a senior at
year.
Roberts, chairman of the asteurized milk. A sample of
brewery into an art gallery. food science department of fourmonth-old UHT milk Murray High School, has
Dallas may soon have to ap- North Carolina State Univer- produced by a Canadian been awarded a board of
point a skyscraper warden, sity until he retired last firm tasted somewhat regents scholarship from
the way Vermont towns have yea;, said UHT milk has sweeter than Grade A milk Murray State University.
tree wardens, to mark with ou
now marketed in Louisville. During his senior year,
ding potential.
an—')P which buildfflgS
It has the potential for Dairymen has 6,500 Jerry was involved in yearshould be spared for a few changing the distribution farmerowners in Kentucky, book staff, baseball, footmore months.
patterns of milk," he said, Tennessee, Louisiana, ball and newspaper staff.
All this construction bustle noting that distribution ac- Mississippi, Alabama, Jerry is the son of Robert
informs the sometime counts for about 75 percent Florida, Georgia, North
and Bettie Spann and is untourist that there is more to
Carolina,South Carolina and
decided as to his course
Dallas than the Texas Book
Virginia, and in portions of
study
at Murray State this
Depository, Rocky's
Indiana, Minois, Missouri
fall.
Pawnshop, the parabolic
and West Virginia.
poitrines of the Cowgirl
Governor John Y. brown,
cheerleaders and who shot Jr., has proclaimed the week
J.R.
of May 10-16, as hospital
Please Support
But alas this old mesquite week in Kentucky. This acAnd Vote For
metropolis suddenly gone tion coincides with National
vertical has not completely Hospital Week, an annual
surrendered its past to the observance sponsored by the
wrecker's ball. A couple of American Hospital Associafor
nights before the bouncing tion.
on
beating
began
steel ball
"Looking Well into the
the Kress building,a busload Future," this year's theme,
Experienced, Impartial, Cotertnes
of Texas barristers ventured reflects promise and implies
—At Veer Service Day or Night—
beyond the bar, probably commitment, progress, and
several, to take in a Texas opportunity.
Rangers game with the
Yankees.
In the ensuing spirited
shoptalk about torts and
codicils and writs of
replevin, detinue and spoilation, one of the barristers got
his ear bitten off and a pregnant lady was punched in the
stomach.
At last report, none of the
lawyers was talking, save
the aggrieved party.

Milk That Can Stay At Room
Temperature Being Prepared
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
A Grade A fluid milk that
can be stored at room
temperature for more than
three months without losing
its fresh flavor is being
prepared for market by
Dairymen Inc.
It would be a first for consumers in the United States.
"If everything clicks, it
should be available in 12to 18
months," said Dr. William
Roberts, a vice president,of
the Louisville-based milk
marketing cooperative.
Dairymen expects to begin
construction this spring of a
processing plant to make
Grade A ultra-high
temperature pdsieurized
milk in aseptic, or sterile,
containers.

condition.
Despite pleas for calm
frrrun Catholic leaders and
BELFAST, Northern Sands' family, three days of
Ireland (AP) — Roman mourning ordered by the
Catholic housewives banged IRA began with rioting by
out a requiem with the lids of roving bands rampaging
their garbage cans for Bob- through the dark streets of
by Sands early today as the Belfast and Londonderry,
death of the IRA hunger the province's two biggest
striker set off several more cities.
hours of violence in Catholic Hundreds of extra police
districts of Belfast and Lon- were deployed in the battlescarred Catholic districts
donderry.
"This is about what we ex- of West Belfast and Lonpected," a police spokesman donderry, intent on keeping
said. "We are prepared for the rioters from spilling over
it.,,
into neighboring Protestant
The 27-year-old IRA guer- districts and setting off a
rilla died at 1:17 a.m. in the backlash by the extremists
Maze Prison outside Belfast. of the Protestant Ulster
It was the start of the 66th Defense Association.
The violence simmered
day of his fast demanding
that the British government down around dawn, and the
give imprisoned IRA Protestants were not involvmembers the special ed.
political-prisoner privileges • The police fired six shots
it took away from them in over the heads of rioters in
Firemen
Londonderry.
1976.,
Sands had been an fought a fire in a West
Grand Canyon.
By HUGH A.MULLIGAN
unknown prisoner for most Belfast police station set off
But now Dallas is hands
Al'
Special
Correspondent down and girders up our
of his nine years in the Irish by youths hurling gasoline
DALLAS(AP) — In keeP- most rewarding
Republican Army's Provi- bottle bombs. A bank and a
metropolis
sional wing, with no notable drug store were gutted in ing with the general popula- in which to watch a hole in
tion
shift
reaffirmed
in
the
•
military exploits to his other areas of West Belfast.
a Police dispersed a gang oillf -1980 census, the ,Sidewalk—lie-osicysc-gmtindraper. Any dayday ineittec:epat
credit. Bufiihen he
the
prison hospital waterbed youths who set fire to a pot- superintendent capital of
in
Sunday you see more harcountry
the
the
site
of
with a golden crucifix from table cabin on
is moving m a dhats than Stetsons on the
Pope John Paul II in his American-owned Delorean southwesterly direction.
downtown streets of this
New York used to be the
emaciated hand, he became auto plant.
born again cowtown.
Sands'death was announc- best place in the land to peek A building seems to be go.
for supporters of the IRA
through
a
knothole
for
hours
and many other Catholics ed by the government's Noring up on almost
every corby an admiring,
the newest martyr in their them Ireland Office in a on end and experience the ner, rimmed
cause — the unification of brief statement saying he unbounded bliss of watching cordon of sidewalk
the Protestant-dominated "took his own life by refus- others at work.
110P superintendents who follow
Then Chicago and Atlanta the
British province of Northern ing food and medical inactions as avidly and
simultaneously
Ireland with the mostly tervention for 66 days." He almost
knowledgeably as any fans
had been in a coma for two developed high-rise fever of the Texas Rangers or
Catholic Irish Republic.
Meanwhile,the IRA's fight days, and his weight had and inflammation of the Dallas Cowboys. Cowgirls,
for the special privileges declined from 155 pounds to hard hat,and devotees of the too,for that matter.
patient art of sidewalk In Dallas, buildings disap_
Sands did not win was car- less than 80.
superintendency
hastened pear so fast, with new ones
Minister
Prime
British
hunger
ried on by three other
strikers in the Maze. Visitors Margaret Thatcher, who had thither.
taking their place,that a ribNew Orleans for a time bon clerk in Neiman-Marcus
said one of them, Francis declared her evermnent
Hughes, 25, was within days would not grarit political claimed the title, putting up suffers an edifice complex
of death after 52 days status to "convicted a batch of tall banks and trying to locate her place of
without food. Two other criminals ...now or at all," hotels that on a clear day employment from day to
guerrillas in the 45th day of had no immediate comment could be seen from Memphis day.
their fast were in less serious on his death.
and a concrete yawn of a The other night in a howlSuperdome that space shut- ing storm, demolition crews
tiers Young and CriPPen
showed up after dark to tear
might have mistaken for the
down the 76-year-old Kress
building before the city's
LET THEM HAVE A
cultural custodians could
The greets** gift you can give a bedwetter and the reel of the
have it declared a historical
family, too, is an and to this serious problem, and woke no
monument. The coup de
mistake, bedwetting is serious. It can cause complicated psychological problems that last a lifetime. We so needless bemain was regarded as the
cause bedwetting, when not caused by organic defect or
disease,can be ended.Sand for our free brochure,'SedweltIng
biggest municipal outrage in
=i —Whet It, All About and How To End u., a report by two
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. Texas since San Antonio
medical doctors. No obligation.
(AP) — Volta House, a turned a perfectly good
•"Equally Effective for Adults"
regional alcohol rehabilita
Mall to: PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL, LTD.
facility in Hopkinsville,
don
311 First Street/Nekoosa, WI 54457
will receive full state funPARENTS' NAME
ding for at least another
ADDRESS
year,officials say.
ZIP
STATE
"two CITY
There were questions
AGE
PHONE
NUTS Pdcofic Internatoonal, Ltd 1971
recently on whether the state
(4•9•4 4- 50)
INE WE HELP SOME DOCTORS' 1 OREN Department of Human
Resources would be able to
fund the program, as the
department has braced for
KEEP THAT GREAT
an austere fiscal 1982
GM FEELING WITH
budget, with as much as $185
GENUINE GM PARTS.
million in state programs expected to be cut.
department
When
The 10th of each month is a vary important date to
spokesmen held a hearing on.
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
the proposed cuts in
your payment by the tOth of the month in order to pay
Hopkinsville on April 9,
their bill.
assistant commissioner Bill
You see, these carriers are independent business,'
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
Draper said that he believed
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
Volta House would be prodelivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
tected by its position on a
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
financial piority list within
Please pay your carrier promptly before the lOth of
the department.
1977 Chevrolet Camas.128
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
confirmed
was
belief
That
dsecks.
'Block - Block Interior, power steering, power brakes,
with Michael . Townsend,
power
locks,
tilt
windows,
power
conditioning,
3ir
state supervisor of the
wheel, AM-FM tope, 56xxx miles.
Substance Abuse Branch,
$4977.00
advised Volta House director
Delmar Bernard last week
Collection time can be an incoinrentence for you and
Dwala Taylor Chevrokt Inc.
your carrier.
that Dr. Grady Stumbo,
So, paying by mall is a simple way to avoid getting
641 South, Murray • Human
753-2617
Resources
caught without the right change and you avoid the
funapproved
secretary,
had
bother of monthly collections
°SJJTV
V1C
4l E MKS
ding the facility for the coming fiscal year, Bernard
wr L SaCrfOld *WM Of
By ED BLANCHE
Associated Press Writer

Sidewalk Superintendent
Capital Moves Southwest

BEDWETTER
DRY BED

Alcohol Rehab
Facility To Get
State Funding

.

REMEMBER
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Mirrray Ledger & Times

Hospital Week
Is Proclaimed

MAURICE WILSON
SHERIFF
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Llegal Notice

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

-The R$-3 rote will be effective with all meters
read after May 2, 1981:
BASE CHARGES
Customer Charge: $310 per delivery point each
month
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 2.947 cents
per kilowatthour*
Additional kilowatthours per month ot 1.887 cents
per kilowatthour*
*as increased or decreased in accordance with Appendix Ito the Schedule of Rates and Charges
ADJUSTMENT
The customer's bill for each month shall be increased or decreased in accordance with the
current Adjustment Addendum published by TVA."
PIh GS-3 late wevters
v•

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
•

DOWN
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
1 Station
2 Again
A
A
0 N
ERL
3 Scale note
A
111
4 Wool fabric
A
4.
5 Group of SolA
A
A 11
diers
0
A
6 Ascribes to
is
0
T E
7 Football
0. 1.
xpos,
11111 '1111 18
1
1.
I R
0
A
E
8 Solar disk
T
A
9 Girl's name
A
10 In favor of
A V
12 Earth godNINANOELIC
NUI
dess
AVENUE
ERECT 11
14 Metric abbr
EMI TS
NEINAIIE
17 Strike
20 Choose
24 Harvest
track
55 Trial 25 Newsman - 37 Buccaneers 56 Metric vol
Rather
42 Nerve net-57 Anglo-Saxon
27 Adam's son
work
money
28 Erase print-44 Lair,
59 Teutonic
ing
46 Change
deity
29 Citrus fruit
48- colony
62 Tantalum
30 Dill herb
49 Property item,
symbol
32 Filament
51 Ursine animal 64 Zeus's
36 Once around 54 Above
beloved
1

2

3

11

5

6

12

15
19

4

17

25
31

34

35 36 37

40

41

39

52

53 54 55

SI
62

-

MI 49

Go

S9
163

64

66

M67

ill6.5

WHAT 15 THAT,
NANCY?

33

311

47

SO 51

SPIKE I THINK YOU
SHOULP BECOME
A PILO_/

26 V 2S
32
43 44

Se 57

,. 61

II

22

23 24

46

10

16

21

2521

as

S'9

13

16
20

7

BASE CHARGES
A. If the customer's demand for the month and its
contract demand, if any, are each 5,000 kilowatts
or less:
Customer Charge: $4.10 per delivery point per
month
Demand Charge:
First 50 kilowatts of demand per month, no
demand charge
Next 50 kilowatts of demand per month, at $2.25
per kilowatt
Excess over 100 kilowatts of demand per month, at
$2.25 per kilowatt
Excess over 100 kilowatts of demand per month, at
$2.25 per kilowatt
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 3.783 cents
per kWh'
Next 14,500 kilowatthours per month at 2.523
cents per kWh'
Next- 25,000. kilowatthours per month at 1.587
cents per kWh'
Next 60,000 kilowatthours per month at .1.21 7
cents per kWh*
Next 400,000 kilowatthours per month at 1.117
cents per kWh*
Additional kilowatthours per month' at 1.077 cents
per kWh*
*as increased or or decreased in accordance with
Appendix Ito the Schedule of Rates and Charges."

2. Notice

2. Notice
They're
Here
Kenny Rogers
Jeans
His!Hers
Matching Sets
All sizes
Only-pface
Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

Good used cleaned
bricks. Coll 753-9964
after 2 or come by
Taylor Store.
Will pick strawberries Friday morning. Bring containers, L.T. (Pete) Valentine,1-642-4439.
BIBLE CALL
The Sin of Adultery 759-4444. Bible Story
- 759-4445.

Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

THINK OF THE GLAMOUR!
TANK OF THE EXCITEMENT,
THE ADULATION, THE:.

PLAN TS ALWAYS
GROW BETTER IF
YOU START THEM
UNDER
GLASS
JARS

MAY- 5

4 .M.

THAT'S A SPRIG
OF IVY I
PLANTED)

, • , ifs 4

a.

6

a,

V

-ERAerE
RUSH AA L

C OW UMW FMK.,Syndicate onc

TO KE-EP TU
lFLE
STEAC) NOLPYOUR
BREATH AND PULL
THE TRIGGER
SLOWLY, ZERO

2. Notice

2. Notice

"WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION

INVITATION TO LEASE
STORAGE SPACE
The Deportment of Finance of Kentucky desires
to lease approximately 1,500 net sq. ft. of
storage space to be located in Murray, Kentucky.
Space must be available for occupancy on or
before July 1, 1981.
Responses may be made by any person in
writing on or before 1,0:00 a.m. Friday, May 15,
1981. You need only to designate the type and
location of the property, the name and address of
the property owner, and the date of availability
of the property for lease. tease Requisition number PR-1424 should be clearly marked on the outside envelope of each proposal submitted to Rm.
171, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
All responses received will be publicly opened
and read at the above designated time,. You will
be notified by a representative of the (easing
Section so that on eippei..,
spect the proposed facility.
Property must be improved by the Office of
he State-Fire Marshal, meet ,OSHA and handicapped specifications, as well as existing applicable building codes. For any additional information, contact Silas Noel, of the leasing Section at 502-564-4313.

ACROSS
1 Chum
4 Ave
6 Muscle
spasm
11 Wild ass of
India
13 Hold back
15 Compass pt
16.1rregularly
notched
18 Old Greek
coin
19 Amount for
tea
21 Precious
metal
22 Compass pt
23 Paid in
advance
26 Young boy
29 Tardy
31 Chief god of
Memphis
33 Exrst
34 Preposition
35 High mountain
38 Nahoor
sheep
39 Spantsh article
40 Pronoun
41 Couple
43 Unemployed
45 Greek letter
47 Make ready
50 16 oz
52 Sweetsop
53 Ne ative
56 Animal
enclosure
58 Taut
60 Odin s
brother
61 invent
63 Eagles nests
65 Tapestry
66 Army off
67 Worthless
eavinci

1. Legal Notice

s
.

Specie,of
Ike Week
MIACA
12 Gaspe Automatic
Special Bird Geo
Model XL 900
$195.00
' GOLD 8.
SILVER PAWN
SHOP.•
0Iswric Plias

Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY
New Concord, Ky.
436-5
Wiring or Spring Cleaning?
Have items you don't want?
Call New Concord Auction
Barn. We will pick up, sell,
and mail you a check. Call
436-5353.
and restoration by:
Carter Studio

Copy

304 Mom

753 6 298

FOR SALE
Custom Croft Solid
State Instrument Amp
and M&.. Good condition. wither two
7S3-9964.

U-PICK
STRAWBERRIES
9 acres at North 16th
and Poor Form Rood.
50' e "sort. Open
Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Saturdays at 7
a.m.
753-0195

WANTED
5 HOMES
5 homeowners in the
general area will be given
the opportunity to have new
Coronado Stone applied to
their home, with optional
decorative work (siding
trim, shutters, replacement
windows, storm windows
and doors) at a very low
cost.
This amazing new stone
has captured the interest of
homeowners throughout the
United States who are fed up
with constant painting and
other maintenance costs. It
provides insulation summer
and winter, as well as fire
protection. Our new product
can be used on every type of
home, including frame,
aluminum, vinyl and steel
sided homes. Also concrete
block, asbestos, stucco, etc.
trOtillave-a-clioiLy Ofti dif--ferent earth tones. It is now
going to be introduced to the
Calloway County area. Your
home can be a show place in
the county, and we will
make it worth your while if
we can use your home for
advertising 100% bank
financing available with no
down payment. For an appointment with our professional exterior designer,
mail within 5 days name and
address to:

CORONADO
STONE
Box 5083
Evansville, Ind. 47715
Name:
Address:
City:
State:

16. Home Furnishings

WILLIAM R.
FURCHES
criiiikaPs
COUNCIL
Taw tole
and influence
appreclited.

5. Lost & Found
FouncT in vicinity of
Chestnut and N 8th: black
kitten with tan calico markings. 753-3627 or 7622591.
Lost on May 1st in Dexter
Hardin area, one heifer calf
of hereford stock, weighs
550-600 lbs. Call 437-4512
or 753-4094 please.

6 Help Wanted
*
Enhanee Corporation is a
new multi-level marketing
organization with a quality
line of household cleaning
products, personal care
items, and natural food
-supplements. The products
are completely natural and
manufactured with the utmost care.
In order to become a
direct distributor for
Enhance products and
qualify for its 24% bonus
plan you need only to maintain a $1000 monthly
minimum. You'll find
$3000-$10.000 is required
by some of our competitors.
For more information
send name and phone
number to: Kerry Brink, RR
1, City of Sandoval, IL
62882.
Full time Retail Sales, male
and lemafo specialty store;
willing to accept respon:
sibility. Apply to P.O. Box
1040P.
General Manager position,
Paris, TN. Company car, expense account plus other
fringe benefits, salary up to
$22,000 depending on experience. Route distribumatagement
tion
background helpful but is
not a requirement. Management of people necessary.
To arrange personal interview send complete resume
including salary history and
references to: Pepsi Cola
Bottling Company, Attn:
.N.P. Personnel, P.O. Box
129, Marion, IL 62959.
Need someone with riding
lawn mower to mow vacant
_ lot_ Call 753-3102.
Seamstress wanted, experienced in alterations.
Apply in person, Boone's
Laundry, 605 Main.
1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted
Experienced housekeeper.
Enjoy the luxury of a
spotless home for about
week, Excellent
references. Call 436-2784.
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.

13. For Sale or Trade

Phone:
--Please give directions Morning, Noon or Evening
NO OBLIGATION

Hands tor hire, will trade
hours work for small salary
and .acreagt. Negotiable.
Call 753-305-8.

JANITORIAL SUPERVISOR
Lead supervisor wonted to assume over

HEY...
LOOKING FOR
WHAT
LIPSTICK.,.
ARE MiLl
DOING 2

Want to buy, good Aised,
maple harvest table. Call
753-5710.
14,000 BTU Fedders airconditioner; 36" electric,
coppertone range; -1972
350 Yamaha motorcycle.
Call 759-1852.

RE-ELECT

Flowers 8.
Vegetoble4

24. Miscellaneous
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free gift.
Rex's Worm Farm, Rt.6, Box
325 (Irvan Cobb Road),
Murray, KY 42071. Phone
436-5894.
Will break and disc
gardens. Also for sale a 2row corn drill; two 1.78 15"
tires, practically new. Call
753-8649.

15. Articles For Sale

Open•a.m. te $ p.m.
753-7113

PLANTS
6 for 90'
SPECIAL:
TOMAIO?Win•

14. Want To Buy

all responsibility for janitorial service,
building and ground activities, and
sanitary waste areas of tire manufacturing plant. Person seleoed wi
organize, plan, and direct work force of
approximately 50 persons in a large
manufacturing facility. Previous supprvisor experience required and janitorial
supervising background would be a
definite asset.
If you meet the above qualifications
and are interested in an excellent salary
and benefit program, send resume or
contact:
Employment Manager
General Tire & Rubber Company
Mayfield,KY 42066
An Equal Opportunity Ensployer M/F

Breakfast set, table and 4
chairs, $20. Call 753-5544.
King size Castro convertible
sleeper couch, bright
yellow. 5130.- Call 753:
9566.

19. Farm Equipment

27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 Baywcod 12x65, 2
bedroom, 2 bath, 2 airconditioners, unfurnished,
-46000. Call Ae1797.
1974, 12x60, Furnished, 2
' ,bedroom, all electric, good
condition. Located on long
lot on city water, garage.
Will
chea Ca,..436:

• f. kV tire service.

Economy Tire IL Service. Call 753-8500.

Best tire deals in town! We
have a tire truck to repair
tires on the farm. Call us
for best prices and snappy
service! Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
2640 John Deere tractor,
138 hours. Call 435-4276.

20. Sports'Equipment
20" Boys bicycle for sale,
good condition, $10. Call
753-7231.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
• variety,- itiwust-plicettregistration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical

12x60 Two bedroom,
natural gas, central heat
and air, underpinning,
located in Fox Meadows.
Call 753-7230.
Town House, 12x70 mobile
hcime. 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath,
refrigerator, stove, disposal,
central air and gas heat,
new carpet and wallpaper.
Other extras included. Priced to sell! Call 753-8295.
Tiailer and 2 acre lot, Lynn •
Grove area, together or
seperate. 753-6973.

28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent: Mobile homes and
apartments. Call 753-5980.
bedroom trailer_ for
rent, furnished, clean, in
Murray. No pets. Call 4892118.
Two bedroom furnished
trailer, $125 month, $50
deposit. Call 753-5750.
/
2 miles
Two "bedroom. 11
641 South, $150 plus
deposit. 753-4699.

29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We -buy used-air conditioners. Dill's Electric. Call 753-9104.
Central heat and air unit;
14 cubic foot refrigerator;
also'an electric range. 4748038. •

30. Business Rental
•

Mal
Wareham*
Storey* Spec*
For Rad
753-4752

SAVE
Save 'A of new price
on this repossessed
piano. Less Mon 1
ear old. Take up
onthly payments.
753-7575

New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN.
Wish you could ploy
the organ? But hove
no organ? We'll furnish the organ in your
home at no charge you
pay only for the
lessons. CLATTONS
NEW LOCATION:
Hwy. 641 South
753-7575

24. Miscellaneous
Condominium for rent:
Hilton Head Island, .SC;
home of the famousfamily Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf Tournament. For more information
'call 1-926-4031.
Firewood, cut any length,
mostly oak and hickory, $20
delivered. 489-2492 or 7534157.
front end align
ment, S15. Economy
Tire 8. Service. Call for
appointment, 753
8500.

Expert

I OR RENT
Building
adiacent
to
Buckingham Ray Ltd
in
Dixieland Shopping Center
gas heat and air double
front over 2000 sq ft
Available May 1, 1911Call 753 3018.

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109.
Available now, country- living within city limits at
Hamlet North Apartments.
Nice
bedroom
2
townhouses with private
deck and central •heat and
kitchen appliances--furnished. 753-7559 or 7537550.
Furnished apartments for
rent. Call 753-4684.
For rent: 2 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment on College Farm
Road. New heat pumps,
economical. $225 per month. 753-4632.
Furnished apartments. Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedrooms.
Also sleeping rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, Smith
16th, 753-6609. Furnished 1 bedroom basment apartment,- all
utilities paid. No .children
or pets. $90 month. Nice
and clean. Call 753-1739.
Newedroom duplex, all
kitchen appliances, outside
storage,
references.
deposit, No pets. 753-0814.
Nice 1 or 2 bedroom apartment with shaded yard and
private patio, kitchen appliances furnished. 7537559 or 753-7550.

carport
Stadiurr
heat an
with hi
machini
or coup
preferr
Availabl
753-1Th.
Deposit
Two tot
close ti
deposit
7809
Two Im
unfurni!
ty. Call
2437.
Two be
_ kitchen
heat an
or 753-2
3"1.11-1
Furnish'
student
campus
Air-corn
private
$100 I
Call 151
Sleepinj
closet
Call 753
34-.141

For sale
owner,
tions,
tractor,
conditic
3942.
Furnishi
for 3 co
Universi
Five
house
per M
deposit
3293.
417 S 1
furnish(
$30.
deposit.
evening,

Three
den, Ii
dining
backyar
privacy,
grill.
neighbo
street n
lease ri
month.
1981.(
5:30 Ph
Three bi
4 block!
block fi
pet, $11
furnish(
Also 2
carpetei
month,
Lionel,
pm.

225

Now Taking Applications
For

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.

1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One
bedroom handicapped units.

MUR-CAL opts. OFFICE
OFFICE HOURS 9-5
Loc. 641 North
759-4984
Equpl Housing Opportunity

Neeme.
•

One b
apartme
One b
aparti
redecon
Once,
753-741
One b
apartme
campus,
nished.
only. Cal
Two -b
apartme
3949
Two bec
dinated
quiet st
Wed. '
lease.
Call 753

Tern
horn,
,.the
trea
Cont
Dyer
oPer
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32. Apts. For Reid - 36. For Rent Or Lease 43. Real Estate

'
a;
X Nil X 3
0
IC/

43. Real Estate

43.1teaT Estate

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered 53. SWAM;Offered

225 Acre farm located on
1978 Pinto Hatchback,
Fence sales at Sears now DEPENDABLE LAWN MOWAppraisels - CoonI
No. 381. Have your
One bedroom furnished
blacktop road east of New
37,000 miles, sharp!
Sears, 753-2310 for ING. References. Free
Call
Management
citing
IUp&1jh.
cake and eat it to.
apartment. 753-3949.
Concord. Bottom land (now
$2700. Call 492-8887.
free estimate for your estimates. Call Mike at 753and
Sales.
eforeaces.
AN
meek
Acre m/1 wjth home 1
E877.
in wheat), some timber,
needs.
One bedroom furnished
1••411.
Fir••
1971 Pontiac Firebird. Call
RON TALENT
live
in and a home to
creek.
Priced
less
than
newly
apartment,
ilseases.
753-0499
after
6
pm.
REALTOR
rent plus business
S425/acre. Owner financK & K Stump Removal. Do
Cee 759-10.99 esredecorated, private enBEFORE you buy your
753-9894
1970 Rebel, one owner,
ing
available
at
10%
inyou need stumps removed
building
holding
bait
Uance, near University. Call
next set of tires,
good
Call
condition,
$600.
terest.
from your yard or land
shop and worm farm
753-7418 after 3 pm.
CHECK
our
prices!
753-5550. 414 North 5th.
We have a reasonably
cleared of stumps? We can
with
water,
on
city
parkdriveways
and
Asphalt
One bedroom furnished
Economy
Tire
&
Serpriced small farm near the
40-iy
corner lot. All of this
ing lots sealed by Sears. For remove stumps up to 24"
apartment, one block from
vice 753 8500
II
lake. A 30 acre parcel with
leaving
the
ground,
below
free estimates call 753for $18,500.
campus, $145, water fur0 RE A IT Y
1977 Ceaveriils
a large pond, good building
only sawdust and chips.
2310.
nished. No pets. Couples
STROUT
site with well. This is priced
MG8
tiall for free estimate, Bob S & H Painting Service. In753-1222
only. Call 753-1203.
REALTY
All of your plumbing and Kemp 435-4343 or Bob terior
for quick sale.
1 Owaer,
and exterior painting.
Joe L.Kama Broker
air-conditioning
needs. Also Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
We have several 5 to 15
Two -bedroom furnished
Ky.
air
1912 Coldwater 114.
Free
estimates.
Call Scott at
do carpentry, painting, roofacre parcels near lake at
apartment, $145. 7537534188(Anytime)
753-6316.
electrician
and
Licensed
All
work
concrete.
and
ing,
37,Livestock-Supplies Hamlin, KY (east of New
3949.
PURDOM
"PEACEFUL '
done to satisfaction. 753- gas installation, heating in- Spraying, mowing, and
Concord).
Two bedroom duplex, ArHAVEN"
stallation and. repairs. Call pruning. Call T & D LANDOLDSMOBILE
9822.
Performance
These all have good Established business, good
dinated drapes available, Bulls for sale.
This
lovely
3
753-7203.
PONTIAC
SCAPING, 436-2333.
7/8
location, limited low inALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
quiet street, lawn care pro- tested 1/2, 3/4, and and building sites, are located terest
bedroom,
11
/
2
bath
CADILLAC
HOME REPAIR. In-* Will ,haul driveway white,,
MOBIL!
on
all
weather
roads.
financing
Simmental
Owner
available.
blood
and
trim.
siding
or
vinyl
vided. $250 month. Year
home is just waiting
753-531 5
Only the will trade or will finance Consider trade for real
Aluminum trim for brig stalling tie downs, under- rock and Ag lime, also have
lease. Available May 15. Maine-Anjou bulls.
for
you and your
bulls purchase.
estate.
performance
Call
John
C.
753-4109.
best
very
houses. Jack Glover, 753- pinning, roofing, installing any type of brown or white
Call 753-6782.
cool,
infamily.
The
al4 442rake1 ck,Alailitioe
,perforrnanm
Realtor,
Neubauer,
1111
0
•
z
196.3' Stuut-..111148(bareovered porch
1 or
Well
rftai
-,.41191111lkon.
N.F.,378illrif3
48;000 - miles, very
, good Bob's Home Improvement Call 753_6973.
and redwood deck
carport and storage on feted for sale. Broadbent
31
older home at
753-4545pr
753-6763.
2 1 1 5 Service. Remodeling, paincondition.
Stadium View Drive, central Farms, Cadiz, KY 42211.
with a beautiful view
4 BR,
Warning!
Don't
read this
general
Gatesborough.
.
work,
cement
ting,
WEST
heat and air, all appliances Phone days 1-235-5182.
of Kentucky Lake
propane gas, conunless
you're
in
inneed of
and
home
maintenenace
with hookup for washing
KENTUCKY
await your arrival.
1971 Type 3 Volkswagen
crete block foundaroofing, carpentry, or elecmachine, carpeted. Single
engine for Squareback or spections. Free estimates.
ASPHALT
Offered in the low
tion.
trical work. New or repair
CootInq ond
or couple with no children Saddles, English &
stationwagon. $350 plus 753-4501.
$40's through KopAll guaranteed: Call Joe,
sealing
pets. Western Sales preferred. No
$75 if installed. Call 753- Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
Gatesborough home
perud Realty, 711
753 8163
753-9226
for free estimate.
Available May 15th. Call Repairs - Custom
after
5
pm, or 753- for your furniture needs.
3058
w/3 BR, 2 baths on
Main.
OYD-MAJIR
753-1799 after 5:30 pm. Work - Tents and Boat
8450.
Choose from thousands of MITCHELL BLACKTOPPI NG.
large lot. Large
Small
engine
and
REAL ESTATE
Deposit required.
scotchguard
cloths
durable
patio. Central heat
Covers made.
mower
repair.
COMMERCIAL
residenand
Commercial
Vega
Nomad
station1976
753-8080
and naughyde vinyl. Behind tial. Also patching, sealing,
and air; 2 car
TAYLOR
Two bedroom apartment,
LLS1'ING
S. 641 She.i
wagon. Call 753-3662.
garage.
Dairy Queen. 753-8085.
close to hospital, no pets,
LEATHER CO.
striping. For estimates
and
Professional Services
Desirable investS. 12th St.
Used
Trucks
50.
With The Friendly Touch"
deposit required. Call 753.
116S. earmultrutr
ment package conCOLDWATER LAWN & call 753-1537. .
753-9131 or
1965 Chevrolet pickup, V8 GARDEN
OWNER
1.247-3934
7809.
SHOP.
sisting of 2 large con759-1504
HOME ANCHORS
automatic,
$650. 753-9181 Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers, MOBILE
LEAVING
STATE
crete
block
Two bedroom apartment,
underpinning, roof's,sealed,
Nlerray-Calkway
or 753-8124.
In Hardin,spacious
chain saws, expertly patio awnings, and house Wet basement? We make
obile
buildings,
unfurnished, near Universi- Mare and colt for sale. 474County Realty
BR.,..2
bath
home,
ci
repaired. Pickup and type - roofs for mobile wet basements dry. work
2710.
GMC
short
wheel
base
approx1978
home,
ty. Call 753-8146 or 753(502)7534146
ater and
available. 489- homes. 753-1873, Jack completely guarenteed. Call
c
4..M44111111116
, delivery
pick"
imatel
cres
with
2437.
REE-MAR ARABIANS.
304N. 12th St.
8
AM
to 5 PM.
.
sewerage,
2853,
topper,
-AM7Flir
or write Morgan ConshUt,
Glower.
fron
on Highway
Merrey, Ky.12071
Two bedroom duplex, all Purebreds for sale. Trained
heat.
ecoriqmical
gas
gas
cassette
stereo,
good
121
South,
approxNeed work ion your trees? struction Co., Route 2, Box
kitchen4pliances,-central and started. 758--6126. -or
Rey A. Reom-Sreker
Recently added 2
Phone
mileage.
$3300.
KY 42001,
Megan/um
Senate
imatet
1
mile
from
Co.,
Visitors
753-6100.
Topping, pruning, shaping, 409A, Paducah,
heat and air. Call 753-8146
or call day or night, 1-442rs., bath, rec. room
901-247-5439.
aluminum and vinyl
city limits. Offered
welcome.
or 753-2437.
complete removal and
7026.
(not quite finished),
siding, custom trim
1973 International truck,
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath, at $40,000. Contact
33. Rooms for Rent 38. Pets-Supplies
ould be rented for
14' flatbed, $3200. Z-50
work. References.
SERVICE for professional Will do lawn mower, garden
Bel-Air house trailer, Kopperud Realty,
xtra income. Y2
Furnished room for men AKC German Shepherd puptiller and chain saw repair.
Honda, $395. 753-8061.
14x70, located in Scenic 753-1222.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
tree care, 753-8536.
asement
for
students, half block from pies, 28 champions in 5
Quality work, pickup and
Acres on 3/4 acre. Call today
Ill.tn#N021020
753-0689.
Professional painting, delivery available. Cali 753campus, 1626 Hamilton. generations. Also registered
torage, large utility
for your appontment, 753- 46. Homes For Sale
'1981
GMC
Pickup,
paperhanging. paneling. 4162 or 7•53-9952 anytime.
Air-conditioned, kitchen, American Eskimo Spitz
oom. Flue in base7724.
Beautiful house -located in
cylinder
automatic
Guttering by Sears, Sears Commercial or residential.
private entry and parking. puppies. 502-554-2153.
ent and living
Gatesborough.
Three 4tronsmission, powerj: continous gutters installed 20 year experience. Free Wilrie's interior and exterior
$100 per summer term. Dog 'obedience classes for
Approximately eight
oom. Check this propainting, 13 years exbedrooms, 2 baths, living -*steering, $6,250.
per your specifications. Call estimates! 759-1987.
Call 753-8572 or 436-5479. AKC competition or more
miles Northwest of
rty at only 639,500.
perience, free estimates.
room and den with
Sears 753-2310 for free Professional lawn care, Phone before 8 AM or after
HATCHER
Murray
is
this
two
Boarding
obediant
pet,
SHOP
WORK
fireplace,
dining
room, 10
Sleeping rooms in town
estimate.
AKIO SALES
mowing, pruning, fertiliz- 5 PM, 759-1867.
bedroom home on
closets. One acre lot. Call
dose to campus. Cheap! covered runs.i36-213511
OR
ing,
etc. 436-2226 or evenREPAIR,
515
acres
of
land.
S.
GENERAL
HOME
four
12th
753-4494.
Call 753-9195 or 753-0387. For sale: Boiler puppies,
WAREHOUSE
ings
753-9333, ask for Will mow yards, 15 years
carpenexterior
experience
Masonite
years
15
733-4961
By owner: 1505 Oak, 3
Located just west of
experience. Call 753-6564.
34. Houses For Rent AKC registered, available in Lynn
try, masonary, plumbing, Scott.
and paneled and
bedroom brick, large den
Grove on the
May. Call 1=354-8276.
18 Years experience in
roofing, and siding. Free
carpeted interior.
For sale: 1974 Caprice, one
built-in kitchen combina- 51.
Watson Rd. 32'x60'
bathroom
and kitchen
Campers*
estimates. No job too small.
Fisher wood stove,
owner, low mileage, all op- Hunting Dogs for sale. UKC
tion, living room, lots of
concrete blk bld.
Expert car and home work, brick
work.
evenings
or
range
and
Call
474-2276
registered
black
kitchen
and
tan
tions, $1795. 1953 Ford
storage, fully carpeted. 8W Self-contained truck
high door
with
10'
repair.
tile.
stereo
ceramic
fireplaces.
refrigerator remain
474-2359 daytime.
tractor, one owner, good pups. P.R. Breed, 3rd
Must see to appreciate. Call camper. Call 753-9975.
opening, 12" thick
SOUND
fixing
advantage
of
Of
WORLD
Take
Purchaser.
pricgeneration
with
p-ups
'
of
condition, $1795. 753753-2378 or 753-9818.
Tent, Coleman 11x15, Heating, refrigeration, and
concrete floor. 21/4
your home while the craft is
222S. 12th St.
ed at only $14,000.00.
Wallace's Hawk (Grand Nite
3942.
sleeps
5. Fire resistant, electrical repair. Bob's
available. Call James Ray
Priced
well
2
cres.
For sale: Cottage,
753-5865
Champion) 3rd generation
Service, 411•11.1111
Refrigeration
Furnished 3 bedroom house
Roberts
Realty
water
proof.
Call
near
KY
436-2289
Hamilton, 753-9400.
modern,
bedroom,
replacement
below
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
for 3 college girls. Near the pups of Moonshine Ike
Lake, $9900. By owner. In- after 5 pm.
12th & Sycamore
at just 816,900. Call
(Nite
Champion).
753-7502.
7.53-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
University. 753-4974.
quire 436-5439.
toda .
753-1651
and
Motors
52.
Boats
39.
Poultry-SuppliesHutching Sales_ Route 5,
Five room unfurnished
Two bedroom house,- easy to 15
Foot Crosby bass boat Box 2221. The onli factory
house in the county, $150 One year old laying hens for
Plenty of "Stretchin' heat and cool, shady lawn
with trailer, 50 hp Mercury authorized dealer for Filter
per month plus $150 sale. Call 489-2140.
Room':! A really large home with garden spot, outmotor.
May be seen at Queen sales and service in
deposit required. • 753- 41. Ptiblic Sale
CABIN ON THE LAKE. that can change to fit your building, . financing
Darnell Marine, 94 East.
this area. Days 753-6068,
3293.
Call
available.
$14,500.
Energy efficient, sleeps 7, needs. The home provides a
Yard sale, 1011 Story
For sale: 24' Pontoon boat, nights 436-2367.
417 S 10th, 2 bedroom, un- Thursday and Friday. Ave.,. full bath, galley, teak in- living room, dining room, 753-5750.
50 hp Johnson motor. Call
terior, fully equipped sail kitchen with all the counter 47. Motorcycles
furnished, highest heat bill,
Experienced carpenter,
Yard
sale,
5th
&
75,3-2600 during day.
Elm,
TuesHUNTER
boat
with
diesel,
space
and
cupboards
you
References
and$30.
remodeling
and additions.
Super
rd.4
1977
Honda
550
day,
Wednesday,
9-6.
plenty
37 with cruise pac. need. The den is
deposit. $185. 753-8198
53. Services Offered Will consider
Other
Records, books, clothing, $64,225. See at Kentucky large, back to back Sport, new tires, chain,
SALE:
evenings.
FOR
work.
card table, chairs.
Lake Sails, Highway 62, fireplaces in den and living highway bars, backrest, lug- Concrete andiblock, brick miscellaneous
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
Storage Buildings 8' x 12' or 6' x 8'.
Basements, References. Call 759-4815. •
Calvert City, KY 42029. 1- room and all the bedrooms gage rack, 2 helmets. See work.
den, living room, kitchen Yard sale, Old Almo school, 395-7844 or 1-395-8167.
436-5584.
to
believe!
driveways,
storm
cellars,
Plywood floor or will custom build.
are spacious...Let us show
dining combination, fenced Monday through WednesAI'S Super Shell
porches.
20
years
exyou
way
of
a
new
life
by
BIKE!
MUST
SEE
THIS
Specials on Butler Grain bins & buildings.
backyard with tall hedge for day. Old ice box, 3-speed BUY OF THE YEAR! Be in calling 753-1492' at CEN- 1979 Yamaha 650 Special, perience, 753-5476.
Seetk 4th Street
bicycle,
boys
bike,
old
sewthe center of everything in.
privacy, concrete patio and
Murray
thisconvenient location. TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, black, less than 3000 Carpenter Service. New
grill.
Excellent ing machine.
Auto
Complete
Realtors.
miles. Call 759-4749 after homes, remodeling,
Conveniently priced with
neighborhood, on quiet 43. Real Estate
Repair. Free Labe with
pm.
4
anything
cabinets,
decks,
owner financing to
street near M.S.U. One year
oil and filter change.
qualified buyer. Features 4 I i&-sr
OWNER SAYS SELLI
4 miles S of Muff fall) wa 641
1979 Suzuki GS-550, 5600 with wood, quality work.
lease required, $400 per
153-7196.
753-0565
Phone
bedrooms, large kitchen
miles, excellent condition,
month. Available June 1, 3 bedroom brick, 518
0 55 ALT Y
and living room, plus dry
plexiglass fairing, travel
1981. Call 753-5805 after
Brood St. Fireplace inbasement. Bring the kids to
trunk and adjustable back 5:30 PM.
753-1222
sert stays with house,
enioy the large_ _backyard.
rest. Call after 5 pm, 753natural gas heat, very
Three bedroom bridChouse,
Lots of storage rooms plus
9567.
4 blocks from campus, one
nice lot and more.
garage. Call Wendy at
48. Auto. Services THE RIGHT
block from Post Office. If
Shroot-Woldrop Real
Spann Realty Associates toAT
PLACE
pet, $100 deposit, partially
Estate, 759-1 707.
Four heavy duty life
day, 753-7724.
furnished $225 per month.
THE RIGHT
time
insho:ks
StereosAlso 2 bedroom, fully
PRICE
Puede* & Thurman
stalled,
54.9
comcarpeted, basement, $150
Very attractive 3
Waldrop
Inserance &
plete
Where?
month, same location. Call
bedroom brick home
Real
Estate
Estate
Real
Economy
Tire 8, SerLionel, 753-0157 after 5
ciminutes
from
only
Seeded& Court Sq.
Ulf Einem 759-17i7
vice 753-8500.
pm.
ty limits. Features
Aterray,Kentucky
include cnetral heat
0
'
733-4451
rs
and air, den and
1976
Camero
LT,
woodburning
Hidden Treasure! It will do
automatic,
air,
power,
tilt,
Commenity
Miller
St.
(Across
from
Center)
attached
fireplace,
225 L. P.
your heed good to say
sport wheels. $2195. 753garage and wooden
nothing about your pocketSpecializing in Senior Citizens
9710.
backyard deck. A
book when you inspect this
104 Chevrolet impala, exOpen Hours
picture
for
pretty
home we have located just
tra
clean, one owner, new
for you...Three bedroom
pleasant living. Mid
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
tires,
AM-FM stereo, airbrick located on quiet
$40's. Phone 753-1222,
conditioned.
Call 753-4862
8-12 753-3685
nice
street
in
for Real Service in
after 4 pm.
Priced
in
neighborhood.
the,
Real Estate.
For Appointment
1980 Ford Fiesta, excellent
mid $30's...See this home
condition,
great mpg. 753before all others by calling
FUTURISTIC
7855.
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
HOME
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
1972 MG Midget, red conThis choice listing
vertible,
great condition.
reflects a new atafter 6 pm.
759-4945
titude toward com7 Acre Mini-farm with
1979 mercury Capri -1fortable convenient
extremely neat well
speed,
4 cylinder, AM-FM
family living with
landscaped 2 bedroom
cassette, excellent condiAlso household, lawn,Indoors
emphasis
on
special
home in good comtion. $4200. Call 753-3711
energy conservation. after 3 pm.
seed outdoors!
munity, 7 minutes
Uniquely and exfrom Murray.
quisitely decorated
throughout with no
Professional Pest Centre!
SILVER
expense spared to en753-9898
ANNIVERSARY
sure maximum
•
quality and beauty.
RI Al
Home has extremely
& PROPERTY ANAGEMENT
5% off boss price VW
low heating and coolAMIN diesels, yes kW
two
bills
as
ing
OWNER
PROPERTY,
LAKE
bits - Diesel limber
systems.
ofheating
FINANCING. Owner 'needs
mopes • VW /AIM Ves
fer maximum effito sell in a hurray and will
mul diesel. Ivory VW in
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for o
ciency. Home is
stock discounted Mobs
help you buy all or part of a
home but never think about termites- they cause
OS ONO* of WM lbe
designed so that
74 acre tract at the mouth
Economy doom we ell
.the most damage next to, fire. Have your home
solar heating could
of Kentuky Lake on Blood
sole. Don't miss this optreated now( 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
river. A lovely place to build
added.
easily be
pettedly
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
a home, an excellent land
Phone 753-1222, HopCARROLL VW
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
investment opportunity.
perud Realty for all
NO chestnut
operated.
Call Spann Realty
the details.
Associates, 753-7724. •

I)

ity

753-8080

COLES CONSTRUCTION
CO., INC.

1•

Mother's Day Special

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

NTL
TERMITES

FOR DEPENDABLE

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.

Extend your personal greetings this year, with a
greeting ad in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Personalize your greeting by inserting a photo of
you, your family, the grandchildren or your mother
at a small extra cost. Make Mother's Day 1981 a
special day for her by inserting a photo of her in
the ad.
No ads smaller than 1 col. by 1 inch will be accepted (No Photo).
All ads must be received at this office by May 8,
1981, 12 noon.
You furnish the photograph, any photograph
will do, black & white preferred.

Two Column Photo
One Column Photo
1 Column by 1 Inch

$8.00
$5.00
$2.00

Make it a special day for Mom with a Public
Declaration of your love that she can treasure
forever.
Extra copies of the Murray Ledger &. Times may
be purchased at the Murray Ledger & Times after
Mother's Day.
All Mother's Day ads will run Saturday, May 9,

19c1.
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in anew pack.
Same low tar,
same Camel taste.

LOW TAR
CAMEL TASTE

re.
S ere
6
a man belongs.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. -

8 mg. "tar, 0.8 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

;

'NAVAPW'

Ledger & Times
1181

I shopping seer *f Moen with Miss Spriog of 1981, Miss Dona Swift.
tellow Miss Swift es she shops to stores of *wrap oath. pages of this special 14pogo section. Miss Swift,.sealer at °Amy Nigh, is tie daogirter of Mr. sad
Mrs. ihwehiSwift.

Photkirspbyey_Rickkaltn* 9ordon
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When 'springing tne rain;' fashion meets with
wtn'unction
j-•

81 downpours, rainwear orings and mo ern classics. coat developed over 250 years'
4i4
444hionwear. And the under:
•
ly
- ...Ago. The oil-seated Coats were
.cleliver • so-odorous hot and heaq that
and function can weather the complementary messages, AM
even those totally committed to
storm.
au courant couture preferred.
or PM.
jor example. somi of the
This 200 century concept is rain-drenched clothing to these
most important looks for ready- quite contrary to George Macin- cumbfrsome cover-ups.
to-wear are romantics, pale col- tosh's ihfamous tan-only rainRaincoats in the 1980s- are
stylish, water-repellent and
made of lightweight fabrics
such as silky pongee of
QIANA* nylon. And for allweather statements there's
spring-light plush velour of
QIANA* nylon. Here. in brief,
the thundering forecast:
•The Shapes: This year it's
the fuller coat that does double
duty rain or shine whether a
wide-shouldered cardigan from
Cedarhurst Classics, ,an easy
A-line from Bonnie Cashin
Vieatherviear for Russel Taylor
or I TT:74-iftteiThmed down
tent.
Even classic trench styles
,from Raincheetahs by Naman
and Misty Harbor take on
roomier proportions to slip over
all the new looks from knickers
to hip-stopping blousons.
And, one of the freshest
silhouettes is a classic shirt from
For

Daks Womenswear tailored to
perform its function ay weightless cover-up Or• netAieettflt.
double up as a snappy foulweather-dress.
•The Colors: Basic tan and
.A.-more
its 41111111111111
important than ever. However,
some of the'freshest huerrome
from a water-color palette—lavender, pink, mint, peach, light
blue, mauve and grape. And,
watch for vegetable rich beet
and aubergine along with the
new staples—slate and black.
•The New Details: Romance
is in the air and ruffles, soft
bows and soft trapunto stitching
are everywhere. So is pleating,
from a single back-inverted
pleat to all-over versions.
Yokes are gathered and sometimex widened sho
tirget
subtle pufr.-And,surfacedetails
"tIde
such as stitching and tucking go
hand-in-hand with the new fabric finishes such as coated
pongee of QIANA* nylon that
has the look of the most luxurious cure.
In or out of the rain, foul
weather.fashion for spring is a
positive prediction.

Pastel colors dominate
spring hosiery fashions
Pale pastels to match
picked 'up in more and more
feminine clothing and shoes will
areas, girls' knee-highs will find
take a dominant place in spring
their place more in the fashion
parnyivise cellars, nrcortiinE to
mocte_tban utility Attractive
the National Association • of bright pastels promise to be
Hosiery Manufacturers. This
popular_along with the confirm-color
-ing-tage--of-opaque-soeks-bear—
pected to provide lighter vering a variety of cartoon drawsions of the upcoming pretty
ings.
pastels in women's ready-toThere's a hint that skirts are
wear.
coming back for girls, which
As spring shoes show up in
will mean sock colors and texlight, feminine shades (not.---as
tures will be important as the
one designer put it. "•Eastei 'fashionable look will match the
Bunny- colors), spring panty
.hosieryto the skirt.
hose -will-follow _suit with clew
pastels in weights just dense
In 1654, Rhode Island ofenough to shoo the color. Even
IT'S A DRESS. It's a coat. It's the newest raincoat in town that
ficials banned the sale of lisheer knee-highs and anklets
doubles as a dress on warmer days. By Daks omenswear of
appear destined to pick up the
quor to the Indian populatissue-weight pongee of QIANA* nylon.
lighter-weight pale hues.
lion
_
___•._
Some designers see women's
wmaKEEP
THAT
GREAT GM FEELING WITH GENUINE GM PARTS.mog
pants returning to a degree.
making even more important the
(015
(u pantyhose that afiticmooth fit. And, as ruffles.
petticoats and strapless dresses
come on the scene. women will
find they can pick just the right.
hosiery to -match these •,*neo
items. • _
The pale look also will be
evident this spring in men's
casual -socks. Men's hosiery
manufacturers are providing a
wide variety in several shades of
light blue, khaki, yellows, mint
_greens and melon tones. to
name a few.
Natural fibers, primarily 'cotton and a new formulation of
from wood fiber-sh will-be very
important in men's socks.
• While some patterns will appear in men's socks, the traditional argyle will continue to
lead in this area, with most emphasis on the basic dress look.
Joggers and other athletic
types will find cushion-soled
fleeee-sotslis-reminiscent of
weatsuits.sorne decorated with
bright stripes-.
are_ expected to
enjoy footsocks (or ''halfsocks")that come up only to the
ankle, but, strictly in the male
version—no porn pons.
As fashion continues to be

The.y—iho

Downtown On The S uare Murra

Donna Swift, Miss Spring 1981, admires this 1981 Z-28
at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet. Why don't you come out and
browse around tool

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
753-2617

GM QUAUTY
SERVICI PARTS • GM
—
ai$XP*L starves moms OMSK*

641 South, Murray

•
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Traditional fibers spring into the _fashion forefront
_ t•.-.....;:•sirx are the are favoring the easy4vear 01 pens at 1-auttiess starch Com- watchwords for spring '81 as all-cotton over cotton-polyester pany offer these handy tips to
men and women move onto the blends and real lincti...imea4,91,..,th.. e, men,anCwor4en who are
Ma
,
lursy shaping up their spring
streets hi traditionally comfort- 'firre&Took raYtin-s.
While the trend toward fashions:
able clothes such as madras
•Invest in anew lightweight
slacks. Ivy-flavored khakis,real agiOtel fibers can be attributed
linen tops and crisp cotton to its seciAd-skin comfort and iron. The lighter load will -rid
-- long-lasting quatity-,- cotton and -wrinkles as effectively as the old
button-down shirts.
heavier nians and with less ef• It's only "natural" that linen garments do require a few
tort.
fashioklION4r,
.more_ stnakes..with the iron than
• Make sure the ironing
their wash'n wear counterparts.
board is well-padded t6 provide
Ironing needn't be a pressing
a good cushion and to permit,abproblem, however, given the
sorption of excess steam.
proper equipment, a few simple
KIDS"
• High temperatures are right
techniques and a little patience.
PLAY CLOTHES
for cottons and linens to elimiFaced with an easier job than
nate deep-set wrinkles while
it used to be, the fabrictare exSHOULD RE

cool temperatures are best fpr prevent dirt'fri.•;-,albering.
tunnin: it
ffid
touching up permanent press espei:ially on collars...and
tonh or0 the nrilertal
and delicate fabrics. When ironAL L) 's4) Larak low - presislisr e kith )r‘ fssiicr
ing a blend. set the temperature fresher longer, and wash clean
tor cr.tra thr,kness
.
at the lowest setting required for more
• Always unxtug tt.c
-fine fabrics.
• Ii 04k clothes on the right ,..hen not in .the
To 511 'Ti:
• A good rule of thumb when side. except napped fabrics. the Iron
on the htel
ironing a shirt or blouse is to I .e.. corduroys. xelx et., wools,
tap the
iron the collar first, then the I r dark colored cottons. silks. handle or
cuffs.andsleeves_arul-last6., the
And. linens to
1 here's no need to get b.ig,ec,!
body of the shirt using slow, priint shine.
down with ironing this sprint
smooth strokes.
• • Akkays most- the ironed Ironing can- he a
last, smooth joh
To give cottons extra surtace away from you to avoid when
you use the right took,
"oomph."- use a spray•on any wrinkling.
theu: helpful hints and reliable
starch such as Faultless to
• When pressing-flimsy tab
;Faultless Spray Starett; trader
achieve a nice. crisp finish. This • rics (i.e., knits, chiffon. silk I. in
the fabric care industry since
protective clear finish helps to lift up the iron after each stroke 1887.

STURDY.
EASY CARE
Fashions for little girls are
prettier than ever and little boys _
are looking as debonair as theirt,,
'In designer separates. It's
a whole new era of fashionconscious children.
But, what's lovely in the
classroom, or at the theatre for a
matinee, is less than practical at
playtime.
Jeans are hotter than eser
for dressing down. Children. of
.all-ates a re---imitati rrg-t hei r
parents—whether their jeans
are denim or corduroy, chances
are good that theres a designer
iin-tliCrelc-pocket.--- —
Teamed with spiffy sneakers
(yes. sneakers are a fashion
must, toot and alootball jersey
or designer T-shirt, kids are
storming the playground in
style.
When vou set out to buy play
clothes for your brood, there are
some things to remember. Style
get away with something that's
not in the fore of fashion, but
even more important is quality
construcan: overalls should
have reinforced knees, and
seatns should be doublefaced .
Pick clothing that's easycare—duds thatare going to the
playground or baseball field
should not he dry-clean-only.
All active sportswear should be
machine-washable, and stainresistant fabrics are a plus_

HENRY GRETHEL
TO INTRODUCE
MENSWEAR
CLOTHING
COLLECTION
IN FALL 1981
@Henry Grethel . . . men's and
women's sportswear designer,
company president, marketing
wizard. A multi-faceted man
who is adding yet another accomplishment to his list of credits; his first men's designer clothing line debuts in fall '81.
The collection, designed
Clothing by Henry Grethel,"
will be sold in fine department
and specialty stores across the
nation.

-

Master Charge.
Visa. Behrs.
Shoppers Charge

Don't Forget Behrs
Gift Certificates!

it9/ Menu

willivaftsv&

Mix and Match Coors inateX
Reg. 19.99 to 29.998.99
Exceptional savings on Misses and Junior
coordinates.

Look of Linen Blazers

13.99

Reg_to_36.00
Exciting savings on ---blaJvrs to polish any
outfit!
Spring Shirts and Blouses

Req. 30.00

Your Choice

19 99

• Super straights • Boot cut • California
straights

Reg. 24.99 -

8.99-1010.99

Terrific as tug, IIII new loring
-ly le!-.. SIIIIII 'Wiled, .411114' 1% itli polo,.

Wrap Skirts

6.99

Reg. to 19.99
Some short sleeve styles.

Reg. 15.99 to 19.99

9.99 .

Spring skirts in a variety of easy care -fabrics.

Spring Dress Sale
Reg. to 35.999.99
Great selection, great
Misses, Halfsizes.

\\I Sale! Lee and• Levis Jeans

' Fashipn Pants

to 11.99

savings!

Junior.

Spring Handbags
Reg. to 12.99

5.99

Timely savings on a great gift idea!

T-Tops

Lingerie

6.99

dReg. to 12.99

Reg. to 17.99

3.99 to 5.99

Choose from appliques, stripes, solids.

Pretty feminine styles with a touch of lace.

Better. Jeans

Panties

A full spectrum
Created with the feeling that
men need suits that reflect the
"many lives in their life," the
collection covers the full spectram of fashion.
Grethel believes men today.
"require spirited, well-made
clothing for the office, dressy
evenings, weekends, etc. It is a
time for both city and country
wear. They want comfort, quality and value."

•-•

gifts just right for your mom...
undtr 20.00

Reg.- to 24.95

8.99 tol 0.99

Assorted styles. Some belted. Some with
back pOcket detailing.

Central Center

Murro

Reg. 1_25 ea
. - .

4 for 3.00

Always a welcome gift! Choose bikinis,
briefs, hip-huggers.

Hrs: 10-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sun. 753-7991

-
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Short, delicate hairstyles
head up the looks for sprin
airsty les
harken en
g
for spring, according_ to. the
_
Helene -Curtis Hairstylists_
isory Board.
These top stylists forecast a
spring fashion scene that mirrors today's economic situation.
and the careful practicality it has
spawned among consumers
nationwide.
Nothing's ant-garde about
urtent hair fashion trends, they
report. Instead, there's an emphas-i-s—on—wearable.. tailored
styles for American wOmen who
demand good value for their
•
beauty dollar.
To accessorize the shorter
hemlines and clean, fuller lines
of spring clothing, hair lengths
go shorter, with extra fullness,
"bounce" and style support.

SUNNY AS A SUMMER'S DAY—Refreshing wallcoverings in your kitchen help to get the day
off to a cheerful start. The"Pembroke"and "Pembroke Vine" patterns pictured here,coordinated wallcoverings from the new Sanitas collection,"Recollections," bring summer's warmth
into your home at any time of year.

.1

""N

c;

The short and long of it
•
In short cuts, extra fullness is
concentrated at the crown. Long
hair will show soft, loose
--iv-ayes—Large loo_py curls and "S
curves."
To achieve these fuller looks,
stylists are using techniques that
range from backcombing and THIS SPRING, hair moves softly, gently, with curves rather
razor cuts to roller setting. than curls. To add fullness and curve to short straight hair.
Rosalie Cantrell, Seattle member of the Helene Curtis
'ikpdints are cut-into short
Hairstylists Advisory Board, used the I. itit,:url Body Amplifier
hair for height.
Treatment, a brand-new salon service, that adds easy-care
Multi coloring adds an illumoNernent to hair for up to six weeks.
sion of fullness: Laire-rOd permanent w ;nes gi‘e hug. loose
women are asserting newThese
general,
.
.
.nationwide can
and a brand-new salon
both
treatment ,•alled
gional \ariations based on cli- their own hairstyle needs. And
1...C•111.P;‘olumc mate and lifestyle.. •
.implific!
America's top hairstylists are
th,
Amer,Nipon signature.
in ,ottn
IThree signature note
ihrottr,Atentlt
t
I tii.•re arc r,ants ii sescra
ate Ine treouent eft
deep %wk. used solid in airi shapes and I.m.gr tlis in this ,•ollecii,
ic an engagini!.
ihe darkiing prints.
suit — tor
nal!lung little extra sw
and
eU -ri,r in. with straps that
tel knitted In hold sauor
ana ft: In the

lights—Camera---4ACtion!

HEAD LINES
Glamorizes Miss Spring and gets her
ready for her next picture
assignment.

we have gift certificates for
Mother's Day and other occasions.

MISS SPRING 1981
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creative remedy for frustrating rainy day wails

Glue dough

you probably have all the mgreTry having the children work
dients right on hand in your on a Glue-Dough project. Mix
kitchen—to stop the cry and at together equal parts of flour,
the same time stimulate your cornstarch and Elmer's Gluechild's creative bent.
All until the ingredients are all

'Mom, what shall I do
now?''. It's a cry _heard in many
homes during the summer—
particularly on rainy days.
but
Exasperating—yes

and food coloring). When this
has dried (a matter of 15 or 20
minutes), you can get a glossy

child can press beads tor eyes,
nose and mouth, yarn for mane,
tail and/or whiskers. Or, he can
let the glue-paint dry and paint
over a (resign in another. color
andadd littasaperwhileglue

frigerator to be taken out on
another day.)
Send for free folder

by waphpiclhyiinsggluaecsoliagthtolyf
For a free folder with more
is-hglaze
glue
with at
ideas of things to make—
•
al k .. t_
ar.114e.
, , - .-v-'-• - :::-..- object with glue:paint let' '.ktflflt.;..14,et_ gh thaer.
'"_`1,4:'•••,.;
.
010.1%
01
41V6
"s"6
Of an
• "
- ,.
Ifthe mixture iS too dry, add a dry,then turn and paint the other not being..used in plast c wrap so anirneTs...-send a stamped.pc40.- - .
bitof glue; if too moist, sprinkle side—the same or a different it remains workable. Any left- addressed business envelope to
on some flour a little at a time. color,
over dough can be worked to- Glue-Dough/Glue-paint. P.O
The final mixture should pretty
While glue on this side is wet, " gether and stored in the re- Box 157, Hilliard, OH 43026.
much have the consistency of
pie dough.
Half a cup of each ingredient
will be enough for your child to
do e. variety of things such as
shape dollhouse furniture, make
a zoo of animals or a mobile of
different shapes to hang in his
rOCIM.

One easy project is to roll out
some of the dough on a floured
board and cut out shapes with
cookie cutters. Then put them
on aluminum foil or kitchen
wrap to dry.
Hang it all!
---Frof-n-fnerbiir,--nrake-alto
near the center top by inserting
sirass . Let dry for several hours.
remove the stray,. turn and continue to ',try for another I 2 to 14
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Donna says its hard to choose fresh flowers or silks

For
Mother's
Day

609' 2 S. 4th St

- 753-9514
Mon.-501.8-5
Murray, Ky.

Pretty As
A Picture. Miss
Spring And
International Harvester
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Fresh, exciting and innovative fashionsspringforward at French collections

and the tropic isles. Jungle
prints made'a strong impact-on
the runway. Hemlines ranged
- '
-The French designers pre- from mini to mid-calf.
sented an exciting variety of
Clothes were sottly stritclopisJo! spring-summer
turAta4ravy to a more
- nI.
es-in
A clean. classic sportswear fe
Shuul .k_der
ere less padded,
'shaping. Safari suits and nauti- 4-rytffatal:Mem either shoji ot
cal influences were seen at all long and straight to the hip.
The new dresses featufed
the collections.
double skirts, fitted hip yokes,
Many of the designers were cowl necklines
and off-theinspired by India. China. Africa
shoulder collars. Draping reemerged for evening.
There was a return to layering—skirts over shorts and
tunics over skirts.
Innovative pant looks, ranging from shorts, bermudas,
By ANNETTE PETRUSA

tering round necklines. His new
skirts, flared or side-slit, gave
an easy look to the mid-thigh
minis.
The smock 'jackets were the
--feet partners to
the-k
.,90. 1—
ing, the goittand separates were show stoppers•
.
Karl Lagerfeld for Chloe
showed a creative collection of
knits emphasizing the hips. His
double-skirted blouson dresses
with tight yokes or tucks were a
hit. The off-the-shoulder softly.
rolled band collars were a focal
point.
Givenchy's sophisticated
long torso blouson dresses were

and featured long jackets and
the big story this season. His a
Playclothes, featuring short flar- Pajama Pants•
Thierry Mugler used white
ing culottes, were trendy.
Kenzo's upbeat collection in- linen inspired workers clothes
eluded a roup of the shortest while Anna Marie Baretta
oiv
quert
French balnute
toirr•wtiti
e_doe_anki
.spitczl striped siziferilk
50.

z

Ant-ameme
spired pantsuits:
Claude Montana's spectacular Spanish toreador looks for
evening and refined nautical
sailor striped knitted ensembles
were hits.
France Andrevie showed a
group of white cotton minis with
wide pleats. She teamed safari'
jackets with pleated short skirts.
Her Chinese peasant suits
were in black and gold brocade,

.401-•

. Chamal
Mc-Bolder peasant chesses featurtd off-the-shoulder ruffled
necklines, tiered skirts and tent
bodies.
Castelbajac believes in a trim
tailored pant with gold accents
while Issey Miyake showed the
rounder, fuller pant with multiple pleats at the hip narrowing
down to a tightly pegged bottom.

CHLOE--For spring; the
new Bermuda kilt featured
with the off-the-shoulder
rolled hand Collar by Karl
Lagerfeld.
•411a."
GrVENCHY—Crepe pleated
blouson dress nith attention

LS_ST. LAURENT—The
t4oft and ea.s short polka dot
dress sashed loo on the hip

and Zoave to classic trousers,
were shown.
-Daytime-fabrics -were generally dry and crisp. Cotton, poplin and terry wet.*important.
For evening, gauze, voile.
georgette and tulle were featured. Silk fabrics were used for
day Color Highlights: Emphasis
was on sun drenched neutrals—sand, terra-cotta, tilc,
clay, celadon. saffron, cactus
and indigo blue.
Yves St. Laurent presented a
super collection which featured
pretty blouson dresses with flat-

Donna Swift is modeling the new Bobbie Brooks spring line
from Four Season's Fashions. Also, new tops, skirts, stretch
denims and painter's pants, just arrived!

Four Season's Fashions
1205 Main—Murray

Donn a Looks her Best
In A Sundress From
Miss Spring, Donna Swift
Loves Our Newest Addition

THE SAVING PLACE

753-6678
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Pants: coveting the long and short of fashion for spring
The buzzword for spring
fashion is pants . . . in all
shapes from bloomers to
jodhpurs.
Since pants became de
rigueur for day over a decade
alio7 they:ve woven their way

as American as baseball, sneakthe overwhelming message — jodhpur.
Ions and interesting Ts—
them. Layer them or leave them
ers, crew cuts or sweatshirts,
for day, for night. And, at The
alone. It's all part of the season
To top the bottoms off, The striped, solid or freshly biWomen have flirted with
of the pant
skirts, suits and dresses. But Gap Stores, these signals are . Gap temps matching sweats, ny- colored. Mix them or match
sharp—particularly when it
they've never abandoned the
comes to pants with a casual air
conceptsof pants.
mom
that can be dressed up or dos'. n
-,.,••• oimmui
101011111.1g,MIN& 0111.11.. NEW NMI
or
anall.• ■111111116. moo
This season, from Paris to
• .
=011111
111111111••••.77...181.
.0.1.
1
r
OIMIlle110
•
.4-lere's the Ion
.
•
..
. ,40444-4,
. titia
-a.
•
Cdir4
1
r been the province of professional athletes continue as favorites for sports enthusiasts and
spectators alike.
For spring, they look newest
when they take their cues from
the new pastel color palette —
pink, powder blue, mint green.
lavender and lemon to match
crew neck pullovers and zipfront jackets.
•Nylons: Just like runners,
ggevrinttem and long- Ms.
,
lance walkers, young men and
• women will be slipping into
lightweight nylon shorts and
tanks.
These super short pants are an
integral part of spring's total
pant story. They're colorful.
wei htless and readfor action.
ap s red. birre. yellow an
black look very official when
striped on each side, and news-,
jest are the candy cane
stripes—red, blue or green on
white. Wear them together or
colorfully-mixed.
• One-Piece Dressing:
Jumpxuits...have..moved,from
trendy to basic in a few short
years. Spring 'St sees a gamut of
jumps in softest cotton in a rainbow .or cOlorsitoril pat.' pastels
to clear crayon bri his to newest
vegetable rich darker tones.
And, some of the freshest
4.11. IMO

grZ

•

WA,;wing
Donna Swift

is shown wearing an
Albee Plaid Blazer and
Calvin Klein Denim Skirt,as she
displays a limited edition print
by Jean Vietor
-

Miss Spring 1981
Donna Swift
Shops where she can
always be in style
—
..

,
Branchchezer

The Cherry

knees with 'roll-up cuffs, or
shorter and fuller rompers.
gymsuit-style.
• Novelties: The fun of pants
this season is that they come in
so many varieties. The Gap
likes them f,ller and banded at
the ankle, pegged4nd front
pleated or zippered.
Two to watch: the fuller leg
pant with knitted cuff and elastic'ztd or drawstring waist. The
more shape y version is-a p ayful adaptation of a riding
Fun to experiment
The length of pants is a strong
theme in Sidel's proportion
story, and one that women will
find absorbing to experiment
with next spring and summer.
says Helene.

'
aa
I
n
L.Amv-iieep
Cain's
-nulluuli
-Im..
641 North

753-6448

Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-8301

4,11,
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Proud mothers are dressing toddlers for a summer splash
Babies will be making a big beach apparel that will help
and colorful splash this summer keep them dry and comfortable,in a variety of bathing suits and as well as looking adorable.

Janet Spencer King, editorin-chief of Mothers Manual
magazine, tells us that this year
the big news fpr little sizes-12
months through toddler-3—is
the one-piece Lycra spandex
fiber tank suit. Makers of children's clothing, from Florence
Eiseman, to Freitag, Carter's
and Danskin, -are- in the swim
with colorful offerings for both
girls and boys.
Toddler's tank suit

•

Couturier Giorgio Sant'
Angelo, designing for Sun
Togs, has originated a brand
new suit called the tankini: a
combination tank suit and biV
kini.
When we asked Ms. King
why a mother would put a very
small person in a bathing suit
when diapers were available,
she explained that disposable
diapers, which the majority of
mothers now use, were designed to absorb water,not repel
it Bathing suits provide excellent protection from sun and
sand, too, and babies wearing
them are, indeed, an endearing
sight.

PREVENT MOLD
AND MILDEW
WITH ADEQUATE
- VENTILATION

Miss Spring is looking
at Kentucky hand
-Made and -land painby
ted- pottery
Louisville Stoneware
r
and PfaI:zgrff
"Mother's Day" is
almost here. Many
new and beautiful
things to choosefrom:

Those hot, humid days of
summer bring with them a
number of inconveniences—
not least among which is mold
or mildew in your bathroom or
shower stall.
This can be easily removedwith one of a number of products available commercially,
and can be prevented by making
sure that there is adequate ventilation in all bathrooms, and
crawl spaces in your home's
basement

,

MORE BABIES, MORE FASHION, MORE FUN. The birthrate is increasing, and so are the number offashions designed
to keep the 12-months through toddler-3set in the swim. In its
May/June issue,Mothers'Manual magazine presents a summer
fun-time collection for both boys and girls to help keep them
feeling cool, comfortable, dry and happy while playing pool.
side or in the sand.

New Owners Of
4A1CDPW itAl$040
Marsha Hargrove and
Carita Lamb welcome
Miss Spring Donna Swift

• ,„,••••
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Feminine styles
The majority of the swim
suits featured in the May/June
issue of Mothers' Manual have
matching coverups. They range
from long and.very feminine
styles done
jewertoned Tainbow of sweat
skirts, with interesting appliques and hoods, for both sexes.
The fashions being shown in
ihe issue are all moderately
priced, too, which should help
parents keep comfortable.
A bi-monthly publication,
Mothers' Manual is a magaLuie
for new or expectant mothers. It
,is designed to explore the problems, options and challenges
encountered by today's mother,
and help her cope with change.
From the Infant Testing
Laboratory in Princeton, to the
set of television's Sesame
Street, the magazine's reporting
covers topics from sexual problems to children's health, fro_m
infant sleep patterns and dreams
to overworked mothers, from
the fears and satisfactions of
fatherhood to mother/daughter
rivalry, from fashion to new
products, toys and equipment.
Copies of the magazine are
available in obstetricians' offices throughout the country or
by subscription. If you would
like to receive a free sample
copy of Mothers' Manual
magazine, pleise write:
MolliereMariutr,Dept. A,441
Lexington Avenue, New York,
NY 10017.
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to their shop. So many •
new things to see. Donna's
relaxing in one of many.
styles of wicker chairs. Gifts for Proms, Mothers Day
and Graduations
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10% Off

All Gold
1914 Coldwater Rd.

Miss Spring 1981 chooses the Honda CB400
as her favorite way of transportation.

753-0317

OVERBY HONDA ,
801 S. 4th St.

Murray, Ky.

.1'.
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•
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It's crystal clear
new jewelry's here

Summer'sfancy

There's a brand new look to nant. To achieve a fuller look,
jewelry for the new year, the small seed pearl chokers are of
Jewelry Industry Council re- several' strands. twisted toports. "In" are shorter neck- gether.
laces, lighter weight jewelry.
To give a more solid look to
_1.-ourt..lighitsgolecrs and crxs- .gold. gold chokers are in mesh
expertst
.
-117".."Woilr'=1-beaV-51:chains-,-Itittrii; brhceletS:' •'"14-'
'
drop earrings and massive penAll the new jewelry items
dants.
tend to be "go togethers," with
Designers are opting for a peat Is worn with crystal penlighter look when it comes to dants, or light stone jewelry
gold jewelry to give the luxury such as amethysts, tourmalines,
touch of gold without requiring. coral or ainber.
Also part of spring's jewelry
that the consumer have the
story are cameos and shell
Midas touch to buy it.
Many of spring's new pen- jewelry. The shells are either
nadants are in geometric cut-outs, g• ¼1 and silver replicas of
and single initial and monogram ture, or nature's own designs
their
initials as pendants will be fav- laminated to preserve
natural
hues.
orites for the coming season.
New on the scene is crystal
The ruffle story
jewelry, with delicately etched
floral designs seen on opaque
Ruffles are controlled and
elongated pendants, rim.ned often appear in evening organza
lightly with fold. Pendant blouses paired with skirts as
CRYSTAL AND GOLD—A handsome opaque crystal pen- chains avoid the large link look, well as short dancing dresses.
•Colors: range from unclut- THE BARE NECKLINES of spring and summer are warmed
dant, with a delicate floral motifetched on it,sets offthis hand- and are mostly tiny "s" links or
tered ethnic tones such as black by the lustrous elegance ofcultured pearls. Here,a two-strand
some gold chain in spring's newest fashion. Earrings are small figure eights.
Necklaces are shorter in and white and warm beige tones matinee length necklace of cultured pearls, cultured pearl
matching crystal edged in gold, and the mesh chain necklace
and bracelet give added eye appeal. Princess-length necklace -length, with the choker length to brilliant shades of periwinkle bracelet, ring and earrings from the Cultured Pearl Association accessorize an Andre Van Pier creation.
has tiny gold triangle at the center. Light and bright is the word and Princess length predomi- and turquoise.
for jewelry this year, declares the Jewelry Industry Council.
4

Donna Swift Knows
Massey Ferguson Has
Tractors To Tackle Any Job
Hey! Girls ages
121o92.
Miss Spring Buys
Her Shoes At

Personalized MF
financing, parts
and service available.

Indu tri I R d

If, you're thinking you may need bigger,
new equipment to make your farm
operation more efficient, stop in and talk it
over with one of the folks at Stokes Tractor. They'll help you select the right equipment to match the job and your budget.
They'll help you plan your financing to
meet your needs and to take advantage of
available tax credits.
When comes to service after the sale
Stokes
what it takes to
with all e back-up support you'll ever
need.
Remember... -Most Folks Call Stokes!

753-1319
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European read,-to-% ear:

Directional looks for spring
By AMBER BROOKMAN
'The Parisians aren't shy
about anything—especially

when it comes to tengths—the
streets of Paris abound with
short skirts.Flat and low heeled

shoes complement short hemlines.
Inside the spring/summer '81
oll ctio_nss
• t-a.
*aito
everywhere!
Designers like Mugler, Modtana, Karl Lagerfeld and Deluca
exhibit their usual dash with
dare creating whole new fashion
directions.
From the traditional houses
such as Valentino, Dior. Yves
St. Laurent, Givenchy, Lanvin
and Chanel, elegant understated
fashions as alwalos are bywords.
Major statements are short
lengths—lots of pantswith new
silhouettes such as jodhpurs,
bloomers and Bermudas—and a
return to dresses which feature
less stfaittred; softer-shape*,
As with the last mini trend
and the exaggerated lengths of a
few seasons ago, there will be
some who opt to stay with the
more traditional attire. The direction for this group is the suit
or dress at or just below the
knee.
Colors in the traditional
spring vein—white. khaki,

ri

Donna's Ready To
Play In Her Tennis Outfit
from...

Yours-Mine & Ours
Today's Fashions At Yesterday's Prices
Court Square

beige and navy everywhere with
a splash of bold colored brights.
White for evening never
looked bctter. Silhouettes fo.1-1

detailed clothes in general.
Stripes, dots and, to a lesser
degree, plaids, were featured in
every line and looked new
again. Stripes ran from the classic pin to a wide geometric
banding.
Dots went from tiny to jumbo. Stripes and-deits-are-8fecal-point and will be easily adapt-able to the American market.
Although "disguise" clothing appeals mainly to the
French, is often not so easy to
wear, and generally not accepted in the American market,
it_ was apparent enough_ in_thc
collections to deserve mention.
The military again crops up in
one version or another and, although some of the color direction is interesting as a statement
in itself, it was somewhat weak.
One of the most interesting
categories to emerge is the
ethnic look. Untike seasons past
where ethnic was represented
generally by one-strong
ence, this season the collections
found ethnic running the gamut
from China to India to African
.-Drep,colored bands olivine Adventure -in prints and detail,
and grape strewn with 'stencilled to gypsies trimmed in gold.
MILITARY LOOK: Valentino's jaunty jodhpur leg ensemble
white flowers, wonderful
There's plenty of direction in brown and beige mini plaid has a distinctive military feeling.
;
W
e itt UVC y sepafor seasons to come and lots ot Note crisp accessories for spring: long aviator white dilkacarf,
rates combinations; a-whole raft fun for the fashion customer.
large button earrings and close fitting hat. •
of exciting jackets, from smock
to cardigan, peasant skirts and
pants in raspberry cotton jersey,
plus that Nipon keynoter, the
go-with-everything ruffly white
blouse, form the mix that makes
the spring, 1981, NiponCollectibles collection special.
Pearl- Nipon considers separates dressing a way of the active American life. "Like taking vitamins, for energy and
fle-x-ibility,- -women today- au- •
tomatically guarantee the same
factors in their wardrobes with
parts that mingle in several dif-

Beautiful furniture is introduced by
Donna Swift, Miss Spring 1981

•

For Mother's Day Martha wants to get something
' really special for her mother, so she shops. . .
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I ri her ness colletlion
n
-141./pTelle ts a faci=snopow.,4.
4..•
ers bask: women expiess more
varied moods in beach clothes
than they ever lavish on the rest
of their wardrobe.
-The woman who.usually
wears...sober black, navy or
white swimsuits will suddenly
feel the need to add a bright suit
with ruffles or fringe." she said.
"It's important to most
women to stick to one type of
clothing, at least for daytime.
On the beach, however,she can
—and does—let herself gif."'Accordingly, Monika Tilley
groups several themes in each
•1,a141§kirel at i
•
ys that link the suits
to companionate Coverupst•
This collection runs the
gamut ofcool beige and black in
a group called "Midnight
Sand'; to the sweetness and
light of her sherbet colors, to
really briglit fantasies in eye. popping _turquoise. red, violet and gold sections shirred into an
'abstract design or kaleidoscopic
ruffles.
Gold and silver appliques.7
silver .or gold_metallic belts_
cutwork appliques of romantic
satjn flowers on dark maillots.
the barest minimum
.
. .in. Western

For Spring Visit
THE SHOE TREE For

Monika's..sensational-new-twoin-one suit with a detached hal.1
.
white makes this one of the most
newsworthy sw imv,'ear collections ever.
Monika has given.the blouson
. the blend olchic .and_allure_in
bathing suit: her bikinis are, as
always, highly provocative but
somehow have that Tilley touch
of elegance. and Ghe continues
her skillful play with wide
stripes used directionally.
"Shock value has lost its appeal in beachwear." says this
designer. "The point iS to look
marvelous Aitty and charming_

Donnafinds treasures
at the

Treasure House

The Beau
Spring
Brings The Need
For Extra Cash
•

vOri

MISS SPRING 1981

5, 1981
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America is enjoying a growing love affair with labels.
They're stitched onto pockets,

sleeves, waistbands and collars;
they're attached to virtually
every type of garment that's

sold in boutiques, specialty
shops and department stores.
More and more, they're becoming a manufacturer's mark
of style and integrity in chain
stores, discounters and mass
merchandisers as well.
And,just as a discerning food
shopper would hardly purchase
a new ,item without first checking its ingredients, the 'careful'
clothes shopper considers the
fiber content and fabric in a new
garment before buying it.
People who are on the go.
don't have time for extensive
comparison shopping. They
t to be able to identify the
qua y74-7 gaimerrt at
glance. make a sound decision
quickly and get on with the day.
A new label to look for v..hen
buying active sportswear is
American Fleeeevvar' . The
ne
ithprodurahate fits attached, appears exclusively on garments made %kith
Creslan' acrxiic. kitten blended
s.% h k:otton.
:-.urc—ca,u1c
he oix
,
ILL ilant

•Classy
•Colorful
•Affordable
Multi Espadrille
By Sporto Reg. $27.06

Donna Steps
Into Style
at the...
Our Price

$21.95

1 3
53
393

EXCITING
GIFT
r.— —
CENTER
the green door'# IN THIS
AREA

keep their shape and resist
shrinking and stretching to an
exceptional degree.
Offered in a range of popular
styles, American fleecewear is
for people who buy wisely and
insist on a product that looks
great.
It's the active sportswear for
people on the go. . and in the
know.

WE'VE EXPANDED AGAIN!
Now Over 4,000 sq. ft. of
Gift Items For:

FREE ENERGY:
ALSO KNOWN AS
THE SUN
TO WORK

*Mothers Day
!Weddings
*Graduations
*Fathers Day
*Birthdays
*Christmas
*and Remembrances

urriNG

Food cooked outdoors always
tastes-especially good. Putting
the sun to work cooking your
meals for-free ean make-thetaste even sweeter.
A Troop of New York Boy
Scouts has devised a series of
solar powered o%ens and cook-yrs which_ can be built from in--ex,pe_asiAtt. mai_eriai4 tound
.,round the house
• ht,iin tfle it 1 nur oians
o -!) Solar

Ch.
""Se""

DileLesd Grew

Bed-Bath-Gifts

Oriental
curniture & Accessories

Shop Littleton's For
Your Spring And
Wardrobe

UTTLETON3
•

. n
spacious lofts on Manhattan's
West Side, a group of 30 young
artists are painting on sweatshirts, bathing suits, dresses and
blouses. . . and are turning out
some 10.000 pieces a week.
It's a new wrinkle in fashion:

av'hat tiedyed fashions were to the '60s.
The artist behind this new
movement is portrait painter
Hyacinthe Kuller Baron, whose
works are in the private collections ofsuch famous personages
as the late Jack Benny, football

WITH AN INNOVATIVE PALETTE, artist Hyacinthe Radler
Baron (far left) directs several of the 30 young artists she
employs in her studio. In the background are some of the
10,000 hand-painted garments produced each week.
Chic combo
This spring, the favorite jumpsuit, or matching flowered
combination will be tailored tops and skirts in a new sheer
with soft, a loose decorative texture, cotton hopsackin .
ave a ru y no cowlant skirt, a trim tailored jacket terpointing the fabric's casual
above a ballooning stra less cris ness.

an
Raye.
Prior to opening her Atetkr
Baron in May. 1980, the artist
designed couture clothes for the
likes of Chris Evert, Lee Radziwill, Enid Haupt and Mrs.
Richard Avedon.
Now she is directing a staff of
30 artists, including several
young Russian Jewish emigres
who are sponsored by a govtrnment training program
through the Council of Jewish
Manpower Associations. One
of these young Russians was a
painter of circus murals in Moscow.
Ms. Baron creates the design
and her apprentices hand-paint
them under her tutelage. No air
brushes, no silkscreens.
--Tlso-gpost.popular- motifs-in—
clude florals, birds and animals,
and abstractions. They have
been painted on 30,000 georgette sweatshirts for Sasson;
dresses and evening separates
for Jonathan Logan; 60,000
ladies' tops.for StouL.Sportswear, a Cardin litensee; bathing
suits for Roxanne, and more.
That's more than most artists
can expect to sell'in a lifetime!

A WIDE ARRAY OF SPLASHY, SEXY PA1TERNS brightens this spring's
evening looks.
These, by Morton Myles,are a case in point. The Mack,white and red abstract print
silk pajama
jumpsuit,left, is enticingly highlighted bra backless halter neck and tied with a fringe
trimmed
self sash. To cover up, there's a jacket to match. Navy and white gingham check
knickers and
blouse, right, from the Mylesport spring, 1981, collection, is frivolous fantasy at
its kickiest.
Fun with a capital "F."

HOME FEDERAL
1\11\(..1

IN.1)1 ,) 1\

0111

•

11 11

.H

MURRAY BRANCH

Congratulations Miss Spring
At Home Federal We Have
Your Interest At Heart!
Miss Spring sits relaxing and
looking over the fine gifts Pier I
has to offer

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

oo 11.10 noo

1201 Main
Murray, Ky.
759-1630
Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah
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Springfashion

MISSSPRING 1981

somethingfor everyone

mixed directions and ranging
from delicate pin stripes to bold,
colorful thick
Designers have shied away
from the popular brights of last
spring, and instead use a muted
palette ef
pastels and
rilant;,,silt dominates the fashion pieture rot
. creamy
t.
rtit- e577klifb$1
•
f?‘
When
'pines
as &heat s sprin
lossoms
skirt.
number ot nosta!gL.: terms hase crept into the fashion ‘ocabulem
accentuated. It is done With
a beautiful way to dress for
, And, it's a season for stripes. .
ar for
11-,.,eilit!s hack to artistic mos ements such as the
Spring
'
ti
I
ushers
_in
a
e.:ison
dram-a. Corset-like Cummerspring '81:
lots of stripes, often used in
-Renais
and Art Nous eau.
of great variety in fabric, albunds set off feminine curves.
Last season's broad shoulder has been softened into a full sleese
though fabrics are seldom
Tightly- ss rapped cord belts pick
ith period osertones: Shakespearean. with ribbing and slashed secmixed within the same outfit.
up colors in an ensemble.
tions. Regency. roundly.' puffed :those a long tight sleese: abstract
Of prime importance is the
shapes. mimicking modern sculpture. or a schoolgirl look, with
natural beauty ofthe fabric: pure
Peter Pan collars and white cuffs.
silks, either raw,-spun or crepe
Waist-definers
de chine.
.-pure linens; cotton and •
Designers have focused on
walking shorts, skirted culottes.
silk knits: chiffon wool and
pants tor spring. creating the clam diggers. Dutch boy pants,
Thick ribbon sashes are bowmost sersatile element in a v.0tied and demurely flattering. more.
balloon pants and classic slacks.
man's wardrobe this season.
Oriental-influenced sashes nipThe fabric _Mary_ .
The pants are shown in all
in the waist to its smallest prolengths
and
with
every imaginery length
Less attention has been paid
portion.
able top: delicate cotton knit
They range from neat little camisoles, full silk blousons
safari shorts to playful Ber- short-waisted jackets and crisp
KEEP PEARLS IN
THAT OYSTER
mudas. buccaneer pants. cuffed chemises.

This season's fashion
message: clothes are fun

Skirts are full and flow ing
datad.l.s_sornetimes A ith a
flounce or futile on the bottom,
slinky slips ot silk in to-the-knee
and shorter—e‘ en mini—
lengths. and light-weight wools
and Lottonsin erisp. elassie

For evening dresses, tiers and
ruffles has e made a strong
comeback, this tipe.with a
method to their etabor4te madness•
No longer used simply to trim
a eollar. cuff or hemline. they

to patterned fabrics this season.
although many designers have
created lines using Liberty of
London or Liberty-like cotton
prints.
Soft plaids in either cotton or
silk taffeta are seen in every-

• ;.C;•.k.%)

ss

For
The Best

-TOP CONDITION
- KY WEARING
THEM

JUST MIGHT
CONTAIN
A PEARL!

What's the best way to keep
your pearls looking lustrous and
'gleaming? Simply . by Wearing
them. The oils in your skin will
provide all the essential lubricants the pearls need to keep
them gloving with a rich, natural beauty.

Careful! That might be an authentic pearl sitting there in your
appetizer. Although most pearls
are cultivated under controlled
conditions, nature often takes it (!• • •
into her own hands to produce a
•• .... .......
pearl in an oyster—which could
turn up at your.dinner table!

Formal Wear
..
'
......

•

•

............

...............
••

•

Miss Spring, Donna Swift,
"reflects" on all the fine
clothes Buckingham Ray,
Ltd. has to offer.

Donna and Carolyn
Admire Michelson's
New Keepsake Rings

Vtichtngbam Ikav, Ittb
TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
GENTLEMEN AND LADIES
Dixieland Center
Murray. Ky.
- Mon.-Sat. 9:00 a.m.-5:00

JEWELERS
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

..........
......•..
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Delicious candy colors make kids'spring clothes special
Jellybeans and ice cream thoughts that color the Garanicones, melt-away mints, tangy mals fashion collection this
oranges, butter yellows and spring.
Garanimals, one of the coon.sweet strawberries are delicious
try's foremost children's wear

Tops draw the eye with imspring are smooth knits, soft same label. If the animals
aginative stripe treatments—
twills and denims—all designed match, the tops and bottoms are
down the sleeves, across the
chest, in a parade of colors and with comfort and durability for a perfectly coordinated outfit.
Garanimals hangtags help chilsizes. Paired with crisp whites growing kids.
and 'fresh solids, it is a perfect
Clothing for infants and dren as they grow pick out their
look for-active spring days.
toddlers also features styling own clothing in the store.
of the adult madtet4t7"--4eKtims-fabitics am-also atfitel .4e
Garinitn46.bak:414NOPAgg/
1
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'actioni4Vg— 41170si
jeans, shirts with labels' - rnaittained ,a strong position -in_
-"IrRittlkttr
Raft'
of
sPrinj.
fashion
1 deSignei toudties such as
and terry, that wonderful easy- and diagonal piecing. Work- the children's wear industry by
labels on shirts and back pockwear is coming back, so little being able to offer. quality and
care fabric, has made its way to
_mompla&--1,
2st_stitching. The
height of fashion through a brother and sis will be right in fashion at affordable prises
-`-deitiiijillook in jeans has been the
series of sophisticated decora- style with a selection of action (quality -1-price-m_value).
adapted in denim and twill in
tive
touches, such as piping, overalls.
every size range.
embroidery and contrast piecEmphasis on quality
Match the animals!
Coordinated separates
ing.
This spring, with clothing
Gone are the fussy treatEven a two-year old can
prices spiraling. Garanimals*
ments. In is the streamlined look
Fabrics for spring
match up the animal label sewn emphasis on excellent quality
of coordinated separates with
in at the neckline of Garanimals and the very latest f1iil
built-in versatility.
Other important fabrics this tops to bottoms
featuring thee be especially significant!
firms, and originator of the
matching animal hangtag system, has taken this season's colors and created a look certain to
rival the first flowers for attention.
The new looks for spring in-

MAKING YOI. R Fl ST S
CT is easy—if you
look as appealing as these iCioi)
!
- This knit smock wiih- floiaT 1.
print,,pink piping. bow and embroidery is a perfect match up
for pink twill panto With elasticized.% ai•t. Her young suitor also
looks his best in his Garanimals striped shirt with "rugby" collar paired with khaki twill pants with blue pocket piping.
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"A Sure Sign
of Spring"
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Henry Grethel: designer for the eighties
@Colors are refreshing. silhou- feet in a double breasted,
ettes are classic, and fabrics are slightly shoulder padded blazer.
luxucious naturals for spring
• Soft and cool summer cot'81.
ton knits—for sophisticated two
This year, the fashion fore- piece dressing . . Grethel
cast strongly points to a new di- shows boldly striped, bateau
rection in color for both men's neck T's and elastic waist, full
and women's fashions. De- 'n' easy matching dirndls . . .
signer Henry Grethel, respected this look goes from day into
in both fashion worlds for his night.
•The walking short—single
unusual interpretation of color
and pattern, sees the emergence pleated and cuffed, it's the item
• of what he calls, "the St. for spri .-2J
perfect for
Tropez colors. Strong toned, casual city or weekend wear.
t.
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7110.11° madras‘ tow popinis; habeec
•-•• 4.1161a.vie.
"For men. I feel the most ex- dasher stripes, or tropical prints.
citing and wearable colors are
•The cotton sweater . . . in
maize, grey and white. For every color from lilac to peach
women, I like shades of to burgundy. This year's wearperiwinkle, rose, mint, pink everywhere sweater has a new
and, of course, white."
bateau neck and is done in a
Both Grethel's men's and
basketweave pattern.
women's "Equipment" collecGrethel's complete designer
tions reflect his belief that, "a collection covers the full range
fine 100 percent cotton is'the ofsportswear. This is his second
coolest, most desirable fabric women's collection. Equipment
for spring. Whether it's a satin for Women debuted in fall '80
cotton twill, a baby fine wale and was an instant success.
-corduroy, or newly colored
Grethel's men's collection
madras . . . it's the only way to for spring follows the same
--- -4
-go.''
"easy to wear" philosophy of
fashion as his ladies' collection.
Important silhouettes
He believes that,"men, as well
For women, Grethel feels the as women, lead varied lives.
most important silhouettes and Their clothes must fit the needs
fabrics for spring are:
of their busy lifestyles; taking
• Madras . . . refreshed and them from office, to weekend,
revitalized by its new pastel and to leisure time activities."
SWEATER DRESSING Comfortable cotton sweaters make bright colorations . .
perfect
Grethel feels that the man he
warm weather dressing a breeze. One of Henry Grethel's new for walking shorts,
soft skirts designs for will want the followknits is a yellow crew neck pullojer with a grey striped yoke and "wind cheater"
jackets.
ing for spring:
and shoulders. It tops classic grey chino twill pants styled with • Seersucker .
. pink and
• Cotton 4weaters—to be
a neat plain front and quarter top pockets. Both part of the white, baby blue and
white, or worn alone, as tops, or to be
spring '81 "Equipment.
'collection by Henry Grethel.
white on white . . . it's a layered with a shirt underneath.
feminine yet crisp fabric, per- The basic . . a V-neck. easy

pullover. For a more unusual
• look try any of Grethel's unique
life-saver stripe crews, broken
stitch stripes, or shoulder treatment stripe knits.
•Colors range from the soft
pastels . . . pink, lilac, yellow,
blue . . . to the deeper jeweltoned red, navy and burgundy.
• The reversible zip-front
jacket . . . a fashion highlight
for men. Neutral tan, grey or
yellow poplin reverses .o bright
coltite„
Par
itAtic
tWe
.. stlY t1sic in*
•oxfords,
complete with shoulder epaulets and compass pocket.
• Shorts as a fashion item
. . either Grethel's pleated city
bermuda (especially new in
madras), or the cuffed short
short (in yellow, grey, white or
khaki).
•The short sleeve, box collar
cotton knit shirt . . . Grethel's
collection is highlighted by unusual colorations and bold
stripes.
• Classic, plain front cottoh
twill pants in cool yellow, grey,
khaki or white. Soft neutrals to
complement any color woven or
knit shirt, and any sweater/shirt
combination in the collection.
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A force in fashion
In his new spring "Equipment" collections for both men
and women, designer Henry
Grethel once again uses his
unique sense of color, pattern
and classic silhouette to emerge
as a fashion force of the 80s.

EASY DRESS
—There's
a fresh, uncomplicated approach to spring dressing in
wearable cotton separates. long sleeve cotton knit
T-shirt with • bateau neck is
worn with a matching horizontally striped soft dirndl
skirt fora one-piece look. On
top is an all-occasion double
breasted blazer in white
pique. All by Henry Grethel
for his spring '81 "Equipment" collection.
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Miss Spring, Donna Swift,
Looks Her Best In Spring
Selections From...
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Downtown

-Murray; Ky.
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